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The formal oxidation state, defined as the number of elemental charges 
on an atom or a ligand, when the compound is supposed to Ъе ionic, is a 
useful concept in coordination chemistry. 
A broad range of these formal oxidation states for transition elements 
can be achieved in compounds of these elements with dialkyldithiocarbamato 
(R„dtc ) ligands. The most interesting results of the extensive studies 
(l-6) m Rpdtc - chemistry are undoubtly the diversity and the apparent 
stability of compounds witn metals m unusual high oxidation states (Cu(lll), 
Ni(lV), Pe(lV)). This is explained by a main contribution of the 
resonance structure III (Fig. O.l) wh^ch results in a high electron density 
β
 R .g / R -.S R 
^C N * — > N — , C ^ N 
I II ΠΙ 
P i g . 0 . 1 . The r e s o n a n c e s t r u c t u r e s of t h e d i a l k y l d i t h i o c a r b a m a t o l i g a n d . 
on t h e m e t a l . I n n o n - t r a n s i t i o n m e t a l complexes t h i s π - e l e c t r o n f low i s of 
m i n o r i m p o r t a n c e . To s t a b i l i z e h i g h f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n s t a t e s , t h e n i t i s 
n e c e s s a r y t h a t s t r o n g 6"- d o n o r s a r e c o o r d i n a t e d t o t h e c e n t r a l a t o m . 
E s p e c i a l l y t h e c h e m i c a l l a b o r a t o r i e s of t h e U n i v e r s i t y of Ni jmegen 
h a v e g i v e n numerous c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o t h i s r e s e a r c h ( 7 - 1 7 ) t which h a s shed 
new l i g h t upon t h e o x i d a t i o n - r e d u c t i o n b e h a v i o u r and t h e s t a b i l i t y of u n u s u a l 
h i g h o x i d a t i o n s t a t e s i n g e n e r a l ( 5 ) · 
T h i s t h e s i s d e a l s w i t h two s p e c i f i c t o p i c s i n t h e Rpdtc - f i e l d : 
1 S y n t h e s i s , c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n and s t r u c t u r e of compounds m which c o p p e r 
h a s two d i f f e r e n t f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n s t a t e s (mixed v a l e n c e compounds) 
11 Тле o x i d a t i o n b e h a v i o u r of R d t c complexes of n o n - t r a n s i t i o n e l e m e n t s 
v i z . As, Sb and B i . 
Compounds w i t h m e t a l s i n d i f f e r e n t o x i d a t i o n s t a t e s , mixed v a l e n c e com­
p o u n d s , a r e known s i n c e l o n g . The P e ( l l ) and P e ( l l l ) c o n t a i n i n g P r u s s i a n b l u e 
1 
MPeFe(Cî), (M = Na, К, Rb), was discovered as early as 17O4. In recent times 
о 
the mixed valence compounds got new interest, especially m the Ъіо-inorganic 
chemistry. A number of metalloproteïns belong to tne mixed valence compounds. 
The complex Cu(Pmdtc)„.4CuBr behaves as the mineral covallite (a Cu(l)-Cu(ll)-
sulfide). The compound is degraded Ъу microorganisms as Thiobacillus ferroxi-
dans. The Cu(ll)dithiocarbaiT,ato moiety, however, can be recovered unchanged 
(18). 
There is, as we shall see, a large variety of mixed valence compounds 
in the copperdithiocarbamato chemistry: (ΙΙΙ,ΙΙ), (ΐΐ,ΐ) and (ΐΙΙ,ΐ). In the 
scope of this research we have concentrated upon the synthesis, characteri­
zation and structure of these compounds. Optical, magnetic and electric 
properties have been left for future research. Chapter I is an introductory 
one, which gives a literature survey of the complex copper-dithiocarbamato 
chemistry. Moreover the methods are described, how to establish the formal 
oxidation states. Chapters II and III describe the newly prepared complexes. 
These chapters are organized mainly from a point of view of synthetic pro­
cedures, as this would give, as we think, the clearest presentation. Structure 
models, for some of the mixed valence compounds are discussed in chapter IV. 
Little was known about silver-dithiocarbamato complexes. Therefore we 
have explored this field to see how it would be intermediate between the well-
known Cu aid Au fields. We found very striking specific behaviour, quite 
different fron both Cu and Au. Despite of much effort we were not able to 
solve all problems. Of course, in the past much attention nas been paid to 
compantive studies of Cu, Ag and Au m general and the particular character 
of Ag has been recognized many tiires. However, the dithiocaroamato complexes 
of silver, especially those which зееті to contain Ag-clusters are strange 
and deserve further investigations. 
The study of R„dtc complexes of the non-transition elements has been 
less popular in recent times. Complexes like As(Et„dtc), have been known 
since long, but the field seems to be less interesting than that of the 
transition metals. Wo have taken up the study of Rpdtc complexes of As, Sb 
and Bi hoping to get some more insight in the cnaractensxic differences 
between transition and main group elements. Rpdtc does not stabilise high 
oxidation states of m a m group elements. This property and tne non-symmetric 
coordination of R„dtc , which is in contrast with nearly all transition 
metal complexes, are the main points of interest, described in chapter VI. 
2 
The thesis ends with chapters giving details of the four X-ray crystal 
structure determinalions and of the synthetic procedures for the newly 
prepared compounds. 
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The first coppordithiocarbamato co-nplex v;as nrepared m 1907 by Delëpine 
(l, 2). From that time the copperdithiocarbaraato system has grown to one of 
the most investigated fields m the dithiocarbamato chemistry. 
The large number of compounds in that field necessarily calls for a 
classification method. To t m s point the operational concept of the "formal 
oxidation number" shall be used. In general, this number can be determined 
2_ 
easily from the composition of the compound concerned e.g. in CuCl. the 
copper atom has the formal oxidation state of +2. 
In the dithiocarbamato chemistry, however, a difficulty arises because 
of the composition alone does not allow to discern between the neutral ligand 
R.tds and two uni-negative R-dtc ligands. Infrared spectroscopic and ЕБСА 
data or ultimately a crystal structure determination can solve this problem. 
- Infrared specxroscopy can give information by means of the number of 
C-S stretching vibrations. 
- ESCA data show the number of mequivalent S-atoms. 
- A crystal structure determination reveals the nature of the ligand by 
comparison of the S-S distances. 
»in;h the use of these methods, the presence of R„dtc- could be proven 
m the compounds [Cu(R2dtc)] , [Cu(R2dtc)2] and [Cu(R2dtc)2]l~, and there­
fore these compounds are chosen as standard compounds for the classification 
of copperdithiocarbamato complexes, with their metal in the formal oxidation 
state +1, +2 and +3 respectively. 
In this thesis several complexes are described, in which copper 
apparently has a fractional formal oxidation number. As will be shown, 
however, it turned out tnat the metal atoms in these compounds are present 
at two different sites, eacn with a whole formal oxidation number. 
Properties and physical data of [CuÇR^dtc)! , [ ^ ( ^ ο ^ 0 ^ ^ a n d Г^(^^ 0)?"! 1^' 
relevant for the classification of the coppordithiocarbamato complexes. 
[Cu(R„àtc)] is yellow coloured, whereas tne complexes with copper m a 
higher formal oxidation state are darkly coloured, e.g. Cu(Bu9dtc)pl, is 
black crystalline. 
4 
1 г\ ñ 
[Cu(R2dtc)] (d ) and Cu(R d t c ) 2 I , (d ) a re diamagnetic . [Cu(R d tc ) ] 
(d ) i s paramagnetic with one tinpaired e l ec t ron per copper atom. In C u ( l l l ) -
complexes sometirres a small TIP term i s found ( X - c o r r e c t e d for diamagnetism 
i s 11.9x10 m mole m CU(BU d tc )Br„ ) . A TIP term of the same order of 
—10 ^ —1 
magnitude i s a l so found in Cu(ll)-complexes e .g . X = 7-5 x 10 m mole in 
Cu(ac)2 .H20 (3) and X = 10.7 χ 10~ 1 0 m 3mole"' ,in K2Cu(S0 ) 2 . 6 H 2 0 ( 4 ) . 
The paramagnetism of Cu( l l )d i th iocarbamates a l s o manifests i t s e l f in t h e 
ESR spectrum. The ESR spectrum of [Cu(Rpdtc)-] in CHC1, c o n s i s t s of four 
almost e q u i d i s t a n t l i n e s which are due t o coupling of the spin of t h e unpaired 
e l e c t r o n with t h e n u c l e a r spin of t h e copper atom ( l Cu = I Cu = 3/2). The 
hyperfme s p l i t t i n g constants of Cu(Etpdtc)p are 78 ( Cu) and 84 ( Cu) Gauss 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Halide ions coordinated t o t h e Cu( l l ) atom give r i s e t o f u r t h e r 
s p l i t t i n g s . The n a t u r e of t h e s e s p l i t t i n g s are descr ibed m t h e next s e c t i o n . 
The most c h a r a c t e r i s t i c for t h e formal oxidat ion number are t h e C-N and 
Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g f requencies in t h e in f rared spectrum. The s t rong absorpt ion 
-1 
band around I525 c m I s ass igned t o a s t r e t c h i n g v i b r a t i o n of a C-N p a r t i a l 
double bond. In Cu(Bu„dtc) t h i s band i s found a t I5OO cm and m Cu(Bu„dtc) ? I . 
a t 1562 cm . The copper-sulfur s t r e t c h i n g frequencies a re found at 352 and 
411 cm" r e s p e c t i v e l y . The C-N frequency in [Cu(BUpdtc)]. i s found at i486 
-1 
cm ; the Cu-S frequency can not be unambiguously assigned due t o t h e com­
p l e x i t y of t h e i r spectrum m t h a t reg ion. Most Cu(I)complexes a re polymeric; 
t h e i r band p o s i t i o n s not only r e f l e c t t h e ox idat ion s t a t e but a l s o t h e q u i t e 
d i f f e r e n t coordinat ion symmetry around t h e Cu-atoms. 
The p o s i t i o n of t h e C-N and Cu-S absorpt ion bands appear not t o be 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y dependent on t h e a lky l s u b s t i t u e n t . The value of t h e C-N v i b r a -
t i o n m methyl-complexes, however, i s found about 25 cm higher than for 
other a l k y l groups ( t a b l e I . I ) . 
As descr ibed in t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n t h e R.dtc l igand s t a b i l i z e s high 
formal ox idat ion s t a t e s due t o an important c o n t n b u t i o r of t h e resonance 
s t r u c t u r e I I I (see F i g . 0 . 1 . I I I ) . In higher oxidat ion s t a t e s t h e c o n t r i ­
but ion of I I I i n c r e a s e s . This r e s u l t s in a higher C-N n-bond order , which 
causes a h igher C-N s t r e t c h i n g frequency. 
The s t r e n g t h e n i n g of the Cu-S bond i s seen in t h e MO-calculations ( 5 ) · 
According t o t h e s e c a l c u l a t i o n s t h e unpaired e l e c t r o n of Cu(R„dtc)„ i s 
s i t u a t e d i n an ant i-bonding ( T - o r b i t a l , with mam c o n t r i b u t i o n s of t h e copper 
and t h e su l fur atoms. Therefore, removal of t h i s e l e c t r o n w i l l increase t h e 
s t r e n g t h of t h e Cu-S bond by means of a g r e a t e r 6"-bonding between t h e s e atoms. 
5 
ТаЪІе 1.2. Crystal data of copperdithiocarbamato complexes. 
compound space gr . ox. s t a t e ref . Cu-S(l) Cu-S(2) 
[ C u ( E t 2 d t o ) ] 4 
Cu(Me 2 dtc) 2 C2/o I I 15 2.303(2) 2.319(2) 
C u ( E t 2 d t o ) 2 Р г ^ с I I 16 2.297(2) 2.317(2) 
2.301(2) 2.339(2) 
C u ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 P2 / c I I 17 2.310(3) 2.321(3) 
2.305(4) 2.336(3) 
C u ( P r 2 d t c ) 2 P a ^ a I I 18 2.323(2) 2.332(2) 
2.322(2) 2.324(2) 
Cu(MePhdtc)2 P2 / a I I 19 2.274(4) 2.329(3) 
Cu(Tmdtc)2 PT I I 20 2.342(2) 2.345(2) 
Cu(Pmdtc)2 P2 / c I I 21 2.286(3) 2.303(3) 
Cu(Hmdtc)2 Р г ^ с I I 22 2 .294( l) 2.308(l) 
[ C u ( 3 t 2 d t c ) C l ] 2 Р г ^ п I I 37 2.275(2) 2.286(2) 
2.261(2) 2.274(2) 
 . 
P ^ c 
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(Bu N ) C u ( r a n t ) ( B u 2 d t c) 
Cu(Pmdtc) .4CuBr 
C u ( P m d t c ) 2 . 6 C u B r 
C u 3 ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 C l 3 
C u 2 A u ( B u 2 d t c ) 6 H g 2 B r 6 
Cu ( B u 2 d t c ) 6 C d 2 B r 6 
Cu(Bu d t c ) B r 2 















I I I 
I I I 
I I I 









2 . 3 1 1 ( 3 ) 
2. 
2. 
2 . 2 8 7 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 7 0 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 8 ( 1 ) 
2 . 3 0 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 1 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 2 ( 1 ) 
2. 
2 . 2 3 ( 2 ) 
2 . 2 2 ( 2 ) 
2 . 3 2 8 ( 3 ) 
. 3 1 6 3 ( 9 ) Ъ 
. 3 0 5 9 ( і і ) Ъ 
2 . 3 0 2 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 9 9 ( 1 ) 
2 . 3 3 ( 1 ) 
2 - 3 5 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 3 ( 1 ) 
2 . 2 3 ( 1 ) 
. 1 9 3 ( 6 ) Ъ 
2 . 2 1 ( 2 ) 
2 . 2 2 ( 2 ) 
a The dithiocarbamato groups are bridging and the distances are 
not relevant in this table. 




























































































































I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
C-N and Cu-S s t retching 
complexes ( m cm ) . 
compound 
[ C u ( B u 2 d t c ) ] 4 
C u 9 ( B u 2 d t c ) 6 B r 3 
C u 9 ( B u 2 d t c ) 7 ( Z n B r 3 ) 2 
Cu(Me 2 dtc) 2 
C u ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 
C u ( P r 2 d t c ) 2 
Cu(Bu 2 dtc) 2 
C u ( P e 2 d t c ) 2 
Cii(He 2 dtc) 2 
[ C u ( B u 2 d t c ) C l ) ] 2 
C u ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 I 3 
C u ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I 3 
Cu(Bu 2 dtc)Br 2 



























This stronger interaction manifests itself also m the Cu-S distances. The 
X-ray structures of a great number of copperdithiocarbamato complexes have 
been determined. The most important distances and angles are given in table 
1.2. The average Cu(ll)-S distance in Cu(ll)(R?dtc)? is 2.31 2. The average 
C u - S distance in Cu(lIl)(Bu dtc)2I, is 2.22 8. So the Cu(lll)-S and 
Cu(ll)-S distances differ by approximately O.O9 A. This difference can be 
used as a criterium to assign the formal oxidation number m complexes in 
which both Cu(ll) and Cu(lll) are present. When nalides are coordinated to 
the metal, the copper-sulfur distances will decrease due to the electron 
Table 1.3« Some criteria to assign the formal oxidation state in copper­
dithiocarbamato complexes. 




а О.ОЗ-О.О4 A shorter in complexes with halogen atoms coordinated 
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withdrawing p r o p e r t i e s of the ha l ide atom. In [Cu(Etpdtc)Cl] the average 
Cu-S d i s t ance i s 2.274 A, a shor tening of about O.O4 Ä with respect t o 
С\х('ЕЛ^а±с)„. Approximately t h e Game di f ference i s found m Cu(BUpdtc)Br„ 
(Cu-S = 2.193 S) with respect t o C u ( B u 2 d t c ) ? . The S-C and С-lí d i s t ances do 
not d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y for Cu(l l ) and Cu( l l l ) complexes. 
Table І . З resumes s h o r t l y t h e p r o p e r t i e s of copperdixniocarbaiiato 
complexes of t h e d i f fe rent oxidat ion numbers. 
L i t e r a t u r e survey. 
С opp er£l^_com£l e xe s^ 
Dithiocarbamates with copper in t h e formal ox idat ion s t a t e +1 occur m 
4. d i f f e r e n t t y p e s , namely [ C u ( R 2 d t c ) ] n , (PR-.) Cu(Et 2 dtc) (n = 1 and 2 ) , 
Cu g (R 2 dtc) 6 X and Cu-CRgdtc) (ZnBr ) 2 . 
The complexes [Cu(R„dtc)] a re prepared by s t i r r i n g an excess of copper 
powder with a s o l u t i o n of t e t r a a l k y l t h i u r a m d i s u l f i d e in CS„ (6) or by a 
l igand exchange r e a c t i o n between c o p p e r ( l ) h a l i d e s and l ia(Rpdtc), performed 
in a chloroform/water medium. The compounds a re p a l e - t o reddish-yel low 
coloured and are diamagnetic. Molecular weight determinat ions i n benzene 
s o l u t i o n show η t o vary from 2.9 t o 4·0» depending on t h e s u b s t i t u e n t R ( 6 ) . 
The c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e of [Cu(Et„dtc)] revea l s a molecule t o cons i s t of 
a c e n t r a l Cu,- te t rahedron, surrounded by four Et^dtc l i g a n d s . Each copper 
atom coordinates t o t h r e e su l fur atoms m a n e a r l y t r i a n g u l a r arrangement 
( 7 ) . One su l fur atom of each Et„dtc group coordinates t o two copper atoms 
whereas t h e other su l fur atom binds t o only one copper atom. The copper-
copper d i s t a n c e s (2.638 and 2.757 A) are only s l i g h t l y longer than those m 
m e t a l l i c copper. The copper-sulfur bond d i s t a n c e s vary from 2.246 t o 2.290 A. 
When [Cu(Etpdtc)] . i s reac ted with PEt, or PPh,, complexes with s t o i c h i o -
mexry (PEt )Cu(Bt 2 dtc) and ( P P h , ) 2 C u ( E t 2 d t c ) a re formed ( 8 ) . Molecular weight 
measurements m benzene show t h e complexes t o be p a r t l y d i s s o c i a t e d . The 
compounds a re probably i s o s t r u c t u r a l with t h e analogous Au—compounds (9) i so 
they a re mononuclear with mono- or b i d e n t a t e Rpdtc and 2, 3, or 4-coordinated 
C u ( l ) . 
A complex with s toichiometry Cu
:
,(Eitpdtc)pCl was prepared in 1950 by 
Tammmen and Hjelt ( l0) by re f lux ing [Cu(Etpdtc)] . in chloroform. Brinkhoff 
synthes ized t h e buty l d e r i v a t i v e and t h e bromine analogues by t h e r e a c t i o n of 
[Cu(Rpdtc)] with Cu and CI or ВГр in carbondisul f ide ( i l ) . In s e c t i o n I I I . 1 
9 
a nevi method of p r e p a r a t i o n i s descr ibed. 
A molecular weight measurement performed at Cu-(Bu„dtc)„I showed t h e 
complex t o be t n m e r i c m benzene s o l u t i o n . The high p o s i t i o n of t h e copper— 
halogen s t r e t c h i n g frequencies ( "V Cu-Cl i s 4O6 cm and V Cu-Br i s 322 cm ) 
p o i n t s t o te rminal halogen atoms ( i l ) . I t i s poss ib le t h a t t h e complex 
conta ins a C t u - c l u s t e r . The only method xo c o n f i m t i i s would be an X-ray 
s t r u c t u r e determinat ion, however, no s u i t a b l e c r y s t a l s could be obtained up 
t o now. 
Another di thiocarbamato complex with copper i n t h e formal ox idat ion 
s t a t e +1 i s t h e yellow compound with t h e comuosition Cu(:)(BUpdtc)7(liX :,)p 
(4 = Zn, Cd, Hg; Χ = Cl, Br, l ) , which can be prepared by t h e r e a c t i o n of 
2 moles of M(Bu 2 dtc) 2 , 3/4 mole of [ C u ( B u d t c ) ] and 6 moles of CuX. The 
i n f r a r e d s p e c t r a a r e , with exception of t i e metal-halogen f requencies , iden­
t i c a l with t h o s e of Cu q(Bu„dtc),X, ( 1 2 ) , which leads t o t h e suppos i t ion t h a t 
both types of complexes have t h e same s t r u c t u r e . In c o n t r a s t with 
Cu q (Bu„dtc),Χ,, Cuq(BUpdtc)7(MX,)„ slowly decomposes i n t h e a i r . 
CuQ(BUpdtc)7(MX-)„ i s a l s o one of t h e products obtained when a 20-fold 
excess of ZnCl„ or ZnBr„ i s reac ted with Cu(Bu„dtc)„ i n dry, peroxide f ree 
d i e t h y l e t h e r ( 1 2 ) . Apart from t h e Cu(l) product as a r e s u l t of t h i s r e a c t i o n 
some complexes a re found with copper i n t h e formal ox idat ion s t a t e s +2 and 
+3 ( e . g . С и ( і І і ) ( В и ^ с ) 2 а і Х and [ C u ( l I , I I l ) (Bu 2 dtc) 6 ][(ZnX ) 2 ] ) . 
Coppe r ( l I_) £omple xe£. 
The most studied type of copper complexes is undoubtly Cu(R„dtc)„, which 
is most easily prepared by reacting an aqueous solution of Na(Rpdtc) (2 moles) 
with a solution of a Cu(ll) salt. The resulting precipitate can be recrystal-
lized from acetone or ethanol. 
In the solid state the copper atom is distorted octahedrally coordinated. 
The sulfur atoms of the two coordinating R„dtc groups are in equatorial 
position. The fifth and sixth (axial) positions are occupied by two hydrogen 
atoms of the alkyl groups of neighbouring Cu(Rpdtc)_ molecules, one hydrogen 
and one sulfur atom or by two sulfur atoms, depending on the alkyl chain. 
The complexes then can be described as monomeric, dimonc and polymeric res-
pectively. When the complex is dissolved in chloroform, Cu(Rpdtc)p is mono-
mene for all alkyl groups. (l3, H)· 
Por R = Me (15)t both axial positions are occupied by a sulfur atom of 
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Fig. 1.1. Schematic structures of Cu(R_(itc)_. 
a: R = Me; Ъ: R = Et, Рг; с: R2= (Me, Ph), Tm, Pm, Hm. 
3.159(3) Ä are О.85 A longer than the equatorial ones. This polymeric charac­
ter may be responsible for the insolubility of the complex in organic sol­
vents. Рог R = Et (16, I?) and R = Pr (l8), the complex is dimeric (fig I.1b). 
The 5th position is occupied by a sulfur atom of a neighbouring Cu(Rpdtc)„ 
group with Cu-S distances of 2.851 and 2.741 A for R = Et and Pr respectively. 
A hydrogen atom of the alkyl group of the neighbouring Cup(Rpdtc). is situ­
ated at the sixth position (Cu-H = 2.86 and 2.93 A). 
The complexes with R^  = Me,Ph (19), Tm (20), Pm (2l) and Hm (22) are 
monomeric in the solid state. The axial positions of the distorted octahedral 
coordination are occupied by hydrogen atoms (Cu-H = 3.08 (Rp= Me,Ph), 2.84 
(R^ = Tm) and 2.87 (Rp = ^ ) (fiS Ι· Ίο) 0f "the alkyl groups of neighbouring 
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molecules. 
For R = Bu two crystallographic modifications are found (23). Prom 
Weissenberg-photographs it is found that (^ (ikudtc)» can crystallize in a 
tnclimc and in a monoclimc form. More experiments are necessary to 
estatilish the experimental conditions to crystallize Cu(Btudtc)„ in the 
desired modification. The cell dimensions of both forms are approximately 
equal (from Weissenberg-photographs: a = ІО.8З1 Ъ = 7·85, с = 14·67 А, 
β = 101.6° for monoclimc and a = 10.77 1, Ъ* = 0.1301, ο*= 0.0689, α = 105.4° 
for tnclimc). The infrared spectra differ m the 700-200 en region 
(fig. I.2). The monoclimc modification has a melting point of 59·5—60 , 
whereas the tnclimc one melts at 74—75 · When the triclinio modification 
is dissolved m hot ethanol, the monoclimc one crystallizes upon cooling. 
200 
P i g . 1.2. I n f r a r e d s p e c t r a of t r i c l i n i o (a) and monoclimc (ъ) Cu(Bu„dtc)p 
in t h e 7ОО-2ОО cm region (Csl p e l l e t s ) . 
The magnetic p r o p e r t i e s of Cu(R-,dtc)p have been extens ive ly s t u d i e d . Both 
i n t h e s o l i d s t a t e and in chloroform s o l u t i o n t h e complexes a re paramagnetic 
with a μ „ . of about 1.75 B.M. (24, 25) . The s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s obey t h e C u n e -
Weiss law in t h e range 80-300 К and have Curie-constants of -15 К (R = Me) 
t o +15 К (R = sec-Bu). 
Magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y measurements, performed by V i l l a et a l . (26) , 
from 4·2-56 К, showed [ ( ^ ( E t p d t c ) - ] « t o have a spin t r i p l e t ground s t a t e with 
2J = 24·0 cm . This, however, i s in c o n t r a s t with t h e measurements of van 
Duyneveldt et a l (27) , who found t h a t , from 1-20 K, [ C u ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 ] behaves 
12 
Table 1.4. ESR d a t a of s i n g l e c r y s t a l s of CuClUdtc)». 
R S/, gj_ r e f . 
Et 2.О9З 2.O27 25 
Pr 2.061 2.031 25 
Bu 2.100 2.О23 25 
Et 2.088 2.023 25 i n N i ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 host l a t t i c e 
Et 2.087 2.023 30 in K i ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 host l a t t i c e 
Et 2.119 2.IO9 25 i n Z n ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 host l a t t i c e 
Et 2.023 2.023 31 i n Z n ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 host l a t t i c e 
as a normal spin ·§- molecule, with <^  g)> = 2.06 and a Curie-Weiss constant of 
θ = 0.25 K. 
Although Cu(Eit 2dtc)„ i s monomenc i n CHC1, s o l u t i o n , Pilbrow et a l (28) 
found, in t h e ESR spectrum (77-200 K), measured m mixtures of CHC1- with 
e .g . benzene or CCI., evidence for d i m e n z a t i o n of CuÍEt-dtc)«. 
Single c r y s t a l ESR measurements show g« and g, va lues ( t a b l e 1.4)1 which 
are q u i t e low compared with e .g . g « = 2./\6 and g , = 2.08 in CuSO .JH.O (29) , 
and are close t o the sp in-only va lue , which i s an ind ica t ion for l a rge 
covalency (25) . This covalency was a l so found by Kei jzers et a l (5) who c a l -
culated the g- tensor and Cu hyperfme coupling t enso r in Cu(Et 2 dtc) ? with 
the a id of the i t e r a t i v e extended Hiickel LCAO-MO method. The unpaired e l e c -
t r o n i s s t rong ly de loca l i zed ; the dens i ty on tne copper atom i s O.54 where-
as the dens i ty on each su l fur atom i s 0.21 e l ec t ron u n i t . 
The energy of the MO, in which the unpaired e l ec t ron i s s i t u a t e d , i s 
r e l a t i v e l y high (-5*0 eV)(5) . So i t i s expected tha t the complex can be 
e a s i l y oxidized. This i s confirmed by v o l t a m e t n c measurements. Hendrickson 
et a l (32) s tudied Cu(Rpdtc)p , d issolved in ace tone . Cu(Rpdtc)p undergoes 
a s i n g l e one-e lec t ron oxidat ion and a s ing l e one-e lec t ron reduct ion s tep a t 
a P t - e l e c t r o d e . 
Cu( l ) (R 2 d tc ) 2 '< + * C u ( l l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 < + e » Cu( l l l ) (Rgdtc)^ + e 
There i s a d i f fe rence in Ei-values for t h e d i f f e r en t a lky l groups. The Ej^-
values for t h e oxidat ion process v s . Ag/AgCl e l ec t rode , vary from O.574 V 
(R = Cy) to O.775 V (R = Bz) . For the reduct ion the Ej-values vary from 
s 
-О.493 V (R = Cy) t o -0.228 V (R = Bz). The oxidat ion p o t e n t i a l s p l o t t e d 
versus t h e reduct ion p o t e n t i a l s , show a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n and r e i n f o r c e t h e 
g e n e r a l i t y found f o r other dithiocarbamato complexes, t h a t those s u b s t i t u e n t s 
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which enhance the ease of oxidation, give r ise to a more diff icul t reduction. 
Attempts to isolate the anionic Cu(l) (Rpdtc)p fai led. 
The X-ray photoelectron spectrum of Cu(Et„dtc)p is the only one described 
for a copperdithiocarhamato complex (33| 34) 35)· The Cu(2p¡J and Cu(2p,/-) 
binding energies are 954·1 and 934·0 pV respectively, with 285·0 eV of the 
C(ls) l ine of the tape as a reference. Two s a t e l l i t e s are found, about 10.5 
and 9·С eV apart from both Cu(2p) bands (at a higher binding energy). Frost 
et a l . (33, 34) a t t r ibute these s a t e l l i t e s to 3d—*·4ρ and 3d—*·4Ξ shake-up 
t r a n s i t i o n s . The MO calculation, performed by Keijzers et al (5) indicates 
that 3d—*-4p and 3d—>-4s t ransi t ions are in the range S-^ S е ^ wmch agrees 
with the supposition of Frost . loffe et al (35) conclude from intensity 
measurements and t h e i r dependence on tne spin density, that the s a t e l l i t e 
with the greater s p l i t t i n g between the s a t e l l i t e and the mam l ine, must be 
attr ibuted to the excitation of the unpaired electron to high-lying Orbitals 
localized on copper, whereas the s a t e l l i t e with the lesser s p l i t t i n g i s 
at tr ibuted to excitation of the unpaired electron to high-lying orbitals 
delocalized on the ligand. 
Cu(Rpdto)? reacts with one mole of CuCl? to Cu(R2dtc)Cl ( i l ) . This com­
plex can also be prepared by the oxidation of О.25 mole of [Cu(Rpdtc)]. with 
O.5 mole of chlorine. Recently Hair et a l . (36) described a rew preparative 
method based on the reaction of CuClp with mixed benzoic dithiocarbamic 
anhydrides: 
R 0 K - C - S - C - P h + CuCl0 *• Cu(R0dtc)Cl + P h - C - C l 
2 II II 2 2 I, 
S O 0 
The corresoonding bromine complexes are less stable; the iodine analogues 
could not be prepared. 
Based on mass spectra and on a copper-chlorine stretching vibration in 
the infrared spectrum, found at 260 cm , Bnnkhoff ( i l ) postulated a 
bmuclear chlorine -bridged structure for Cu(R dtc)Cl. The X-ray structure 
confirmed the square planar bmuclear coordination (fig 1.3)· In addition 
there are weak out-of-plane ligand bridges between the dimeno molecules to 
form a weakly linked te t ramenc structure (37)· 
At room temperature [Cu(R„dtc)Cl]p has an effective magnetic moment of 
2.5 B.M., corresponding to one unpaired electron per copper atom. Temperature 
dependent magnetic measurements, performed by Furneaux (38, 39i 40) and 
Martm (41)1 show antiferromagnetism which f i t s with the tetranuclear cnlonne-
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F i g . 1.3· The schematic s t r u c t u r e of [Cu(Et ? dtc)Cl7p. 
The e l e c t r o l y t i c ЪеЬа ю и г in ni trobenzene i s remarkable. The molar 
1 Ρ —1 
conductance of [Cu(Rpdtc)Cl]„ i s about 17ÍT cm mole , whicl" i s lower than 
expected for a 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e . This may be explained as due to an equ i -
l ibr ium of the type 
[Cu(R_dtc)Cl], Cu(R2dtc)2 + Cu2+ + 2 Cl" 
or t o a p a r t i a l i on i za t i on according t o 
[Cu(R dtc)Cl], =£ 2 Cu(R„dtc) + 2 Cl" 
(36) 
(11) 
In the ESR spectrum of a CHC1, solution of [Cu(Rpdtc)Cl]p, 4 equidistant 
lines are seen arising from the coupling of the unpaired electron with the 
nuclear spin of the copper atom (l Cu = I Cu = 3/2t coupling constants of 
78 and 84 gauss respectively). The hyperfine splitting of chlorine can hardly 
be observed (coupling constant a = 8 gauss). Addition of chloride ions to the 
CHC1-, solution, splits the high field line m 8 equidistant lines due to 
coupling with two equivalent Cl-atoms (l = 3/2 for both Cl and Cl), 
assuming ihe difference between the copper isotope hyperfine splitting 
constants to be equal to the difference found for them in Cu(Rpdtc)p. 
In the ESR spectrum of Cu(Et dtc)Br„ ions, which can be prepared by the 
addition of bromide ions to a solution of the diamagnetic Cu(lIl)(Etpdtc)Br„ 
(il) in CHC1,, thirteen lines are seen. This spectrum is explained by assuming 
an average Cu hyperfine splitting of 80 gauss which is twice as much as that 
7Q ñ 1 
of bromine (l Br = 1 Br = 3/2; a = 4O gauss). The lines are too broad to 
detect hyperfine splitting caused by the Cu and Br isotopes separately. 
Salts of tne Cu(R„dtc)Cl„ and Cu(R„dtc)3rp anions could not be isolated. 
Up to now copperditbiocarbaiiato anions could only be isolated m -nixed ligand 
complexes: (Bu,N)Cu(mnt)(Hpdtc) (42). These co-npounds benave as 1 : 1 
electrolytes at room temperature in nitrobenzene, and have one unpaired 
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e l e c t r o n per copper atom. The complexes show a r e v e r s i b l e one-e lect ron t r a n s ­
f e r : 
Cu(nmt)(R 2 dtc)~ .t > Cu(nint)(R 2dtc) + e 
with Ej of 0.33 ( v s . SCE) and O.5I (vs . Ag/kgl e l e c t r o d e ) ( R = Bu), both 
measured in CH-Clp. 
The C u ( n m t ) ( R ? d t c ) - anion dev ia tes s i g n i f i c a n t l y from o o p l a n a n t y . The 
d ihedra l angle Ъеілеег. t h e l e a s t - s o u a r e s planes through t h e mnt-ligand and 
t h e SpGNCp-unrt in (Bu N)Cu(mnt)(Bu 2dtc) (43) i s 1^.9°. The copper-sulfur 
d i s t a n c e s ( t a b l e 1.2) and t h e C-ffl ала Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g frequencies a re in 
good agreement with t h e data always found for copper( l l )complexes. Assigning 
t h e ox idat ion s t a t e +2 i s doubtful , however, because of t h e ambiguity in 
as s ign ing t h e oxidat ion number of the n n t - l i g a n d . 
^ o p p e r ^ I I I j ^ m p l e x e s ^ 
The s tandard compound Cu(BUpdto)„I,, obtained upon l o d a t i o n of Cu(BUpdtc)„ 
i s square p l a n a r coordinated (47) · The copper-sulfur d i s t a n c e s a re about 0.1 
A s h o r t e r than in copper( l l )complexes . The I , anion i s almost l i n e a r 
( Z . I - I - I = 1 7 6 . 5 ( 3 ) 0 ) . The I - I d i s t a n c e s a i e 2.899(8) and 2.917(7) L 
The i o n i c complex i s an e l e c t r o l y t e in ni trobenzene w i t h A = 27 
il cm mole ( i l ) . Polarographic study (42) revea l s t h e presence of a one-
e l e c t r o n reduct ion wave with Έχ = 0.66 V (vs . Ag/AgI in CH.C10) which i s t h e 
same value as obtained by t h e oxidat ion of Cu(Bu„dtc)p. 
The Cu(Rpdtc)p c a t i o n can a l s o be obtained with o ther bulky anions e .g . 
PeCl" (48), CIO" (48) , MX" (M = Zn, Cd, Hg; Χ = Cl, Br, i ) (49) and BP~ (32) . 
When О.25 mole of [Cu(R 2 dtc)] i s oxidized with 1 mole of X (X = CI, Br) 
Cu(Rpdtc)Xp i s obtained (44) · This product i s a l so obtained by r e a c t i n g 1 mole 
of Cu(Rpdtc)p with 1 mole of Xp ( n j j w i t h t h e exception of R = Et and X = CI. 
The diamagnetic complexes a re n o n - e l e c t r o l y t e s m n i t robenzene . The C-lí and 
i 2 d tc )Br 2 , 
region assigned t o c o p p e r ( l l l ) . 
In Cu(BUpdtc)Brp the copper atom i s scraare p lanar coordinated (44)· The 
copper-sulfur d i s t ances ( t a b l e 1.2) a re of companble magnitude as those in 
Cu(BUpdtc)pI :,. In add i t ion tne Cu-Br d i s t ances of 2.311(4) A are short compared 
with those in copper(ll)compounds, e .g . 2.4O A m СиВГр (45) · These data a re 
in agreement with t h e c r i t e r i a t o c l a s s i f y t h e complex as a Cu(lIl)compound. 
Nigo reported t h e p r e p a r a t i o n of Cu(BUpdtc)lp, but under t n e given 
experimental condi t ions we were not able t o reproduce h i s r e s u l t s . Ins tead of 
16 
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Cu-S stretching frequencies of 158O and 396 cm for Cu(Bu
:)d c)B 9  are m the 
t h i s product , Cu(BUpdtc)pI, was obtained when Cu(Bu?dtc)p was oxidixed with 
1 . in an 2 : 3 molar r a t i o (46) . 
Mixed £x i aa t i on s t a t e s . 
Complexes with mixed oxidat ion s t a t e s are complexes which contain metal 
ions of the same element in two d i f f e ren t formal s t a t e s of ox ida t ion . They 
can Ъе divided m t h r e e c l a s s e s : 
ι The metal ions a re m l igand f i e l d s of very d i f f e r e n t symmetry e .g . 
2+ — 
[ C u ( l l ) ( p y r ) p ] (pyr = dipyramidon) and
 L C u ( l ) B r p ] , 4-coordinated 
and 2-coordinated copper atoms 
i i Metal ions m l igand f i e l d s of n e a r l y i d e n t i c a l synunetry with only 
small d i s t o r t i o n s . One of t h e p r o p e r t i e s i s the semiconductance. A 
numher of c h l o r o - c u p r a t e s ( l , I l ) belong t o t h i s c l a s s . 
m All metal ions are i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e , e .g . [CUpCl-.(MeOT)p] 
(МеШ = 4 methyl-1,8-naphthyr id ine) . 
All mixed valence copper complexes, descr ibed i n t h i s t h e s i s , belong t o 
class i . 
Last years several complexes with copper in mixed oxidation states were 
reported. The first well characterized complex is [Cu,(BUpdtc) ,][СарВгЛ (49) 
which is prepared by the reaction of 3 moles of Cu(BUpdtc)p, 1 mole of ВГр 
and two moles of CdBrp. The formal oxidation state in [Cu^BUpdtc) Л[СарВгЛ 
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F i g . 1.4« The schematic s t r u c t u r e of t h e Cu (BUpdtc), - c a t i o n . 
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The c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e revea l s a ccntrosymmetric [Cu,(Bu„dtc), ] - ion 
( f i g . 1.4)» which c o n s i s t s of t h r e e Cu(Biudtc)„ u n i t s , which can геазопаЪІу be 
described as a n e u t r a l Cu( l l ) (Bu„dtc)p (тіеап Cu-S d i s t a n c e 2.32 A) sandwiched 
between two Cu(lIl)(BUpdtc)p u n i t s (mean Cu-S d i s t a n c e of 2.22 A ) . The 
centrosyrametnc Cu-atom i s d i s t o r t e d o c t a h e d r a l l y coordmaxed with tv;o a d d i ­
t i o n a l Cu-S d i s t a n c e s of 3·19 A. The other Cu-ato-ns have a f i f t h Cu-S bond 
of 2.88 A. These Cu-S i n t e r a c t i o n s should be rescons ib le for t h e d e v i a t i o n 
of t n e s e Cu-atoms from t h e S - p i a r e (0.26 A). 
The in f rared spectrum shows double C-N (іЗ^в and 15II cm ) and double 
Cu-S (397 and 360 cm ) s t r e t c h i n g f requencies , suggest ing t h e presence of 
both C u ( l l l ) and Cu( l l ) per formula u n i t . The сотіріех i s paramagnetic m t h e 
temperature range 100-293 К wxth μ = 1.8 B.W. (293 К) . S i r g l e c r y s t a l 
ESR measurements suggest t h a t the unpaired e l e c t r o n i s l o c a l i z e d on a s i n g l e 
copper atom. In ni t robenzene s o l u t i o n t h e complex behaves as an 2 : 1 e l e c ­
t r o l y t e due t o i t s d i s s o c i a t i o n in a n e u t r a l Cu(Bu„dtc) ? molecule, two 
Cu(BUpdtc)p ca t ions and a CdpBr, anion. 
I t i s p o s s i b l e t o obta in an isomorphous complex in which one c o p p e r ( l l l ) 
atom i s replaced by g o l d ( l l l ) (50) . Prom t h e r e s u l t s of t h e c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c 
refinement i t was concluded t h a t tne c e n t r a l atom i s a Cu(l l ) atom and t h a t 
t h e neighbouring metal atoms have a ¿ : g d isordered occupancy of A u ( l l l ) and 
C u ( l l l ) . 
In 197O Brinkhoff (11) obtained a complex with formula CUpÍB^dtc) .1 . . by 
loda t ion of [Cu(BUpdtc)]. and Cu(BUpdtc)„ m benzene. Tne inf rared spectrum 
(C-H frequencies of 1555 ^ 1 ^ 1515 cm ) i s near ly the sum spectrum of 
Cu(BUpdtc)„I, and Cu(BUpdtc)„. One unpaired e l ec t ron oer formila weight i s 
fojnd. In the s o l i d s t a t e t h i s coirpound might contain Cu. (Bupdtc)o and I , -
p , г *- ?+ 
i o n s . The Cu/(BUpdtc)o - ions could be b u i l t l i k e t h e Cu,(BUpdtc) , - ions , 
mentioned above, with 2 Cu(BUpdtc)p u n i t s sandwiched between t h e two other 
Cu(3Updtc)p- s h e e t s . A c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c study i s needed t o c l a r i f y t h i s 
s t r u c t u r e . 
Copper in t h e formal oxidat ion s t a t e s +1 and +2 i s found in two types of 
complexes (37» 51» 52)· Cu(Pmdtc)p.nCuBr (r = 4 and 6) (51) consis t of ooly-
meric sheet s of ind iv idua l Cu(Pndtc)p molecules, l inked +0 polymeric CuBr 
chains v i a Cu-S bonds (see chapter IV). 
During t h e X-ray e l u c i d a t i o n of [ C u ( S t ? d t c ) C l ] p , Taylor (37) found one 
c r y s t a l with o ther c e l l dimensions. From t h e X-ray analyses t h e s toichiometry 
was found t o be C u ^ E t p d t ^ p C l . . The compound c o n s i s t s of centrosymmetnc 
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\ ' \ 
С . ς / ОТ ^Ъ^ 
\ ci 
' Д 
u ^ — ς 
S—•—.ç Qu square p lanar Cu(l l ) 
/ ΝΓ 
. invers ion centre 
Cl Çu^ _ _ Q u · - te trahedral Сті(і) 
P i g . 1.5· The schematic s t r u c t u r e of Cu-(Et ? dtc) ; ; ) Cl, . 
[ C u ( E t . d t c ) C l ] p dimers and centrosymmetric C u . ( E t „ d t c ) ? C l . u n i t s , l inked Ъу 
Cu-S Ъопаз i n an a l t e r n a t i n g l i n e a r sequence (Fig . 1.5)· Up t o now no proce­
dure was found t o prepare Cu. (Et„dtc)pCl
:
, in a g r e a t e r y i e l d . Attempts t o 
prepare i t by mixing 1 noie of [ C u ( E t ? d t c ) C l ] 2 with 1 mole of pure CuCl in 
CHC1, f a i l e d ; t h e r e a o t a n t s could Ъе recovered unchanged. A r e a c t i o n of CuCl 
with 1 mole of Et^tds r e s u l t e d in 1 mole of [ C u ( E t ? a t c ) C l ] ; : ) l p o l l u t e d with 
CuCl. 
Summary. 
The copperdithiocarbamato complexes described so far are of a small 
number of types: 
- The Cu(l)dithiocarbamato clusters (Cu. and CUg). 
- Some mononuclear phosphine copper(l)-complexes. 
- The packing polymers of Cu(ll)(R
;:)dtc)„. 
- Cu(lll)(R„dtc)„-ion containing complexes, which can also Ъе packed with 
one or more Cu(ll)(R„dtc)„ molecules inbctween. 
- Cu(lIl)(R2dtc)X2 and Cu(ll) (R?dtc)xr which have probably the same 
structures. 
- [Cu(Rpdtc)X]p with bridging halide atoms. 
- Some mnt- containing complexes. 
In this thesis a number of new complexes are described with copper in the 
formal oxidation states (ΐΙ,ΙΙΐ), (ΐ,Ιΐ) and (ΐ,ΙΙΐ). Moreover, for the first 
time a R.tms complex of copper is described. 
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ТаЪІе 1.5· Copperdithiocarbamato and thiurammonosvilfide complexes. 
oxid. 
s t a t e 
I 
I I 
I I I 
I I , I I I 
1,11 
Ι , Ι Ι Ι 
copper only coor­
dinated t o R 2 d t c
-
[ C u ( R 2 d t c ) J 4 
Cu 9 (R 2 dtc) 7 (MX 3 ) 2 
Cu(R 2 dtc) 2 
Cu(R 2 dtc) 2 
copper coordinated t o R ? d t c
-
and halogens or phosphmes 
Cu 9 (R 2 dtc) 6 X 3 
(PR
: l ) n Cu(R 2 dtc) (n = 1 and 2) 
[ C u ( R 2 d t c ) x ] 2 
Cu(R2dtc)X2 
Cu(R 2dtc)X 2 
C u 3 ( R 2 d t c ) ^ + 
Cu 2Au(R 2dtc)g+ 
C u 4 ( R 2 d t c ) ^ + (?) 
Cu(R 2 dtc) 2 Cu(R 2 dtc)X 2 a 
Cu(R2dtc)2.nCuX a 
Cu(R2dtc)+CunBr¡+ 1 
Cu 3 (Et 2 dtc) 2 Cl 3 
copper a l so coor-
d ina ted t o o ther 
S -con tammg l i g . 





a These conplexes are discussed in chapters II, III and IV. 
Ъ P.J.Η.Α.M. van de Leemput, tmOublished results. 
A sunraiary of all known copperdithiocarbanato complexes is given in table 1.5· 
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CHAPTER II 
REACTIONS OP CUPROUS HALIDES WITH TETRAALKYLTHIURAM-
BISULFIDES, TETRAALKYLTHIURAMMOTOSULPIDES AND 
МЕтаУЪШЕ-ВІЗ(ИІМЕТНиБІТНІОСАНВАМАТЗ) 
Introduction. 
In the course of the investigations of copperdithiocarbamato complexes 
at the inorganic labaratory of the University of Nijmegen, it was found that 
copper(ll)halides were oxidized Ъу tetraalkylthiuramdisulfides (R tds). Pro­
ducts with formula Cu(R„dtc)X„ (X = CI, Br)(1, 2) with copper in the formal 
oxidation state +3 were formed. Copper(l)halides can also be oxidized by 
R.tds, but these reactions are more ccnplicated; the comoosition of the 
resulting complexes depends both on the ratio of the reactants and on the 
length of the alkyl chain m the thiuramdisulfide. The reactions of R tds 
with CuCl are different from those with CuBr (ll.l) and are therefore des­
cribed separately (II.2). In II.3 the reactions are described of cuprous 
halides with tetraalkylthiurammonosulfide (R tms) and with methylene-bis-
(dimethyldithiocarbamate)(CH„(Meldte)«). In II.4 the results are summarized 
and some reaction schemes are given. 
II.1 The reaction of CuBr with tetraalkylthiuramdisulfide. 
Pure CuBr reacts with R tds. The resulting complexes contain copper in 
mixed oxidation states. Three different types of complexes are found: 
ι Cu (Rpdtc) Br (R = Me: η = 3; R = Et, Pr, i-Bu: η = 5; R = Bu, Р , 
i-Pe, He: η = 7). These complexes contain copper(l) and (ill). 
li Cu2(R2dtc) Br 2 (R = Me, Et) with Cu(ll) and Cu(lll). 
i n Cu(R
;
,dtc)Br. The copper atoms have the formal oxidation state +2 
for R = Bu, Pe, He, i-Bu, and i-Pe and +1 and +3 for R = Pr, i-Pr. 
Syntheses. 
We synthes ized t h e fol lowing compounds: 
Cu(Me d t c ) 2 C u Br by s t i r r i n g 1 mole of CuBr with і / з mole of Me t d s in 
C H 2 C I 2 . 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cu Br and Cu(Pr 2 dtc) 2 Cu Br by s t i r r i n g 0.25 m o l e o f R/tds 
with 1 mole of CuBr in CH Cip. 
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Cu(Bu„dtc)0Cu,Br_ by ref lujung 0.17 mole of Bu.tds with 1 mole of CuBr ¿ ¿. ο ι 4 
i n CHCl,. 
Cu(i-Bu 2 dtc) 2 Cu Br , Cu(Pe 2 dtc) 2 Cu 6 Br , Cu(He 2dtc) 2Cu,Br and 
Cu(i-Pe-dtc)_Cu,Br 7 as a r e s u l t of s tanding some days a mixture of 1 mole of 
CuBr„ and 1 mole of Cu(R d t o ) . m chloroform. 
Cu ? (Me 2 dtc) : ,Br 2 and Cu 2 (Et 2 dtc)-.Br 2 from t h e r e a c t i o n of 1 mole of CuBr 
with 1 mole of R t d s in CHCl,. 
Cu(Pr 2 dtc)Br and Cu(Bu2dtc)Br from 2 moles of CuBr and 1 mole of R t d s 
i n CHCl,. 
Cu(R dtc)Br (R = Pe, He, i - P r , i-Bu, i-Pe) from 1 mole of CuBr and 
1 mole of C u ( R 2 d t c ) 2 . 
Results and d i s c u s s i o n 
ι Cu (R dtc) Br (n = 3: R = Me; η = 5: R = Et, Pr, i-Bu; η = 7: R = Pe 
He, i-Pe, Bu). 
The blue-black coloured complexes with s to ichiometry Cu ( R ^ d t c ^ B r , 
obtained from t h e r e a c t i o n of CuBr with R t d s , a re inso lub le in a l l common 
s o l v e n t s , which r e s t r i c t s our informatior t o t h e r e s u l t s of measurements, 
performed in t h e s o l i d s t a t e . No X-ray s t r u c t u r e a r a l y s e s could be performed 
as t h e r e c i p r o c a l l a t t i c e of the c r y s t a l s could not be i n t e r p r e t e d . 
The i n f r a r e d s o e c t r a ( t a b l e I I . l ) show one Cu-N and one Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g 
mode. Comparison of t h e values with t h o s e of t h e well defined complexes 
C u ( l l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 and C u ( l I l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 point t o t h e presence of a C u ( l l l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 
e n t i t y . Espec ia l ly t h e Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g frequency i s m t h e region of C u ( l l l ) -
complexes. The s p e c t r a a r e almost i d e n t i c a l with those of Cu(Rpdtc) ; )CdBr-. 
No copper-bromine frequency can be ass igned. 
Prom magnetic measurements at room temperature we conclude t h e complexes 
t o be diamagnetic. The μ
 f _ v a n e s from O.15 BM for Cu (Meldte)„Br, t o 0.80 
BM for Cu 7 (Bu ; ) dtc) ? Br 7 . These magnetic moments can be assigned t o a TIP-term, 
because a magnetic measurement performed at Cu (Pr-dtc)pBr r e s u l t s m a 
X = 13.8x10" 1 0 nAnole" 1 m the 10C-300 К region (μ = 0.52 BM at ЗООК). 
рагэ, 6i χ 
The ESCA spectrum of Cu 7(Bu„dtc)p3r revea l s t h e presence of copper in 
two d i f f e r e n t oxidat ion s t a t e s . In the region of t h e Cu(2p, /„) binding energy, 
two absorpt ion bands a re found with binding energies 933.8 and 932.5 eV (З) 
(with respect t o the C1s l i n e of 285.0 eV from t n e t a p e ) . Prom computer simu­
l a t i o n the i n t e n s i t y r a t i o was found t o be approximately 1 : 6. These data 
i n d i c a t e t h a t Cu7(BUpdtc)„Br7 has t o be formulated as 
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-"l· 
states. The spectra are 
compound V C-
Table II. 1. Infrared data (in cm ) and assignment of the formal oxidation 
recorded in KBr pellets. 
-Ν ì) Cu-S οχ. state 
1520 350 II 
402 III 
400 I, III 
1545 386 357 II, m 





Cu(Me 2 dtc) 2 
Cu(Me dtc) CdBr 
Cu(Me 2dtc) 2Cu 2Br 
Cu 2 (Me 2 dtc) 3 Br 2 
C u 2 ( M e 2 d t c ) 3 C l 2 
C u ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 
Cu(Eit2dtc)2CdBr 1545 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cu 4 Br 1535 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cu CI 15ЗО 
C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 B r 2 1535 
C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 C l 2 
C u ( P r 2 d t c ) 2 
Cu(Pr 2 dtc) 2 CdBr 3 1547 
C u ( P r 2 d t c ) 2 C u 4 B r 5 1545 
C u 2 ( P r 2 d t c ) 2 C l 2 
Cu(Bu 2 dtc) 2 
Cu(Bu 2dtc) 2CdBr 3 1551 
Cu(Bu 2 dtc) 2 Cu 6 Br І53О 
C u 2 ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 C l 2 

























































a The frequency could not be unambiguously assigned. 
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[Cu(lll) (Bu„dtc)
;;)][CTi(l) ,Br7] ar.d Ъу comparison the toxal senes of complexes 
can Ъе descried by the formula [Cu(lll)(R2dtc)2][Cu(l) Br" ] with η = 2 for 
R = Me, η = 4 for R = Et and Pr and η = 6 for R = Bu. The structure of the 
complexes is discussed in chapter IV· 
Cu(Pepdtc)pCu,Br could not he prepared Ъу the reaction of CuBr with 
Pe.tds. CuBr was recovered quantitatively after 14 days of stirring. CuBr 
reacts with i-Bu.tds slowly, hut the reaction products are impure. 
Another method as given in the "synthesis" for the preparation of 
CU(R dtc)?Cu Br , is the reaction of Cu(R dtc) ? and CuBr„. 1 Mole of CuBr 
is dissolved m a solution of 1 mole of Cu(Rpdtc)„ m chloroform. Microcrys— 
tallme products slowly precipitate after some days. Apart from the ethyl-, 
η-propyl- and n-hutyl-complexes, we prepared in this way the n-pentyl-, 
n-hexyl- as well as the i-butyl- and i-pentyl-analogues. The infrared fre­
quencies are given in tahle II.1. The latter reaction did not give crystals 
suitable for an X-ray structure determination. 
When Cu(Et9dtc)„Cu Br is prepared in chloroform or dichloromethane, 
without thoroughly drying afterwards, adducts with solvent molecules are 
obtained. This is revealed by the infrared spectrum (table II.2). From ele­
mental analyses it is concluded that the amount of solvent molecules is smal­
ler than 1. 
The ir absorption frequencies are in the same region as those found in 
the spectrun of the solvent (4)· The dichloromethane adduct loses its solvent 
molecules spontaneously at room temperature within two weeks. The chloroform 
adduct is more stable. After two months standing in the air, the solvent vi­
brations are still present in the ir spectrum with the same intensity. 
Table II.2. Chloroform and dichloromethane absorption bands (in cm ) m 
some dithiocarbamato complexes. (KBr pellets). 
Cu(Bt2dto)2Cu,Br .xCHCl. 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cu CI .xCHCl, 
снсі3 (4) 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cu Br .xCH2Cl2 


















Table I I . 3 · Some r e a c t i o n s of CTi(Bu„dtс^СиЛЗг-. 
Cu(Bu2d-tc)2Cu6Br + 3 Z n ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 s. Cu 9 (Bu 2 dtc) (ZnBr,) 2 [ l ] 
Cu(Bu2d-tc)2Cu6Br7 + 3 Cd(Bu 2 dtc) 2 >. C u 9 ( B u 2 d t c ) 7 ( C d B r 3 ) 2 [2] 
a i ( B u 2 d t o ) 2 C u 6 B r 7 + 3 Hg(Bu 2 dtc) 2 > C u 9 ( B u 2 d t c ) 7 ( H g B r 3 ) 2 [3] 
Cu(Bu 2dtc) 2Cu,Br + 3 Au(Bu2dtc) ν Au(Bu2dto) .2CuBr [4] 
Cu(Bu 2dtc) 2Ou 6Br + 2 Co(Bu2dtc) ». Co(Bu dtc) .ЗС іВг [5] 
Си(Ви dtc) 2 Cu 6 Br + б PPh >. Cu(PPh )Вг [6] 
Си(Ви dtc) 2 Cu,Br + 3 N I ( B U d tc) . > no r e a c t i o n [7] 
Cu(Bu dtc) 2 Cu,Br + 3 P d ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ». no r e a c t i o n [8] 
Tne complexes Cu(R_dtc)?Cu Br a re t h e m a l l y u n s t a b l e . Decomposition 
t a k e s p lace wixnout mel t ing . Detectatile decomposition at room temperature i s 
found a f t e r some months. 
Cu(R,-.dtc)_Cu Br . r e a c t s with several di thiocarbamato complexes and v
 2 '2 η n+1 
with t r iphenylphosphme ( P P h , ) . Some of t h e r e a c t i o n s of t h e b u t y l - d e r i v a t i v e 
a re given i n t a b l e I I . 3 · 
With group ІІЪ b i sd i th iocarbamates , d i s so lved i n CHC1,, yellow coloured 
products a re i s o l a t e d , with composition Cu q (Bu ? dtc) (МВг-)_ (M = Zn, Cd, Hg). 
These Cu(l) complexes can a l s o be obtained v i a a d i f f e r e n t p r e p a r a t i v e route 
(5, 6). 
In t h e r e a c t i o n s [4] i [5] ajrá [6]» Cu(BUpdtc)„Cu,Br7 i s a cuprous bromide 
donor. The r e s u l t i n g complexes a re a l so formed when (^(BUpdtc), , Au(BUpdtc) 
and. PPh r e s p e c t i v e l y , reac t with a s to ich iomet r i c quan t i ty of CuBr. The p r o -
p e r t i e s of the adducts Co(Bu2dtc),.3CuBr and Au(Bu?dtc).2CuBr a re discussed 
in chapter I I I . 
When Cu(Bu?dtc)„Cu,Br7 i s s t i r r e d in а СНСЦ s o l u t i o n of ì r i (Bu„dtc) 2 or 
Pd(Bu_dtc)„, the copper complex slowly d i s s o l v e s . Attempts t o i s o l a t e new 
products , by add i t i on of d i e t h y l e t h e r or by evaporat ion of the so lvent , f a i l e d . 
Only the s t a r t i n g ma te r i a l s were recovered. The na ture of the complex in 
s o l u t i o n i s unknown. 
11 Cu^CltnitchBrp (R = Me, Et) 
^ • ^ г - ^ ^ - з — 2 
Cu„(]y¡e?dtc),Br„ i s inso lub le m a l l common s o l v e n t s . Cu 2 (Et 2 dtc) ,Br 2 i s 
p r e c i p i t a t e d from chloroform with l i g r o m 40/60. As the complex slowly d e -
composes in CHC1,, t h i s p r e c i p i t a t i o n has t o be performed immediately a f t e r 
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the CuBr is dissolved in the solution of Et.tds. 
4 
The possibility of a thruramdisulfide complex instead of a dithiocarba-
mato complex can be ruled out by the presence of only one C-S absorption 
band at 988 cm in the infrared spectrum of Cu (Et dtc) Br . In Hgl (Et tds) 
there are two frequencies in this region (1000 and 972 cm- (l))· In 
Cu(Et?dtc)? only one C-S band is found at 998 cm
-
 . 
In the ir spectra of Cu?(P.?dtc)-Brp (table II. 1) two C-N frequencies are 
found, one a little lower than that in Cu(lIl)dithiocarbamates, the other a 
little higher than that m Cu(ll)(R-dtc)., which points to a slightly increa­
sed electron density on the Cu(lll) atom and a slightly decreased electron 
density on the Cu(ll)atom. The same trend holds for the values of the Cu-S 
stretching vibrations. In spite of these shifts the frequencies are found in 
regions which are normal for Cu(ll) and Cu(lll) compounds. From this we con­
clude that the complexes have one Cu(lll) and one Cu(ll) atom. 
The complexes are paramagnetic at room temperature with one unpaired 
electron per formula unit (table II.4). This paramagnetism is due to the 
Cu(ll) atom which has a d configuration. The distortion of the octahedral 
Pig. II.1. Temperature dependence 
of the magnetic suscep­
tibility of Си9(Еі9аіс)-Вг 
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ТаЪІе I I . 4 · Effect ive magnetic moments at room temperature per formula weight. 
Cu2(Me dtc) Brv 1.82 BM 
Cu ?(Me 2dtc) C l 2 1.Θ0 
C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 B r 2 1.77 
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Fig. II.4. Bond angles and distances of Cu_(Et„dtc),B:r„ with numbering 
of the atoms. 
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Fig. II.3. Projection of one 
chain of C-u?(Bt?dto)-,Br„ along 
the Ъ-ахіз, rotated along 20 
along the a-axis (ethyl groups 
omitted). The numbering of the 
atoms can Ъе seen from fig. II.4· 
öoordination (sec helow) around the 
Ca(lll) atom is obviously strong 
enough to cause spin-pairing. 
The magnetic moment of 
Cu2(Et2dtc )^ВГр was measured as a 
funct ion of t h e temperature in t h e 
range 2 - 300 К (Fig . I I . 1 ) . The Curie-
Weiss law was followed with a Weiss 
temperature of θ = OK. 
To e s t a o l i s h t h e coordinat ion of 
t h e copper atoms and t o ass ign t h e f o r ­
mal oxidat ion s t a t e , an X-ray s t r u c t u r e 
a n a l y s i s was performed at 
C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 B r 2 . 
Cu„(Et d t c ) , B r „ c o n s i s t s of chains 
of a l t e r n a t i n g Cu(Etpdto).-and 
Cu(Et„dtc)Br„ u n i t s , which are p i l e d 
at short d i s t a n c e s . A stereoview of 
t h e c e l l content i s shown in f i g . I I . 2 . 
F i g . I I . 3 shows one chain whereas in 
f i g . I I . 4 the bond angles and d i s t a n c e s 
a r e given. The numbering of t h e atoms 
can Ъе seen ir. f i g . I I . 3 and f i g . I I . 4 · 
The coordinat ion of both copper 
atoms can oe described as a d i s t o r t e d 
octahedron. E s p e c i a l l y for a C u ( l l l ) 
atom t h i s i s uncommon. Most diamagnetic 
C u ( l l l ) complexes a r c square p lanar 
coordinated. A square pyramidal s t r u c ­
t u r e i s found for t h e C u ( l l l ) atoms in 
Cu 3 (Bu 2 dtc) 6 Cd ? Br 6 ( 7 ) . 
Within experimental e r r o r t h e Cu(2) 
atom l i e s in t h e plane formed by t h e 
atoms S ( 5 ) , 3 ( 6 ) , B r ( l ) and Br(2) . The Cu(l) atom has a d e v i a t i o n from t h e 
S ( l ) s ( 2 ) s ( 3 ) S ( 4 ) plane of 0 ,1 l(3) $.. The angle between t h e s e l e a s t - s q u a r e s 
planes i s 18°. The angle between t h e S ( l ) S ( 2 ) S ( 3 ) s ( 4 ) plane and i t s g l i d e 
plane (space group Cc) r e l a t e d S ( l ' ^ ( г ' ^ З О З ^ ' )
 i s з у
0
( whereas t h e p lanes 
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ТаЪІе I I . 5 · Selected i n t e r - u n i t d i s t a r o e s (For t h e numbering of t h e atoms 
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S(5)s (6 )Br ( l )Br (2 ) and S ^ O s t o O B r i l t ) B r ( 2 i )
 Ε Γ 8 p a r a l l e l within experimental 
e r r o r . 
The most important m t e r - u n i t d i s t a n c e s are given in t a b l e I I . 5 · The 
Cu-S and Cu-Br m t e r - u n i t d i s t a n c e s are s h o r t e r than t h e sums of t h e Van der 
Waals r a d i i (3.20 A for Cu-S and 3-30 A for Cu-Br) and are in t h e same order 
of magnitude as m СиЛВи dtc),Cd Br, (7) and AuCu (Bu dtc),Hg Br. ( 8 ) . The 
s t r u c t u r e of Cu„(Et 0dtc)-,Br- d i f f e r s from t n a t of Cu_,(Bu_dtc)/-Cd0Br, in being 
¿ ¿ i ¿ i ¿ 2 + " ° 
polymeric whereas m the l a s t complex separa te Cu, (Bu n dtc) , ions a re present 
i с- о 
which consis t of t h r e e , p a r a l l e l , near ly p lanar Cu(Bupdtc)p u n i t s . 
To decide which copper has t h e formal oxidat ion s t a t e +2 and which copper 
atom has t h e formal oxidat ion s t a t e +3, t h e Cu-S and Cu-Br d i s t a n c e s were 
compared with those of o tner complexes ( t a b l e I I . 6 ) . The Cu-Br d i s t a n c e s m 
t h e Cu(Et ; ; )dtc)Br ? u n i t a re equal t o those in CuBr and are s i g n i f i c a n t l y l o n ­
ger than in Cu(BUpdtc)Br?. The copper-sulfur d i s t a n c e s i n t h e Cu(Et„dtc)Br„ 
u n i t a re in t h e sane order of magnitude as in copper( l l )d i th iocarbamato com­
p l e x e s . The Cu-S d i s t a n c e s in t h e Cu(Et„dtc)„ uni t of our compound (mean va­
lue 2.20 2) a re s h o r t e r than those in t h e Cu(Et dtc)Br uni t (2.?8 S.) and are 
in t h e same order of magnitude as in Cu(Bu„dtc)Brp. From t h i s we ass ign t h e 
formal oxidat ion s t a t e +3 t o t h e copper atom in t h e Cu(Etpdtc)p uni t and +2 
t o t h e copper atom in t h e Cu(Etpdtc)Brp u n i t . From t h i s comparison i t i s sug­
gested t h a t t h e compounds CUp(Rpdtc).Brp can be formulated as 
[ C u ( l I l ) ( R 2 d t c ) ; ! ; ] [ C u ( l l ) ( R 2 d t c ) B r ~ ] . 
Tne ex i s tence of t h e Cu(Etpdtc)Brp ion i s proven by Brinkhoff ( l ) i who 
recorded i t s ESR spectrum ir. chloroform. The spectrum c o n s i s t s of 13 near ly 
e q u i d i s t a n t l i n e s . This spectrum i s explained by coupling of 2 bromine atoms .81 ( l , y 3 r = 1 Br = 3/2) with one Cu(l l ) atom ( l = 3/2). The average l y p e r f m e 
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F i g . I I . 5 . The ESR s p e c t r a in CHC1, of a) Cu(R dtc)Br~, Ъ) Cu(R 2 dtc) 2 and 
c) C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 B r 2 . 
coupling constant i s 80 Gauss, which i s t h e double value of t h a t of bromine 
( Br = 40 Gauss). The g-value i s 2.065· Attempts t o detect these l i n e s in a 
s i n g l e c r y s t a l HSR spectrum f a i l e d . Only one sharp l i n e i s seen, due t o ex­
change i n t e r a c t i o n of t h e unpaired e l e c t r o n of neighbouring molecules. 
Because of t h i s exchange i n t e r a c t i o n no conclusion can be drawn as t o t h e 
d é l o c a l i s a t i o n of the e l ec t ron . 
Dissolved in CHC1,, m which the complex slowly decomposes, the ESR 
spectrum ( f i g . I I . 5 0 ) , measured wi th in 3 minutes a f t e r d i s so lv ing , shows, 
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apart fron 4 l i n e s r e s u l t i n g from Cu(Et.dtc)p ( f i g . I I . 5 ^ ) , the 13 l i n e s co-
ming from Cu(lit?dto)Brp ( f i g . I I . 5 a ) . This proves t na t in the CHC1-.-solution 
of Cup(íítpdtc) .Br . par t of the complex i s present as Cu(Etpdtc)Brp. After 1 
hour the spectrum i s unchanged. 
The formulation [Cu( l l l ) (Etpdtc) ] [Cu( l l ) (E t dtc)Br~] seems, however, 
incompatible with the fact t ha t the redox p o t e n t i a l s of the couples 
C u ( l I l ) ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 / C u ( l l ) ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 andCu( l I l ) (Et 2 dtc)Br / C u ( l l ) (Et2dtc)Br~ should 
d i f f e r Ъу about 1 V (cf. t h e p o t e n t i a l s of t h e analogous couples of t h e 
dit iutyl complexes, which are 0.47 and -O.5O V v s . SCE r e s p e c t i v e l y ( 1 2 ) ) . 
Ho r e a c t i o n occurs when 1 mole of Cu( l l ) (Etpdtc)ρ i s reacted with 1 mole 
of C u ( l I l ) ( E t p d t c ) B r p which i s in accord with t h e s e e lectrochemical d a t a . The 
ESR spectrum of a CHC1, s o l u t i o n of 1 mole of C u ( E t 2 d t c ) ? and Cu(Et 2 dtc)Br 2 
only shows t h e 4 l i n e s of Cu(Etpdtc)p. 
The apparent i n e r t n e s s of Cup(Et„dtc),Brp in s p i t e of i t s thermodynamic 
i n s t a b i l i t y towards an e l e c t r o n t r a n s f e r t o Cu(l l ) (Etpdtc)p and 
C u ( l l l ) ( E t p d t c ) B r p , i s probably due t o a high a c t i v a t i o n energy for reaching 
a conf igurat ion where a d i a b a t i c e l e c t r o n t r a n s f e r could occur. 
The mechanist ic pathway of the p r e p a r a t i o n of CUp(Rpdtc),ΒΓρ from CuBr 
and R.tds i s unknown, but the f i r s t s t e p m the r e a c t i o n s of CuBr with R.tds 
4 ' 4_ 
i s probably an oxidat ive a d d i t i o n of CuBr. A r e a c t i o n of CuBr with t h e Br 
ions then make t h e i s o l a t i o n poss ib le of t h e 
which can only be i s o l a t e d with bulky anions 
ions then make t h e i s o l a t i o n poss ib le of thecomplexes conta ining Cu(Rpdtc)p I 
111 Cu(R dtc)Br 
The black products , obtained when 2 moles of CuBr a r e reacted with 1 mole 
of R t d s (R I S not He or Et) or when 1 mole of CuBr i s reacted with 1 mole 
of Cu(Rpdtc)p (see below) analyse as Cu(Rpdtc)Br. 
In tne in f rared s p e c t r a of the compounds with R = Bu, Pe, He, i-Bu, i-Pe 
( t a b l e I I . 7 ) C-N and Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g f recuencies are found which are charac­
t e r i s t i c for C u ( l l ) d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e s . With exception of t h e copper-halogen 
f requencies , t h e s p e c t r a a re i d e n t i c a l t o those of t h e d m e n o [Cu(Rpdtc)Cl]p. 
I t i s expected t h a t t h e p r o p e r t i e s w i l l be analogous t h e r e f o r e no f u r t h e r i n ­
v e s t i g a t i o n s v/ere done. 
For R = Pr and i - P r , however, t h e C-N and Cu-S v i b r a t i o n s are found in 
t n e C u ( l l l ) reg ion. The magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y , both at room temperature and 
at lower temperatures , of Cu(Pr dtc)Br i s 15.7 χ Ю - nTmole- (θ.27 BM per 
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Table I I . 7 · C-N and Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g frequencies in cm i n Cu(Rpdtc)Br 
(KBr p e l l e t s ) . 
Cu(Pr 2 dtc)Br 
Cu(Bu2dtc)Br 
Cu(Pe 2 dtc)Br 
Cu(He2dtc)Br 
C u ( i - P r 0 d t c ) B r 
Cu(i-Bu 2 dtc)Br 
Cu(i-Pe ò tc)Br 
a) The Cu-S frequency could not Ъе unambiguously assigned. 
Q 
magnetism, as i s more often found for low-spin d complexes of C u ( l l l ) ( e . g . 
Cu(Bu 0dtc)Br has a X value of 11.9 χ 10~1 n r m o l e - 1 ( 2 ) ) . 
From t h e s e r e s u l t s t h e propyl complexes were formulated as 
[ C u ( l I l ) ( P r 2 d t c ) 2 ] [ C u ( l ) B r 2 ] and [Cu(lll) ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 2 ] [ C u ( l ) B r 2 ] , m which one 
copper atom has t h e formal oxidat ion s t a t e +3 and one copper atom nas t h e 
formal oxidat ion s t a t e + 1 . 
The i n f r a r e d frequency at 325 cm in Cu(Pr„dtc)„CuBr„ can oe assigned 
t o a terminal Cu( l )-3r s t r e t c h i n g frequency. In Cu(i-Pr„dtc).CuBr„ severa l 
absorpt ion bands are observed in t h i s reg ion. 
Cu(Pr„dtc)„CuBrp should give r i s e t o a 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t i c conductance 
in n i t robenzene . P l o t t i n g J\ as a function of Vc~we found ¿\ t o be 31-6 
2 - 1 — 1 \ + \ — 
cm Ω eq a t 278 K, which i s i n agreement with t h e Λ and λ given in t h e l i t e r a t u r e (A^[Cu(Pr 2 dtc) 2 l = 9 ·5 cm2fì " Ί ο η - 1 and A~[CuBr2] = 21.3 с т 2 П ~ 1 
i o n - 1 ( 1 3 ) ) . For Cu( i-Pr 2 dtc) 2 CuBr 2 a A o of 29.5 cm H ^ e q - 1 was found. 
Cu(Rpdtc)Br i s a l s o formed when 1 mole of Си(іі)ВГр i s d i ssolved in a 
chloroform s o l u t i o n of 1 mole of Cu(l l ) (R„dtc)p. After p r e c i p i t a t i o n with 
d i e t h y l e t h e r t h e black complexes a re i s o l a t e d . When R = Pr, i - P r one e l e c t r o n 
i s t r a n s f e r r e d from Cu(Rpdtc)p t o CuBrp. Tne s t r u c t u r a l changes a re r a t h e r 
smal l . In t h e Cu(Rpdtc)p uni t t n e copper atom i s square p lanar coordinated 
both before and a f t e r t h e o x i d a t i o n . The Cu-S d i s t a n c e s w i l l be reduced by 
about 0.1 A. CuBrp c o n s i s t s of l i n e a r chains of square p lanar CuBr u n i t s 
with br idg ing bromine a^oms. During the reduct ion t h e bromine br idges are 
broken. The net r e s u l t of t h i s r e a c t i o n i s a d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t i o n of two moles 
of Cu( l l ) i n 1 mole of C u ( l l l ) and 1 mole of C u ( l ) . A d i s p r o p o r t i o n a t i o n 
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was also found by Cras and Willemse (5) for Cu(BUpdtc)„ in the presence of a 
large excess of 2nClp or ZnBr„. Several reaction products were isolated e.g. 
Cu(lIl)(Bu2dtc)2ZnX3, Cu(ll, IIl)3(Bu2dtc)6(ZnX3)2 and Cu(l)g(Bu2dtc)7(ZnX3)2. 
No explanation can be given why Cu(l, III) products are formed for R = 
Pr, i-Pr. The behaviour m solution is not quite clear. The infrared spectrum 
of a mixture of 1 mole of CuBr« and Cu(R dtc)_ (R = Et, Pr, Bu) in CHCl 
shows C-K" stretching frequencies (table II.8) which point to the presence of 
Cu(lll). The ESR spectrum however, siows paramagnetism. Apart from the 4 lines 
from CU(R dtc)„, 10 lines are seen, which are attributed to the presence of 
Cu(Rpdtc)Br (coupling of the spin of bromine (l = 3/2) with the som of the 
copper atom (l = 3/2). The copper hyperfme splitting constant is assumed to 
be twice that of bromine). The concentration of tne paramagnetic species, 
especially of Cu(ll) (R„dtc)„, 1.1 cnloroform is obviously lower for R = Pr 
than for other alkyl groups. 
Table II.8. C-N stretching frequencies of chloroform solutions of some 
copper dithiocarba-nates. 
R = Et 
Cu(R 2 dtc) 2 1502 
Cu(R2dtc)2CdBr inso luble 









II.2 The reaction of CuCl with tetraalkylthiuramdisulfides. 
Synthesis 
CUp(Me„dtc),C1„ i s prepared by s t i r r i n g 1 mole of CuCl m a s o l u t i o n of 
1 mole of Me t d s in CH CI . 
Cu(Et d tc) .Cu .Cl i s obtained by s t i r r i n g 1 noie of CuCl with O.25 mole 
of Et t d s m CH Cl . 
f ;u(R p dtc)Cl] ? (R = Et, Pr, 3u) i s ootained from the r e a c t i o n of R ^ds 
with 2 moles of CuCl. 
Results and d i s c u s s i o n . 
The in f rared and magnetic data of t h e complexes descr ibed m t h i s s e c t i o n 
are given in t a b l e s I I . 1 , I I . 2 and I I . 4 · 
CuCl r e a c t s with a chloroforn s o l u t i o n of Me.tds t o t h e inso lub le green-
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Ъіаск Cu-(Me dtc) Cl» with a magnetic moment of μ = 1.80 BM at room tem­
p e r a t u r e , corresponding with one impaired e l e c t r o n per formula weight. The 
i n f r a r e d spectrum i s i d e n t i c a l with t h a t of Cu„(Mepdtc),Br„ in t h e 4OOO - 35О 
cm region. I t i s assumed t h a t Cu^Me^dtcKcip has t h e same molecular s t r u c ­
t u r e as CUp(Etpdtc),Brp. An attempt t o prepare Cu(Mepdtc)pCUpCl,, analogous 
t o CuÍMepdtcJpCUpBr,, from 3 moles of CuCl and 1 mole of Me t d s r e su l t ed in 
a mixture of CUp(Mepdtc).Clp and CuCl. Other molar r a t i o s do not r e s u l t m 
other copperdithiocarbamato complexes. 
With E t . t d s two complexes can Ъе i s o l a t e d . With 2 moles of CuCl, t h e pa­
ramagnetic compound [Cu(Et d t c ) c l ] 2 containing C u ( l l ) , i s otitained. This com­
plex, of which t h e s t r u c t u r e has been determined by Hendrickson et a l ( l 4 ) t 
i s d i m e n o with c h l o r i n e b r i d g e s . 
With 5 moles of CuCl s i m i l a r products are obtained as with CuBr. 
Cu (Etpdtc)pCl i s diamagnetic and can be formulated as [ C u ( l l l ) ( E t p d t c ) p ] 
[ C u ( l ) . C l ~ ] . Prepared in dichloromethane or chloroform, adducts with t i e s o l ­
vent are obtained which i s seen in t h e i r spectrum (chloroform absorpt ions 
a t 749 and 661 cm and dichloromethane absorpt ions ax 733 and 698 cm ) . 
The CHpClp adduct of Cu(Etpdtc) ?Cu CI i s more s t a b l e than t h a t of 
Cu(Etpdtc) 2 Cu д Вг_. 
With Pr Ods and Bu.tds only [Cu(Rpdtc)Cl]p, Cu(l l ) complexes, analogous 
t o [Cu(Etpdtc)Cl]p could be obtained. [Cu(Bu dtc)p][Cu,Cl ] could, however, 
be prepared by t h e r e a c t i o n of CuCl with Cu(BUpdtc)p. This i n s o l u b l e , diamag-
-1 
n e t i c product has C-N and Cu-S absorpt ion frecruenoies of 1528 and 398 cm 
r e s p e c t i v e l y which j u s t i f i e s t h e formulat ion as [Cu(l l l ) (BUpdtc)pJ[Cu(l) ,C1 ] . 
I I . 3 Reaction of c o p p e r ( l ) h a l i d e s with te t raa lky l th iurammonosul f ides . 
Copper( l )ha l ides react with tetraalkyl thiurammonosul f ides t o form com­
plexes witn copper m t h e formal oxidat ion s t a t e + 1 . 
S y n t h e s i s . 
The following complexes were synthesized: 
CuBr(Me tms), Cul'Me.tms), CuBr(Pm tms) and Cul(Pm tms) from 1 mole of 
CuX (X = Br, I) in CH CN and 1 mole of Rtms (R = Me-, Pm) m CHC1-. 
CuCl(Me.tms) and CuCl(Pmptms) f rom 1 mole of CuCl and 1 mole of R.tms m 
CHC1 . 
CHClJ. 
(Cui) (Pm tms) from 2 moles of Cui (in CH CN) and 1 mole of Pm tms (in 
Cu(îiCS)(Me tms) is obtained from 1 mole of CuSCN and 1 mole of Mc tms. 
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CuBr[CH„(Mepdtc)-] i s prepared from 1 mole of CuBr and 1 mole of 
CH 2 (Me 2 dtc) 2 . 
Results and d i s c u s s i o n 
The r e a c t i o n between Cu( l )ha l ides and R.tms r e s u l t s in red diamagnetic 
complexes. The composition of t h e complexes allows two formulat ions : 
CuX(R.tms) or Cu(R„dtc)(R„tc)X. The l a t t e r could Ъе a product of an oxidat ive 
a d d i t i o n , s i m i l a r t o t h a t reported by Gal (15) for t h e Rh(l) compounds: 
Rh(PPh ) CI + Me tms > Rh(PPh )(Me d t c ) ( M e 2 t c ) c l + 2PPh 
The i n f r a r e d spectrum p o i n t s t o t h e f i r s t formulat ion. Although t h e C-N 
s t r e t c h i n g modes s h i f t t o a higher wavenumber ( t a b l e I I . 9 ) witn respect t o 
R tms, both in t h e s o l i d s t a t e and in dichloromethane s o l u t i o n , t h e i r values 
a re lower than expected for a di thiocarbamate coordinated t o a C u ( l l l ) atom 
—1 —1 
(154О - 1600 cm ) . The s h i f t of 5 - 25 cm can be explained by t h e e l e c t r o n 
donating effect of t h e C=S double bond t o t h e metal , which r e s u l t s m a 
g r e a t e r double bond c h a r a c t e r of t h e C-N bond, coming from a g r e a t e r con­
t r i b u t i o n of t h e lone p a i r of t h e N-atom t o t h e C-N bond. The same holds for 
t h e complex CuBr[CH„(Me-dtc)-] which i s obtained from t h e 1 : 1 r e a c t i o n 
between CuBr and CH2(Me d t c ) 2 . 
I n CU(HCS)(Me.tms) the thiocyanato group (a pseudo-halide) i s N-bonded. 
This can be concluded from t h e i r spectrum. For N-coordmated NCS , the C-S 
s t r e t c h i n g v i b r a t i o n i s observed between 78О and 860 cm ( l 6 ) ; for S-coordi-
nated SCN , t h e C-S v i b r a t i o n i s found between 690 and 720 cm . The i n f r a r e d 
spectrum of Cu(NCS) (Me.tms) i s almost i d e n t i c a l with t h a t of t h e halógeno 
""1 
analogues. The add i t iona l band at 808 cm , with s t rong i n t e n s i t y , can be 
assigned t o a C-S s t r e t c h i n g mode, whicn i s in the region for N-bonded JTCS 
groups. The Ο Ξ Ν frequency at 2088 cm confirms t h e IT-coordination. The Ο Ξ Ν 
v i b r a t i o n i s u s u a l l y observed between 2085 and 2095 c m ( l 6 ) . F o r S-bonded 
-1 
groups t h e C=N frequency v a n e s from 2100 t o 2125 cm . Bridging SCT-groups 
can be ru led o u t . Then a C=îi frequency should be observed between 215O and 
2182 cm" 1 ( l7 ) . 
In chloroform and ni t robenzene so lu t ion the complexes behave as non-
e l e c t r o l y t e s , but slow decomposition i s observed· The complexes are monomers 
m dichloromethane s o l u t i o n . Por CuBr(Me.tms), CuCl(Pm.tms) and CuBr(Pm„tms) 
molecular weights a re found of 359i З85 and 431 whereas t h e t h e o r e t i c a l va­
lues a re 351» З87 and 431 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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Pig. II.6. Stereoview of Cul(Pm.tms) 
A c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s performed at Cul(Pm tms) , revealed t h e com­
plex t o Ъе a centrosymmetric dimer in t h e s o l i d s t a t e ( f i g . I I . 6 ) . The Ъопй 
d i s t a n c e s and angles are given in f i g . I I . 7 · 
The copper atoms are approximately t e t r a h e d r a l l y coordinated oy one 
i o d i n e , two su l fur atoms of one of t h e Pm tms molecules and Ъу a h n d g i n g 
su l fur atom of t h e o ther Pm_tms molecule. The Cu-I d i s t a n c e of 2.534(2) A i s 
s l i g h t l y s h o r t e r than t h e Cu-І d i s t a n c e in Cui (2.60 A). The Cu-Cu d i s t a n c e 
i s 2.964(2) i . 
The e n t i t i e s S ( l ) S ( 3 ) C ( l ) i r ( l ) c ( l l ) C ( l 5 ) and S ( 2 ) S ( 3 ) C ( 2 ) N ( 2 ) C ( 2 1 ) C ( 2 5 ) 
a r e p lanar within experimental e r r o r . Their l e a s t - s q u a r e s planes make an 
angle of 89.9 with each o t h e r . In t h e f ree l igand t h i s angle i s 68.8 .(18) 
The two planes r o t a t e around t h e C-S hond upon coordinat ion t o t h e copper 
atom. In a d d i t i o n , t h e C-S-C angle i s reduced from 103.3(4) "to 100.7(3) · In 
the complex as well as m Pnutms t h e p i p e r i d y l ((CH„) N) groups have the chai r 
conformation. 
С(22Г 
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^ x /14912) 
C(12) 
F i g . I I . 7 - Bond angles and d i s t a n c e s of Cul(Pm_tms). E . s . d . ' s in paren­
t h e s e s . 
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We t h i n k t h a t i n t h e monomenc molecules, present in s o l u t i o n , t h e S-
br idges a re broken, t h e four th coordinat ion place being occupied by a solvent 
molecule. 
Apart fron Cul(Pm„tms) we i s o l a t e d and c h a r a c t e r i z e d a l s o (Cul)„(Pm„tms), 
which has an i n f r a r e d spectrum, i d e n t i c a l t o Cul(Pm.tms). The ex i s tence of 
compounds with d i f f e r e n t l igand t o copper r a t i o s i s not unique for compounds 
of su l fur conta in ing l i g a n d s . Moers et a l ( l9) repor ted rnodanme complexes 
of c o p p e r ( l ) h a l i d e s in which t h e copper : rhodanme r a t i o s are 1 : 1 , 1 : 2 
and 1 : 3 · 
Analogous t o t h e r e a c t i o n s of Rh(PPh-) CI with Me.tms, reported by Gal 
( 1 5 ) , we i n v e s t i g a t e d t h e r e a c t i o n of Me.tms with Cu(PPh-)-Br as well as with 
[Cu(PPh )X] (X = CI, B r ) . Cu(PPh ) Br does not react with Ke.tms, however, 
[Cu(PPh,)x] . does . CuX(Me.t'ns) i s obtained f a s t l y m a high y i e l d for t h e 
bromide and slowly in a much lower y i e l d for the c h l o r i d e . The d i f ference i s 
not due t o t h e d i f ference i n s o l u b i l i t y of t h e s t a r t i n g products in CHC1.. 
The most i n s o l u b l e product, [Cu(PPh,)Br] . , gives t h e f a s t e s t r e a c t i o n . The 
suppos i t ion t h a t t h e r e a c t i o n r a t e d i f ference i s due t o t h e t h r e e - c o o r d i n a t i o n 
of two copper atoms in [Си(РР1ц)Вг] . (20) , i n which t h e Cu.Br. core i s i n t h e 
s t e p form ( t h e Cu.Cl. core i s cubic in [Cu(PPh-.)Cl] . ( 2 l ) , with a l l copper 





.)-.Br a re p a r t l y d i s s o c i a t e d , r e s u l t i n g m 
complexes with t h r e e - c o o r d i n a t e d copper atoms (22) . 
[Cu(PPh,)Br] a l so r e a c t s f a s t l y with Me t d s m CHC1, according t o t h e 
equat ion: 
^ P [Cu(PPh ) B r ] . + (пн-п) Me.tds > 
m CuBr(Me tms) + η Cu(Me2dtc)2 + m PPh S + η РРіц 
The reaction is an example of a sulfur abstraction, which was also found by 
McCleverty et al (23). An analogous sulfur abstraction is observed m the 
reaction of Cu(l)halides with R.tds m the presence of PPh resulting in 
copper-tetraalkylthiuraomonosulfide complexes. This route, however, can not 
be used as a general method for the preparation of pure CuX(R.tms) complexes 
as the analyses of the products are not reproducible. In the general formula 
(CuX) (R.tms), values for η are found varying from 2 to 3 for R = Et and Pr. 
The infrared data, which are identical for the different values of n, are 
given in table II.9· 
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II.4· Conclusions. 
Table 11.10 resumes t h e r e a c t i o n s of CuX with R.tds and witn R.tms. The 
4 4 
S-S bond in R.tds i s r a t h e r weak. Low-valent metals as C u ( l ) , Rh(l) (15) a n ( l 
Mo(0) (24) and even elemental Cu and kg give a fa s t oxidat ive a d d i t i o n r e a c ­
t i o n . Cu(l l ) can a l s o break t h e S-S bond, for example in t h e oxidat ion of 
CuBr? by R. tds , in which C u ( l l l ) ( R ? d t c ) B r i s formed. For S-S bond breaking 
in R.tds in a r e a c t i o n with Cu(l l ) (R„dtc)„ only weak i n d i c a t i o n s a re p r e s e n t . 
Addition of Et t d s t o a CH.C1„ s o l u t i o n of C u ( l l ) ( E t „ d t c ) „ causes a decrease 
m t h e i n t e n s i t y of t h e s i g n a l s in t h e ESR spectrum, which could be ascr ibed 
t o t h e formation of C u ( l I l ) ( E t dtc) or [ C U ( I I I ) ( E T ; d t c ) * ] [ E t d t c - ] . I s o l a t i o n 
of a product from t h i s r e a c t i o n was, however, impossible up t o now. 
In c o n t r a s t with Rh(l) (15) ала Mo(o) (25) , Cu(l) coiipounds do not give 
an oxidat ive a d d i t i o n r e a c t i o n with R tms. Addition products , however, a re 
i s o l a t e d . The s t r e n g t h of the S-C bond i s a l s o i l l u s t r a t e d by t h e r e a c t i o n 
of CH„(Me„dtc)p with CuBr, r e s u l t i n g in an a d d i t i o n compound CuBr[CH ?(Me_dtc).]. 
The copper—dithiocarbamato chemistry i s undoubtly t h e most complicated 
in t h e di thiocarbamato chemistry. This i s best i l l u s t r a t e d i n t h e r e a c t i o n 
scheme of f i g . I I . 8 , in which a l l known copperdiethyld i th iocarbamates , com­
bined with CI and Br are given. This scheme draws a t t e n t i o n t o severa l 
remarkable f e a t u r e s . 
—The most s t r i k i n g d i f ference between t h e ch loro- and bromo- complexes i s t h e 
i n t e r c o n v e r s i o n process of Cu(Et„dtc)„Cu.CI and [Cu(Et_dtc)Cl]p versus t h e 
in terconvers ion of Cu(Etpdtc)„Cu.Br and Cu(EM;2dtc)„Cu(Et„dtc)Br„ which i s an 
i n d i c a t i o n for t h e remarkable s t a b i l i t y of Cu_(lit
: : >dtc).Br„. 
—Also s t r i k i n g i s t h e p r e p a r a t i o n of Et.bittCuX (compounds of t h e bis(N, N-
dialkyliminium) t n t h i o l a n e c a t i o n ( 2 6 ) ) . In the f i r s t s t e p copper( l) or 
copper( l l )d i th iocarbamate i s oxidized by Cl„ or Br ? t o C u ( l I l ) ( E t p d t c ) X „ , 
which, by a d d i t i o n of e x t r a Xp, i s oxidized t o E t . b i t t . The C u ( l l l ) atom, 
howevert i s reduced in t h i s s t e p t o C u ( l l ) , as Rpdtc i s not anymore a v a i l a b l e 
for t h e s t a b i l i s a t i o n of C u ( l l l ) . A poss ib le explanat ion can be t h e ex i s tence 
of t h e equi l ibr ium: 
2 C u ( l I l ) ( E t dtc)X «¿JZ»: 2 Cu( l l )Br 2 .E t t d s „—*• 2Cu(l)Br~.Et b i t t 2 + + S 
— 2+ 
By add i t ion of more ВГр the 2Cu(l)Br . E t . b i t t i s taken away according t o t h e 
equat ion: 
2Cu(l)Br~.Et.bit t 2 " 1 " + Br 0 >- E t . b i t t ^ C u B r 2 - + CuBr. 
4
 ' 2 4 2 4 4 2 
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Table 11.10. The reaction scheme of the reactions of R.tds and R tms with copper(l)halides 










[ C u ( l I l ) ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 ] [ C u ( l ) Cl J.xCHCl 
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Fig. I I . 8 . The reaction scheme of the copper-diethyldithiocarbamates with 
chlorine and bromine. 
The influence of the length of the alkyl chain on the composition of the 
complex is unique for copper- and for silver- (see chapter V) dithiocarbamates. 
E.ff. η in Cu(R„dxc)-Cu Br „ increases from R = Me to He. This influence is 
ь ч
 2 2 η n+1 
ascribed to stenc effects. Such variation in anion composition was previously 
2+ 2-
observed for R.bitt complexes. For R = Me, Et, Pr the anion was CuBr. 
г о ' 
whereas for R = Bu, Pe the dimeno Cu„Br-- proved to be the anion (27). 
Stenc hindrance probably plays an important rolo in the mixed Cu(lI,IIl) 
complexes. Cu,(R„dtc),(MX,)0 (M = Zn, Cd, Hg; Χ = Cl, Br, l) is easily formed j> ¿ Ь j ¿ 
for R = Bu, Pe. For R = Pr the complex was only formed in low yield, whereas 
for R = Me, Et no isolation of Cu-,(R0dtc)^(MX..)_ was possible. 
J ¿ o i ¿ 
[Cu(lIl)(R2dtc)2J[Cu(ll)(R2dtc)Br2] was easily prepared for R = Me and Et, 
but could not be isolated with longer alkyl groups. It is supposed that 
Cu,(R0dtc),(MX-)0 (R = Me, Ut) cannot crystallize by lack of enough space i ¿ b 5 ¿ 
for tne anions between the alkyl groups. On the contrary, CUp(Rpdtc):.Brp 
does not crystallize for large groups because this should cause some gaps 
between the large Cu(R„dtc)„ entities which are not completely filled by the 
smaller Cu(R?dtc)Br~ groups. 
Part of the investigations were previously published (28). 
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CHAPTER I I I 
THE REACTION OF CUPROUS HALIDES WITH SOME 
TRANSITION METAL DITHIOCARBAKATES 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
In chapter I I t h e r e a c t i o n of cuprous h a l i d e s with t e t r a a l k y l t h i u r a m -
d i s u l f i d e s and with te t raa lky l th iuranmonosul f ides was d i scussed. In t h i s 
chapter t h e r e a c t i o n s of CuX with [Cu(l) (R dtc) ] ( l l l . l ) , Cu(l l )(R d tc) 
( I I I . 2 ) , Co(R 2 dtc) , ( І І І . З ) and Au(Bu2dtc) ( i l l . 4 ) a r e descr ibed. 
I I I . 1 The r e a c t i o n of CuX(X = CI, Br) with ¡CufR^dtc)! . 
When CuBr i s s t i r r e d m a so lu t ion of -g- mole of [Cu(R 9 dtc) ] . (R = li t , 
Pr, Bu) in CS^, CuBr d i s s o l v e s . Yellow, diamagnetic conplexes with compo-
s i t i o n Cu.(R„dtc)pBr p r e c i p i t a t e a f t e r add i t ion of d i e t h y l e t h e r . From the 
formula i t i s seen tha t copper i s in the formal oxidat ion s t a t e +1 . Molecular 
weight determinat ions show tha t the complexes a re t n m e n c in bezene so lu t i on , 
so they have to he formulated as CuQ(Rpdtc) ЛЗг,. The complexes a re of the 
same type as those previous ly described by Tammmen (1) and Bnnkhoff ( 2 ) . 
No dependency on the length of t h e a lkyl chain i s found. 
The s t r u c t u r e i s unknown. No c r y s t a l s s u i t a b l e for a s t r u c t u r e d e t e r ­
mination were obtained up t o now. Probably a C u g - c l u s t e r i s p r e s e n t . 
T.ie most important in f rared frequencies a re given in t a b l e I I I . 1 . The 
copper-bromine s t r e t c h i n g frequencies point t o te rminal bromine atoms. The 
_1 
increase of t h e C-N s t r e t c h i n g mode of about 13 cm can be ascr ibed t o t h e 
presence of t h e e l e c t r o n witndrawmg bromine atoms. This effect i s often 
found eg. Cu(Bu 2 dtc)Br 2 : VC-N: I58O cm - 1 and C u ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 : У C-N: I562 cm - 1 
-1 
Table I I I . 1 . C-N and Cu-Br s t r e t c h i n g frequencies in cm (KBr p e l l e t s ) 
1) C-N V Cu-Br 
[ C u ( E t 2 d t c ) ] . 148O 
Cu ( E t 2 d t c ) 6 B r 3 1497 З27 
[ C u ( P r 2 d t c ) ] 4 1480 
C u 9 ( P r 2 d t c ) 6 B r 3 1495 328 
[Cu(Bu 2 dtc)] I486 
C u 9 ( B u 2 d t c ) 6 B r 3 1493 322 
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Copper(l) ch lor ide r e a c t s in t h e same way as CuBr. 
With M(R 2(itc) 2 (M = Zn, Cd, Hg), CuX (Χ = CI, Br) r e a c t s t o complexes 
with composition Cu (R0dtc)_(MX-.)0· We t h i n k t h a t t h e s e conralexes have a 
s t r u c t u r e , s i m i l a r t o C u q ( R p d t c ) Д . . Their p r o p e r t i e s were descntoed in 
chapter I . 
I I I . 2 . The r e a c t i o n of CuX (X = CI, Br) with CufR^dtc) . 
CuBr d i s so lves in a s o l u t i o n of Cu(Rpdtc)„ (R = Bu, Pe, He). After 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n with d i e t h y l e t h e r , complexes a re obtained which analyse as 
Cu q (Rpdtc).Br . With C u ( P r . d t c ) . and C u ( E t - d t c ) ? products were obtained with 
compositior Cu, (Pr d tc)p3r„ and Cu,(Eît„dtc)„Br„ r e s p e c t i v e l y . Part of the 
propyl-complex p r e c i p i t a t e d during the r eac t ion whereas the ethyl-compound 
was p r e c i p i t a t e d completely without add i t ion of d i e t h y l e t h e r . The s o l u b i l i t y 
of Cu(Mepdtc)- i s too small t o give any r e a c t i o n . 
In t a b l e I I I . 2 the inf rared frequencies a re given. From these values i t 
i s seen t ha t only coppe r ( I I ) - su l fu r absorpt ions a re observed. The C-N 
-1 
s t r e t c h i n g modes have t h e i r maximum absorpt ion a t values about 20 cm higher 
than the C-N v i b r a t i o n s of Cu( l l ) (Rpdtc)p , which can be ascr ibed t o a de -
creased e l ec t ron dens i ty on the Cu(l l ) atom. 
Magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y measurements at room temperature ( t ab l e I I I . 3 ) , 
reveal t ha t the complexes a re paramagnetic with 1 unpaired e l ec t ron per two 
Table I I I . 2 . C-N and Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g frequencies m cm (KBr p e l l e t s ) 
Cu(Et2dtc)2 .2CuBr 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 
Cu(Pr2dtc)p.2CuBr 


































Table I I I . 3 · Magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s a t room temperature ( i n BM), 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 .2CuBr 





spin only value 
1.73 
1.73 
2.45 [Cu(Bu 2 (itc) 2 ] 2 .7CuBr 
di thiocarbamato groups. From t h i s we formulate t h e complexes as 
C u ( l l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 . 2 C u ( l ) B r (R = Et, Pr) and [ C u ( l l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 ] 2 . 7 C u ( l ) B r (R = Bu, 
Pe, He). 
In s o l u t i o n no s u i t a b l e measurements could be performed. [Cu(R_dtc)„]p. 
7CuBr slowly decomposes both in CHC1-, and CH CI and in ni t robenzene and t h e 
s o l u b i l i t i e s of t h e propyl- and e t h y l - d e r i v a t i v e s are too small . 
During our i n v e s t i g a t i o n s Golding (З) et a l . prepared t h e same type of 
complexes for R- = Pm. Crysta ls of Cu(Pmdtc)„.nCuBr (n = 4 and 6) could be 
obtained from a r e a c t i o n between CuBr„ and Cu(Pmdtc) 2 l d issolved in ethanol 
and chloroform r e s p e c t i v e l y . We performed t h e r e a c t i o n m t h i s way for t h e 
non-cycl ic a lkyl s u b s t i t u e n t s with t h e diamagnetic Cu(R
:
-)dtc)pCu Br (see 
chapter I I ) as t h e r e s u l t . 
Golding performed an X-ray s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s a t Cu(Pmdtc)„.nCuBr (n = 4 
and 6 ) . On t h e b a s i s of h i s analyses we developed a s t r u c t u r e model for our 
compounds and for Cu(R0dtc)„Cu Br „. Both c l a s s e s of conraounds a re supposed \ 2 ' 2 η n+1 
t o have t h e same b a s i c type of s t r u c t u r e . This model i s developed in chap­
t e r IV. 
The r e a c t i o n s of Cu(R 2 dtc) 2 with CuCl d i f f e r from those with CuBr. With 
CuÍEtpdtcK no reproducible r e ac t i on products are obtained. CuÍPr.dtc)« r e a c t s 
with CuCl t o a product which analyses as Cu,(Pr„dtc)pClp. This complex has 
the same p r o p e r t i e s as Cu(Prpdtc)p.2CuBr. The C-N s t r e t c h i n g frequency i s 
—1 -1 
found at I52O cm . The Cu-S s t r e t c h i n g frecruency has a value of 364 cm 
(with a shoulder a t 350 o m ) · Tnerefore we formulate the complex as 
Cu(Pr2dtc)2 .2CuCl. 
CuCl r e a c t s with Cu(BUpdtc)2 t o the inso luble Cu( lI l ) (Bu 2 dtc) 2 Cu(l) ,ΟΙ™. 
(see chapOer I I . 2 ) . 
І І І . З The r e a c t i o n of CuBr with CoÇR^dtc) . 
Co(Rpdtc),.nCuBr i s obtained by a r eac t ion of CuBr with a so lu t ion of 
Co(Rpdtc), m CHC1,. Inso luble brown products with η = 2 for R = Et, Pr and 





















Table ΙΙΙ·4· C-N and Co-S stretching frequencies in cm (KBr pellets). 
Co(Et2dtc),.2Ci!Br 
Co(Et2dtc) 




Co(Pe dtc) .ЗСиВг 
Co(Pe 2 dtc) 
i s o l a t e d a f t e r a d d i t i o n of l i g r o m 40/6O. 
The most important i n f r a r e d absorpt ions are given in t a b l e I I I . 4 · The 
·ι 
C-Η frequencies of Co(R dtc), .nCuBr a re about 20 cm higher than those of 
Co(Rpdtc),. The same di f ference was found between Cu(Rpdtc)„.nCuBr and 
CuÍRpdtc)«. The adducts are diamagnetic. The magnetic moment a t room tem-
pera tu re of e .g . Co(Et2dtc) .2CuBr i s O.7 BM. 
The supposi t ion i s j u s t i f i e d t ha t the s t r u c t u r e w i l l have many s i m i l a -
r i t i e s with t h a t of Cu(Rpdtc)p.nCuBr. 
Co(R„dtc), does not reac t with CuCl. The s t a r t i n g products can be 
i s o l a t e d a f t e r 3 days of s t i r r i n g 1 mole of CuCl in a so lu t ion of 1 mole of 
Co(Bu2dtc) in CHC1,. 
I I . 4 * The r eac t ion of CuBr wit η Au(Bu
r
,dtc). 
When CuBr i s s t i r r e d for 24 hours m a s o l u t i o n of Au(Bu2dtc) in CHC1-, 
a dark red p r e c i p i t a t e i s obtained with composition Au(Bu 2dtc).2CuBr. The 
diamagnetic complex, which has a C-N s t r e t c h i n g v i b r a t i o n at 1515 o m 0 4 8 2 
cm m Au(Bu„dtc)) w i l l probably have a s t r u c t u r e which has many s i m i l a r i t i e s 
with t h a t of Cu(R2dtc)2.nChiBr. 
Copper(l)bromide r e a c t s with severa l di thiocarbamato complexes. With 
[ Cu(l)(R C ) dtc)] ., conplexes a re obtained, »íhich probably contain CUq-clusters . 
With Cu(l l ) (R„dtc)„, CoÍR-dtc).. and Au(Bu?dtc) adducts were i s o l a t e d which 
have s imi l a r p r o p e r t i e s . 
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A STRUCTURE MODEL OP THE COMPLEXES 
Cu(R„dtc)0.nCuBr AND Cu(R„dtc)tcu-Br~ , 
Introduction. 
In the chapters II and III ι tne syntheses and properties of the complexes 
Cu(R„dtc)„Cu Br- . and Cu(R.dtc)„.nCuBr were described. The value of η i s . x
 2 '2 η n+1 ч 2 '2 ' 
in both cases, dependent on the length of the alkyl groups: the longer R, the 
larger the value of n. 
No crystal structure détermination could be performed for a compound of 
the type Cu(R0dtc)„Cu Br „. The best crystalline material was formed for 
^ ^
 ч
 2 ' 2 η n+1 
R = Bu. The reciprocal lat t ice of Cu(Bu;:)dtc)pCu,Br7, which is identical for 
every crystal, could not be interpreted. 
Goldmg et al (i) solved the structures of Cu(Pmdtc)p.4CuBr and 
Cu(Pmdtc)„.6CuBr, which they describe as polymeric sheets which "consist 
of individual Cu(Pmdtc)„ molecules linking together (CuBr) polymeric chains". 
The dependency of the value of η on the length of the alkyl group and 
the fact that both Cu(R0dtc)„Cu Br .„ and Cu(R0dtc)„.nCuBr contain much CuBr, 4
 2 '2 η n+1 ч 2 ' 2 ' 
led us to suggest for both types of complexes a single structure model on 
the basis of CuBr chains. In a polynuclear CuBr lat t ice, as developed from 
these CuBr cnams m IV. 1, bromine atoms can be substituted by dit hi о carbamate 
sulfur atoms m such a ratio that the composition of the experimental formulae 
is reached. The Goldmg^-type complexes Cu(Rpdtc)
:
-,.nCvLBr fit with this model 
(IV.2). For Cu(R„dtc)pCu Br . , either the Cu(Rpdtc)p entities participate in 
the CuBr-chain, just as in Cu(Rpdtc)p.nCuBr, or the complex has discrete 
Cu(Rpdtc)p-ions and (Cu Br ) polymeric chains (IV.3)· 
IV.1. The structure model. 
In fig. IV.1 the projection on the ao-plane is given of a single CuBr 
chain in which the Cu-atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated by four bromine 
Fig. IV.1. Projection of a single 
CuBr chain. Tne b-axis is cnosen 
as chain—axis. 
Ь2 
atoms. Por ρ copper atoms, such a 
CuBr-cham has the composition CuBr 
+ (p-l)CuBr„, which leads to the 
composition CuBr« for an infinite 
chain. 
When the chain is exxended to a 
double chain Ъу sharing edges, its 
composition is CUpBr,. Half of the 
unit cell for an infinite doulile 
CuBr-cham is indicated in fig. IV.2a. 
The unit cell is formed Ъу 4 copper 
and б bromine atoms. A projection 
along the chain axis (h) as well as 
as the numbering of the atoms is 
given in fig. Г .2Ъ. 
In a similar way infinite ex­
tensions of triple chains and, m 
general, a-fold chains, are possible. 
The composition of these chains is 
Cu0 Br„ ,„. When 8-coordinated Br-¿e. ¿a.+¿ 
atoms occur in the chains, the com-
position is different. As such types 
give rise to CuBr : Ch^ILdtc),, ratios higher than those which are found in the 
products, we shall only consider a bromine coordination less than 8. 
^ 
Fig. IV.2. Projection of a double 
CuBr-cham. The dotted 
line indicates f· of the 
unit cell (a). A projec-
tion along the chain 
axis is given in b. 
Pig. IV. 3. The bonding of Cu(R2dtc), 
according to type I. 
Pig. IV.4. The bonding of Cu(R2dtc) 
according to type II. 
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The structures can Ъе derived from these chains assuming that either 
— bromine atoms are substituted by the two sulfur atoms of one dithiocar-
bamate, the Cu(Rpdtc)„ molecules thus linking the copper-bromine chains 
(type l) as shown m fig. IV.3) or 
- two bromine atoms of two different chains are substituted by the two 
sulfur atoms of one Rpdtc group, as shown in fig. IV.4· Тле chains are 
noded by S-bndges. (type II). 
Furthermore, copper vacancies can occur in both structure types. 
Before we develop the possible structures, we must make some restrictions 
on stenc grounds, which we shall illustrate with fig. IV.5« For type I 
(fig. IV.5a), substitution is possible on salient argles, but not on 4 and 7 
and neither both on 1 and 3 nor on both 3 and 8. For type II (see fig. IV.5b) 
substitution needs two neighbouring salient angles like 3 and 7, but 4, 8 
and 11 are excluded on stenc grounds. 
Fig. IV. 5 
IV.2 The structures of CuÇR^dtc^.rCuBr. 
When s bromine atoms are substituted according to type I, and there are 
ν copper vacancies, the general formula is [Cu(Rpdtc)„] /?.Cu„ _ Br. _ . 
To get the composition Cu(R?dtc)p.nCuBr, s, ν and a must meet 
2 a - v = 2 a + 2 - s > ν = s - 2 • *· s > 2 and 
η = 2(2a - v)/s. 
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For type II the general formula is rCu(R„d.tc)„l /..Cu_ Br_ „ with 
с. ¿:-,s/4 ¿a—ν ¿a+¿:—v 
2 a - v = 2 a + 2 - s > ν = s - 2 »- s > 2 and 
η = 4(2a-v)/s 
With these equations and the stenc restrictions explained аЪо е, we 
have selected the structures, which are possiole for the relevant compositions 
η = 2, Ззι 4 and 6. These selected structures are given in tabic IV.1. The 
newly prepared compounds wiih η = 2 and 3^ - both ueet two structure possibili­
ties. With the exoenmental data available, we can make no further choice. 
The structures with η = 4 and 6 are schematically shown in fig. IV.6 and 
IV.7 respectively. 
Fig IV.6. 
The schematic structure of 
Cu(Pmdtc)?.4CuBr. The chain 
axis is perpendicular to the 
plane. · Indicates ал occu­
pied copper site. The struc­
ture is of type I with 
double chains of CuBr (a = 2) 
s = 2, ν = 0 (see text). 
Fig IV.7. 
The schematic structure of 
Cu(Pmdtc)2.6CuBr. The chain 
axis is perpendicular to the 
plane. · Indicates an occu­
pied copper site, о These 
copper sites are occupied 
for 5OJ6. The structure is of 
type II with four-fold chains 
of CuBr (a = 4). s = 4, 
ν = 2 (see text). 
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ON 
ТаЪІе I V . 1 . Selected s t r u c t u r e s of Cu(R dtc) ? .nCuBr 
type I a = 1 
type I a = 2 
type I a = 3 
t 
( I 
? — I — ' 
9 
? — ι — ? — 
e 1 < 
type I a = A f 
type I I a = 4 
type I I a = 4 





2 ^ з ^ 4 О ^ ν ^ 2 б > η ^ 2 
2 < s ^ : 4 0 ^ v < 2 8 > n > 3 
2 ^ s ^ 4 О ^ ^ г 1 б > п ^ б 
2 ^ s ^ Ч О ^ ^ г I 6 > n > 6 
formulae which f i t 
Cu(H 2dtc) 2.2CuBr 
Cu(R 2dtc) 2 .4CuBr (Golding) 
Cu(R 2dtc) 2 .2CuBr 





IV.3· The structures of Cu(R„dtc)tcu Br „. 
For these compounds we see two розвіЪІе structures: 
— Discrete Cu(lll) (R„dtc)0 ions in cornbination with infinite (Cu Br
-
 „ ) 
_ 2 '2 ч η n+1 
chains. Cu^Br, (R = Me), Cu.Br" (R = Et, Pr, i-Bu) and Cu^Br" (R = Bu, Pe, 
i-Ре, He) may Ъе twofold, fourfold and sixfold chains as described above. 
Examples are schematically drawn in fig. IV.8, fig. IV.9 and fig. IV.10. 
The positive ions are packed between the chains, not interlocking as described 






Λ w s* 
-. rS 
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Fig. IV.8, 9 and 10. Structure models for the polymeric anions CUjBr, (8), 
Cu.Br" (9), and Cu^ -Br" (Ю). The chain direction is indicated 
with an arrow. 
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— The Cu(lll)(Rpdtc)p entities are incorporated m the CuBr chains as in 
Cu(Rpdtc)„.nCuBr. The general formula is for type I: 
rCu(R„dtc)„l /„Cu„ Br„ ,„ with the conditions 2a + 2 - s - (2a - v) = s/2 L ч
 2 2Js/2 2a-v ¿a+¿—s ' 
»- ν = 3/2 s - 2 >- s > 4/3, ajid η = 2(2a-v)/s and for type II: 
[Cu(R„dtc)„] /«Cu? _ Br„ __ with the conditions 2a + 2 - s - (2a - v) = s/4 
>- ν = 5/4 s - 2 »- s > 8/5 and η = 4(2a-v)/4. 
J u s t as for Cu(R„dtc)p.nCuBr we have c a l c u l a t e d t h e composition widths 
for s t r u c t u r e s witn a = 1, 2, 3 e t c . A wide v a r i e t y of type I s t r u c t u r e s with 
a = 2 up t o 8 can meet t h e re levant compositions with η = 2, 4 and 6, hut 
for type I I only Cu(R_dtc)pCu i-Br7 i s poss ih le (a = 4 ) · W6 have no experimental 
d a t a t o make a d e f i n i t e choice hetween t h e s e p o s s i h i l i t i e s . 
I n conclusion we can say t h a t t h e compounds Cu(Rpdtc)„.nCuBr and 
Cu(Rpdtc)„Cu Br probably have s t r u c t u r e s with CuBr chains, i n t e r l i n k e d 
by Cu(R ? dtc)p and Cu(Rpdtc)p or with d i s c r e t e Cu(Rpdtc)p i o n s . 
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С lAPTER V 
SILVERDITHIOCARBAMATO COMPLEXES 
Introduction. 
The silver—dithiocarbamato chemistry has almost been limited to uni­
valent silver complexes. [Ag(R„dtc)] is diamagnetic and yellow coloured. 
In benzene solution η has an average value between 5 and 6 (l). In the solid 
state Ag(Pr_dtc) is hexameric (2). The silver atoms form a slightly distorted 
octahedron with six short (mean value 3·02 A) and six longer edges (3·77 A ) . 
One sulfur atom of the dithiocarbamato group is coordinated to one silver 
atom; the other sulfur atom bridges between two other silver atoms. 
When tetraalkylthiuramdisulfide reacts with a solution of plg(Rpdtc)],in 
CHC1,, tne colour of the solution immediately turns blue. The blue colour 
becomes more intense when more R.tds is added, and is due to a divalent sil-
4 
ver compound formed according to tne equilibrium: 
1/6 [Ag(l)(R2dtc)]6+l· R4tds * ^ Ag(ll)(R2dtc)2 
Ag(R„dtc) is paramagnetic, which is seen in the ESR spectrum (З)· A 
doublet due to the hyperfme interaction of the two naturally abundant 
isotopes of si lver ( Ag and Ag), both with a nuclear spin of ¿- is 
observed. The g-value is 2.019. 
Akerström (4) determined the equilibrium constants of the compounds 
Ag(R„dtc) and found that К has the greatest value for iso-alkyl substituents, 
especially for i-Propyl(K = 112.10 ) . Pure A g ^ d t c ) . could not be isolated, 
but i t can be built in solid Z^Rpdtc)-. For a 1 : 3 molar rat io of 
Ag(i-Prpdtc)ρ in a Zn(i-Pr„dtc)„ host l a t t i c e , a t r i p l e t ground s tate is 
seen (5) m the ESR spectrum due to the presence of Ag(i-Pr„dtc)„ -
Ag(i-Prpdtc)? pairs . Prom this i t is suggested that Ag(i-Prpdtc)p has the 
same structure as Cu(Etpdtc)p. 
Bergendahl (6) reports the presence of the red coloured s i l v e r ( l l l ) -
complex Ag(lll)(Rpdtc), m THP-solution. The complex possibly dissociates 
into [Ag(lll) (Rpdtc)p][Rpdtc_]. His results, however, are doubtful, as will 
be discussed la te r on. 
Attempts to oxidize silver(l)dithiocarbamate with halogens failed. With 
Cip and ВГр, a precipitate of AgCl and AgBr is obtained respectively. Reac­
tion of [Ag(Rpdtc)]^ with I results m new Ag(I)-compounds, which can be 
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prepared a l so when [Ag(Rpdtc)] , r e ac t s with Agi ( ? ) · Synthesis and p r o p e r t i e s 
of these compounds are discussed in V . l . ¥ .2 d e s c r i e s the r eac t ion of some 
inorganic Ag(l)-compounds with t e t r a a lky l t h iu r amd i su l f i de and V.3 t ha t with 
te t raa lkyl th iurammonosul f ide . 
V.I The r eac t ion of [ A g ^ d t c ) ! , with I and with Agi. 
In t roduc t ion . 
When [AgÍRpdtc)] , r e a c t s with halogens one expects as r eac t ion product 
e i t h e r a complex with s i l v e r i n a high formal oxidat ion s t a t e , or a p r e c i -
p i t a t e of s i l v e r h a l i d e . With C]„ and with Br„ a p r e c i p i t a t e of AgX i s formed. 
With I_ , however, n e i t h e r Agi nor a high oxidat ion s t a t e of s i l v e r was 
obtained, hut a slow p r e c i p i t a t i o n of a yellow complex i s seen, which, from 
elemental ana lyses , has the composition Ag(R_dtc).nAgl (R = Et , η = l/4; 
R = Pr , η = 1; R = Bu, η = 7/4; R = Pe, η = j and 2 ) . The same complexes are 
formed upon r e a c t i o n of [Ag(Rpdtc)], with n/б moles of Agi. 
Synthesis 
Ag_(Et?dtc).1 is prepared by stirring 1 mole of Agi with a diluted 
solution of 2/3 mole of [Ag(Et„dtc)], m CHC1-. The complex is precipitated 
with ligroin 6O/8O. 
Ago(Pr2dtc).1 and Ag (Bu-dtc) I are prepared analogous using 4 and 7 
moles of Agi respectively. 
Ag
:
,(Pe„dtc)l? is obtained from ΐ/íS mole of [Ag(Pepdtc)], and 2 moles of 
Agi and Ag,(Pepdtc)2I from 2/6 mole of [Ag(Pe2dtc)], and 1 mole of Agi. 
The complexes can also be prepared by a dropwise addition of a CHC1--
solution of Ip to a CHCl,/ligroin solution of [Ag(Rpdtc)]¿·, till the complex 
slowly begins to precipitate. 
Results and discussion. 
The products obtained from the reaction of Agi with [Ag(Rpdtc)], and 
from the reaction of [Ag(R?dtc)], with !_ are identical, which is concluded 
from the elemental analyses. The yellow complexes are all diamagnetic and 
have silver m the formal oxidation state +1. Once isolated the complexes 
are insoluble in all common organic solvents. Therefore no measurements in 
solution could be performed. 
Apart from a small, but significant increase in the C-N stretching 
frequency, the infrared spectra of the complexes (table V.l) are identical 
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ТаЪІе V . l . C-N s t r e t c n i n g frequencies in cm (КВг p e l l e t s ) , 
[ A g ( E t 2 a t c ) ] 6 
A g 5 ( E t 2 d t c ) 4 I 
[ A g ( P
r 2 d t c ) ] 6 
A g 8 ( P r 2 d t c ) 4 I 4 
[Ag(Bu 2 dtc)] 6 
A g l 1 ( B u 2 d t c ) 4 I 7 
LAg(Pe 2 dtc)] 6 
A g 3 ( P e 2 d t c ) 2 I 











with t h a t of [Ag(Rpdtc)] , · . The increase may Ъе due t o t h e e l e c t r o n wi th­
drawing c h a r a c t e r of t h e iodine atoms. 
C r y s t a l s , s u i t a b l e for an X-ray s t r u c t u r e determinat ion,could not Ъе 
obta ined. Agi i s isomorphous with CuBr so probably t n e s t r u c t u r e w i l l be 
of t h e same type as Cu(Rpdtc)p.nCuBr (see chapter IV). I t i s expected, t h a t 
t h e s t r u c t u r e c o n s i s t s of polymeric Agi chains which are l inked by 
Ag(Rpdtc) or [Ag(Rpdtc)] u n i t s . The s x e n c hindrance of t h e a lkyl cnains 
causes t h e percentage of Agi t o increase with t h e length of t h e a lky l chain. 
The ex i s tence of two p e n t y l - d e n v a t i v e s i s remarkable. Both are i n s o ­
l u b l e in a l l common s o l v e n t s . No explanat ion can be given for t h i s f e a t u r e . 
V.2 The r e a c t i o n of inorganic s i l v e r s a l t s with R . t d s . 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
I n chapter I I t n e r e a c t i o n of Cu( l )ha l ides with t e t r a a l k y l t h i u r a m d i s u l -
f i d e s was descr ibed. A great v a r i e t y of complexes was obta ined. R.tds does 
not react with s i l v e r ( l ) h a l i d e s . Sol id AgNO,, jus t as Cu(N0.). , Fe(N0,) , and 
Zn(N0-,)p, r e a c t s v i o l e n t l y under evolving of n i t r i c oxide vapours with R. tds , 
- 2- 4 
r e s u l t i n g in products in which Rpdtc i s oxidized t o SO.. 
In s o l u t i o n , AgNO, r e a c t s mildly with R t d s , and red products can be 
i s o l a t e d . The elemental analyses of t h e products are i r r e p r o d u c i b l e . Some­
times s u l f a t e groups are seen in t h e in f rared spectrum. 
With other s i l v e r ( l ) s a l x s , AgCIO , AgSO^CF, and AgpSiifV, reproducib le 
products a re obta ined. 
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Synthes i s . 
A g ( i - P r dtc)2X (X" = CIO" SO CP", (S iF^ - ) ! ) i s propared by the r eac t ion 
of two moles of AgX and 1 mole of i - P r . t d s m CHC1-. or in a CUCI -./ethanol 
mixture . The red complexes a re p r e c i p i t a t e d by pouring the c lear so lu t ion in 
d i e t h y l e t h e r . 
Resul ts and d i scuss ion . 
A so lu t ion of AgClO. m ethanol r e a c t s immediately with a so lu t ion of 
i - P r . t d s in CHCl^. The colour very r ap id ly changes from yellow t o deep-blue. 
Aftqr about 15 seconds the colour i s yellow again and t u rn s t o deep-red 
within one hour and a product which analyses as Ag, ( i -Pr„dtc) .C10 i s 
p r e c i p i t a t e d by pouring the red so lu t ion m d i e t h y l e t h e r . Addition of 
d i e t h y l e t h e r t o the red so lu t ion r e s u l t s in o i l s . The maximum y i e l d i s 80 % 
ca lcula ted for Ag. With some other s i lver( l )-compounds (AgSO.CF,, Ag„SiF,) 
the same type of r eac t ion i s observed. 
The maximum y ie ld i s obtained for a molar r a t i o AgClO : i - P r . t d s i s 
2 : 1. For a 4 ! 1 r a t i o , which should give the maximum y i e l d according t o 
the bruto formula, the y i e l d i s l e s s than 30 $ . The optimum y i e l d for the 
other anions i s a l so obtained fo r a molar r a t i o of 2 : 1. 
The high percentage of s i l v e r and the red colour prompted us t o reckon 
with the presence of co l l o ida l s i l v e r , as was found by Bode et a l (12) . They 
inves t iga ted the r eac t ion of AsH. with [Ag(Et d t c ) J , 
Asb + LAg(Et 2dtc)] 6 >- 6 Ag + 3 H(3t 2 dtc) + As (Bt 2 d tc ) , 
The red colour of xhe r eac t ion product comes from co l lo ida l s i l v e r wiich 
could be i s o l a t e d by means of u l t r a c e n t r i f u g e techniques . When 
Ag. ( i -P r„d tc )„C10 . , d issolved in acetone, i s c e n t n f u g a t e d during 45 minutes 
4 ¿ 3 ^ I 
with 15.IO cyc les /mmute , no p r e c i p i t a t e i s obtained. From t h i s we conclude 
t ha t no co l lo ida l s i l v e r i s p re sen t . 
Another red coloured so lu t ion containing s i l v e r and dithi0carbamate was 
repor ted by Bergendahl ( 6 ) . The reac t ion of 1/6 mole of |_Ag(BUpdtc)], m 
vacuo with 1 mole of Bu.tds in THF should give a red so lu t ion which faded 
a f t e r 10 minutes and turned t o deep-blue. He a t t r i b u t e s the red colour t o the 
formation of Ag( l l l ) (Bu.dxc)-. or [Ag( l l l ) (Bu.dtc) ] L B u ? d t c - ] , which i s in 
equi l ibr ium with the blue A g ( l l ) - s p e c i e s and with Bu. tds . We were not ab l e , 
nowever, t o reproduce these r e s u l i s . Nei ther witn [Ag(Bu„dtc)] , nor witn 
[Ag( i -Pr„d to) ]^ 1 a red colour i s observed upon reac t ion with the corresponding 
R . td s , d issolved m THF, in an N„ atmosphere, or in vacuo. The colour 
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immediately turns to deep-blue. This difference between the observations of 
Bergendahl and ours is possibly due to an impurity in his [Ag(R„dtc)],. When 
AgNO, is used as starting material m the preparation of [Ag(R
:
,dtc)],, red 
coloured impurities are frequently observed m the silver(l)dithiocarbamate. 
These impurities are difficult to remove and probably cause the red colour 
observed by Bergendahl. 
The first step in the reaction of AgCIO with i-Pr.tds is undoubtly an 
oxidative addition of Ag(l) to Ag(ll) by i-Pr tds. The deep-blue colour is 
characteristic for Ag(ll)(Rpdtc)?. In the next step, Ag(ll) is reduced to 
Ag(l) (the yellow colour) whereafter a further reduction leads to a red com­
plex in which silver has the formal oxidation state of +3/4· The nature of 
the species which reduces the silver(l) ions could not be elucidated. 
Oxygen from the air has no influence on the reaction, because the sane 
products are obtained, performing the reactions under nitrogen atmosphere. 
If the formal oxidation state of +3/4· is correct, it is expected that 
the complex could be formed upon cathodic reduction of a solution of і/З mole 
of [Ag(i-Prpdtc)], and 1 mole of AgX. When 8.5 V (3 mA) is applied between 
two silver electrodes m a diluted solution of [Ag(i-Pr„dtc)], and AgSCLCF, 
in acetone, apart from a precipitate of silver metal, a colour change from 
yellow to red is seen at the cathode, which is attributed to the formation 
of Ag4(i-Pr2dtc)2S03CP3. 
Ag.(i-Pr?dtc)„C10 can not be prepared by stirring 1 mole of Ag-powder, 
1 mole of AgCIO and 1/3 mole of [Ag(i-Pr2dtc)], in CHC1 . However, 
[Ag(i-Pr-dtc)]¿ reacts with HaClO., dissolved m acetone. After stirring for 
48 hours, the solution is red coloured and Ag.(i-Pr dtc)_C10 can be isolated. 
As is seen, Ag.(i-Pr„dtc)„X is obtained via three different routes: 
1 The reaction of AgX with i-Pr.tds 
11 Cathodic reduction of a mixture of [Ag(i-Pr„dtc)], and AgX 
111 Reaction of [Ag(i-Prpdtc)] ,· with NaCIO in acetone solution. 
Prom the bruto formula Ag.(i-Prpdtc)pX, calculated from elemental 
analyses, paramagnetism is expected because of the odd number of electrons. 
Magnetic iieasureraents, performed at room temperature, show magnetic moments 
of 0.0 BM for Ag.(i-Pr2dtc)pC10 and Ag (i-Pr2dtc)2S0 CF in the solid state. 
When the complex is dissolved in acetone, no ESR signal is observed for 
Ag. (i-Pr0dtc)„X (X-= C10~, SO СР.. and (SiF,~)j). Prom this we conclude that 
the complexes must be at least dimeno witi coupling of the unpaired elec­
trons. 
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A molecular weight measurement, performed at Ag.(i-Prpdtc)„C10 m 
acetone, results in a value of 2200, which illustrates the oligomenc charac­
ter of the complex (FW of Ag.(i-Pr2dtc) CIO is 883). The degree of oligo-
menzation can not Ъе calculated from this number because of the dissociation 
of the complexes in acetone. The electrical conductivities in acetone and 
methanol at 25 С of the complexes are given m fig. V.l. The Onsager plots 
are slightly curved. A possible explanation is that the complex partly 
dissociates m solution. This can be observed when the molecular weignt is 
measured as function of the concentration. The accuracy of the apparatus, 
however, is too low to measure the molecular weight in very diluted solutions. 
The infrared spectra (table V.2) resemble that of [Ag(i-Pr?dtc)],. The 
shift in the C-N frequencies is very small. The additional vibrations can 
all be assigned as anion frequencies. The Perchlorate ion in Ag.(i-Pr„dtc)„C10 
is not coordinated. In NaClO. the ClO.-ion has T, symmetry and in the infra­
red spectrum Cl-0 absorptions are observed at со 1100 (asymmetric stretch) and 
ι 
625 cm (asymmetric bend). Upon coordination of the Perchlorate with one or 
two oxygen atoms, the symmetry is lowered to C, and C„ respectively, 
resulting in a splitting of the infrared absorption bands in two and three 
components ( 9i 10, 11). As the Perchlorate frequencies in Ag^(i-Pr„dtc)pC10. 
are unsplit, the Perchlorate is not coordinated. 
Prom the H Ж Н spectra (table V.3) little information can be obtained 
about the structure of the complexes. The pattern is similar to that of 
[Ag(i-Pr2dtc)]6. 
- 1 
Table V.2. Mam i n f r a r e d f requencies , m cm , of t h e complexes 
Ag ( i - P r d tc) 2 X (KBr p e l l e t s ) . 
L A g ( i - P r 2 d t c ) ] 6 
A g 4 ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 2 C 1 0 4 
NaClO (8) 
A g 4 ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 2 S 0 3 C F 3 
AgS03CP3 
A g 8 ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 4 S i P 6 






anion absorpt ions 
IO9O, 621 
1080, 620 
1270, 1220, 1020, 635 




Ag4(l-Pr2dld2CI04 5 0 
2
- V c ^ 0 
Age(i-Pr2dtc)AS1F6 75 
2 3 1 5 




1 2 3 4 
—»VF 100 
Ag4(i-Pr2dtc)2CI04 
1 2 3 4 5 
-•VT 100 
Age(i-Pr2d(d4Sifi 
1 2 3 4 5 
—> с"ЮО 
Fig. V.1. Onsager plots in acetone and methanol. 
The concentration с i s calculated according to the formulae: 
Ag 4(i-Pr 2dtc) 2C10 4 l Ag 8 (i-Pr 2 dtc) 4 SiF 6 aiid A g ^ i - P i ^ d t c ^ S O ^ . 
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Table V.3· Η NMR d a t a (¿ -values) in d -acetone ( in ppm). 
α-protons ß-protons 
[ A g ( i - P r 2 d t c ) ] 6 ( i r CDC1 ) 5.81 3-98 I .56 1.31 
Ag 4 ( i -Pr ¿ dtc ) 2 C10 4 5.74 4.5O I.72 I .48 
Ag 4 ( i -Pr 2dto) 2S0 3CP 3 5.78 4.49 I.71 1-47 
Ag 8 ( i -Pr 2 dto) SiP6 5.80 4.34 1.71 1.42 
An X-Ray s t r u c t u r e determinat ion seems t o Ъе t h e only way out of t h e 
problems concerning t h e s t r u c t u r e of t h e s e i n t r i g u i n g compounds. However, a l l 
a t tempts t o prepare s i n g l e c r y s t a l s f a i l e d . R e c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n from ethanol , 
te t rahydrofuran or nitromethane r e s u l t s in red powders. The same i s observed 
upon p r e c i p i t a t i o n with d i e t h y l c t h e r of s o l u t i o n s in acetone, ni tromethane, 
te t rabydrofuran, 2-methyl-te-cranydrofuran, e t h a n o l ^ c e t o n i t n l e and dimethyl-
formamide. Therefore i t seeΈed worthwhile t o synthes ize t h e complexes for 
o ther a lkyl groups. This , however, i s very d i f f i c u l t ; the r e a c t i o n s a re very 
slow. The best r e s u l t s were obtained for R = Bu. After 4O days of s t i r r i n g 
2 mmoles of AgCIO m ethanol/cHCl with 1 mmole of Bu t d s , 5 mg. of a red 
powder could be i s o l a t e d from t h e red s o l u t i o n . Preparat ion of t h e complexes 
with other a lkyl s u b s t i t u e n t s were unsuccess ful . 
The i n v e s t i g a t i o n s descr ibed above, point t o an o l i g o m e n c product with 
bruto formula [Ag.( i-Pr dtc) X] (X~= СЮ", SO CP", (SiF ~ ) i ) in which, on 4 ¿ ¿ n 4 3 3 о д 
b a s i s of magnetic measurements, η i s an even number. 
In s p i t e of many at tempts we were not able t o e s t a b l i s h t h e n a t u r e and 
s t r u c t u r e of t h e red conplex. I t i s even s t i l l p o s s i b l e , t h a t t h e i n t e r p r e ­
t a t i o n of t n e r e s u l t s of t h e elemental analyses a re not q u i t e c o r r e c t . A l i g h t 
atom (eg. 0 or C) may be enclosed m a cage of s i l v e r atoms. So compositions 
2+ — l i k e [AgoO(i-Pr ? dtc) . ] X„ can not ce completely ruled o u t . 
V.3 The r e a c t i o n of inorganic s i l v e r s a l t s with Me.tms. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
Prom t h e r e a c t i o n of AgX (X - = C10~, SO CP~) with R. tds , products were 
i s o l a t e d with d ia lky ld i th iocarbamate as a l i gand. The S-S bond in R t d s i s 
broken. The S-C bond in Me.tirs i s s t ronger than t h e S-S bond in R. tds . There-
4 _ _ _ _ 4 
fore t h e r e a c t i v i t y of AgX (X = CIO., S0-.CP~, SCH ) with Me.tms was s t u d i e d . 
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Synthesis. 
Ag, (Me tran) (CIO ), is otitained froír solutions of 1 mole of AgClO. (ir 
ethanol) and 2 moles of Me.tms (in CHCl-,)· 
Ag,(Me tms) (SO,CP,)- is prepared from 1 mole of AgSO CF, and 2 moles of 
Me.tms in a ethanol/CHCl, mixture. 
Ag.(Me^тз)(ЗСП)?із prepared Ъу refluxmg equimolar solutions in CH„C1? 
of Me tms and AgSCN. 
Results and discussion. 
Once isolated, the complexes are insoluble in the common organic solvents. 
The infrared spectra (table V.4) resemble tiat of Me tms. The additional hands 
are anion absorptions. Botn Perchlorate peaks are split, so it can not be 
excluded that the Perchlorate is coordinated by one oxygen atom. 
It is very unlikely that the SO CF groups m Ag (Me tms) (SO CF ) 
coordinate to the metal. The similarity m composition of the CIO and 
SO CF, compounds then point to non-coordinated C10~ groups. The difference 
in composition between the SO.CF, and SCH complexes is attributed to the 
coordination of the SCN groups to the silver atoms. The C=N frequency of 
the SCN ligands is in the region where S-bonded SCJ groups are usually 
found. No C-S mode can be assigned. 
The structure of the complexes is unknown, but it is supposed the 
complexes to consist of Ag^-clusters, analogous to [Ag(R„dtc)],. Me.tms will 
be coordinated such, like that is found in Cu(I)compounds (see chapter II). 
Table V.4· Infrared frequencies in cm (K3r pellets). 
anion absorptions 
li05(sh), 1090, 635, 625 
1260(br), 635 
2112(sh), 2099 
Ag 3(Me 4tms) 4(C10 4) 3 
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СЬАРТЕН VI 
GROUP V ШТНІОСАКВАМАТО COKPLEXES 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
I n t h e p r e c e d i n g c h a p t e r s t h e c h e m i s t r y of t h e t r a n s i t i o n e l e m e n t s c o p p e r 
and s i l v e r w i t h d i t h i o c a r b a m a t o l i g a n d s have Ъееп d i s c u s s e d . I n t h i s c h a p t e r 
a c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e c h e m i s t r y of some m a m - g r o u p e l e m e n t s (As, Sb, Bi) w i t h 
t h e same l i g a n d s w i l l be d e s c r i b e d . Whereas c o p p e r i n i t s complexes can have 
f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n s t a t e s of + 1 , +2 and + 3 | f o r As, Sb and Bi f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n 
s t a t e s of +3 and +5 a r e p o s s i b l e . 
The methods u s e d f o r t h e a s s i g n m e n t of t h e f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n s t a t e s of 
t h e t r a n s i t i o n e l e m e n t s m t h e i r d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e s a r e n o t a p p r o p r i a t e f o r t h o s e 
a s s i g n m e n t s of t h e m a m - g r o u p e l e m e n t s . The C-Η s t r e t c h i n g f r e q u e n c y d o e s n o t 
d i s c r i m i n a t e be tween t e r - and p e n t a - v a l e n t g r o u p V c o m p l e x e s . The M-S bond 
d i s t a n c e s n e i t h e r can be u s e d a s a c r i t e r i u m f o r t h e a s s i g n m e n t of t h e f o r m a l 
o x i d a t i o n s t a t e of t h e g r o u p V e l e m e n t s , b e c a u s e t h e r e a r e n o t enough e x p e r i ­
m e n t a l d a t a t o compare w i t h . F o r a n t i m o n y , however , t h e f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n 
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s t a t e can be u n a m b i g u o u s l y a s s i g n e d by means of Sb Mossbauer s p e c t r o s c o p y . 
The s i g n of t h e i s o m e r s h i f t ( r e l a t i v e t o I n S b ) i s d e c i s i v e : a n e g a t i v e 
v a l u e p o i n t s t o t e r v a l e n t w h e r e a s a p o s i t i v e v a l u e p o i n t s t o p e n t a v a l e n t 
a n t i m o n y ( 2 1 ) . 
I n a l l compounds t h e f o r m a l o x i d a t i o n s t a t e of t h e g r o u p V e l e m e n t s i s 
m a i n l y a s s i g n e d from t h e s t o i c h i o m e t r y of t h e c o m p l e x e s . 
The f i r s t i n v e s t i g a t i o n s a t g r o u p V d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e s d a t e from 1939 
when M a l a t e s t a ( l ) s y n t h e s i z e d some a r s e n i c t n s d i a l k y l d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e s 
[ A s ( R _ d t c ) ] . The h i g h d i p o l e moment of 4 · 5 _ 5 · 0 Б i n d u c e d M a l a t e s t a t o 
s u g g e s t a n o n - s y m m e t r i c , n o n - c h e l a t e d s t r u c t u r e f o r t h e s e compounds. L a t e r 
o n , t h i s asymmetry a s w e l l a s t h a t of t h e a n t i m o n y and b i s m u t h d e r i v a t i v e s , 
was c o n f i r m e d by X - r a y s t r u c t u r e d e t e r m i n a t i o n s . The l e n g t h of t h e two M-S 
d i s t a n c e s f o r e a c h R „ d t c - g r o u p d i f f e r s s i g n i f i c a n t l y ( t a b l e V I . l ) . 
The complexes M ( l l l ) ( R p d t c ) - (M = As, Sb, Bi) a r e s y n t h e s i z e d by d i r e c t 
r e a c t i o n of m e t a l c h l o r i d e s , amines and CS„ ( 5 ) 1 o r by an i n s e r t i o n r e a c t i o n 
of CS„ m t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g amido d e r i v a t i v e s of t h e e l e m e n t s . There i s 
e v i d e n c e t h a t t h e f i r s t r e a c t i o n t a k e s p l a c e v i a t h e t n s a m i d o - d e n v a t i v e , 
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ТаЪІе І . 1 . 
compound 
As(Et 2 dtc) 
A s ( 3 t - d t c ) . 
S b ( S t „ d t c ) . 
Bi(Bt d t o ) . 




































according to the equations: 
MCI, + 6 R2NH ->• M ( m 2 h + 3 R2iTH.Hci 
M(NR2)3 + 3 CS2 f M(S2CNR2)3 
Tne carbon atom of a CS„ molecule undergoes n u c l e o p h i l i c a t t a c k by t h e t n s -
amido-der ivat ive . 
Manoussakis et a l (6) s tudied t h e r e a c t i o n of t r i s d i a l k y l d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e s 
with bromine and i o d i n e . With §• mole of X„ oie di thiocarbairato grouo i s 
s u b s t i t u t e d by a halogen atom: 
M(R 2 dtc), + 
Ξ
 л 2 M(R2dtc)2X + I R t d s (X = Br, l ) 
By using one mole of halogen no d i s u b s t i t u t e d complexes could be obtained. 
Only M(Rpdtc)pX i s i s o l a t e d . Manoussakis a t t r i b u t e s t h i s phenemenon t o t h e 
weaker bonding p r o p e r t i e s of one of t h e dithiocarbamato groups. Mass s p e c t r a 
of Nifi d tc) (M = As, Sb, Bi; R2 = Bz , Tm, Pm) and As(Et d tc) (7) show t h e 
highest peak t o correspond with t h e fragment [M(R„dtc)„] i n d i c a t i n g t h e weaker 
bonding of one R^dtc-group. The easy rupture of one of t h e t h r e e M-S bonds 
i s a t t r i b u t e d t o t h e s tereochemical ly a c t i v e lone p a i r of e l e c t r o n s of t h e 
metal atom. 
We succeeded in prepar ing the d i s u b s t i t u t e d complexes m a d i f f e r e n t way. 
Their syntheses and p r o p e r t i e s as well as t h e s t r u c t u r e are descr ibed in V I . 1 . 
VI.2 Describes the s y n t h e s i s , p r o p e r t i e s and s t r u c t u r e of t h e i o n i c complexes 
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M(R„dtc)„X~, m which X is a non-coordmating anion. The only known ionic 
group V dithiocarcamato conrolex, M(Rpdtc)„BF. is ЪпеГІу desonbea Ъу 
Manoussakis (8). In VI.3· penta-valent group V di-thiocarbamato complexes 
are descrihed. 
Group V organodithiocarbamates, RM(R?d-tc)2 and R2M(R_dtc), whicn are 
used as fungicides and herbicides, can Ъе prepared in an analogous way as 
M(Rpdtc)-. starting with the organometal-halides (9). An X-ray structure deter­
mination of PhAs(lIl)(Etpdtc)p (10) showed the arsenic to Ъе square pyramidally 
coordinated, m which the phenyl group occupies the apex. 
VI. 1. Synthesis, properties and structure of M(Etpdtc)Xp (M = As, Sb,Bi; X = 
CI, Br, I). 
Synthesis. 
M(Etpdtc)Xp i s ohtamed when 2 moles of MX, are dissolved in a c h l o r o ­
form s o l u t i o n of M(Etpdtc), ( l mole). 
Resulxs and discussion. 
The s toichiometry of t h e products from t h e r e a c t i o n hetween M(Etpdtc), 
and MX, depends on t h e molar r a t i o of t h e s t a r t i n g products . At a r a t i o of 
2 : 1 M(Et dtc)„X i s ohtamed according t o : 
2 M(Et 2 dtc) + MX *· 3 M(Et 2 dtc) 2 X 
whereas M(Eitpdtc)Xp i s ohtamed Ъу us ing a r a t i o of 1 : 2 
M(Et 2 dtc) + 2 Ж »- 3 M(Et 2 dtc)X 2 
The composition of t n e complexes i s i n d i c a t e d by a n a l y t i c a l d a t a . The 
s o l u b i l i t y m CHC1, of M(Etpdtc)X i s much lower than t h a t of M(Et 2 dtc) 2 X, 
so mixtures of both compounds can e a s i l y be separa ted . The s o l u b i l i t y of 
M(Etpdtc)Xp decreases for X = CI > Br > I . For the metals t h i s tendency i s 
As ^> Sb У B i . This r e s t r i c t s t h e molecular weight measurements t o t h e a r s e n i c 
and antimony analogues. The complexes are monomeric m chloroform s o l u t i o n 
( t a b l e V I . 2 ) . I n chloroform and ni trobenzene xhe complexes a re n o n - e l e c t r o ­
l y t e s . 
Infrared_s£ect£a_:_ 
The most important infrared absorptions are given m table VI.3· 
The C-N stretching frequencies, measured in KBr, increase, when dithiocarba-
mato groups are substituted by halogens which is ascribed to the electron 
withdrawing behaviour of the halogen atoms. In chloroform solution the C-N 
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ТаЪІе VI.2. Molecular weight measurements of M(Et dtc)X ? in CHC1 . 
The ca lcu la ted values are those for t h e monomer. 
compound found ca lcu la ted 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 361 383 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 474 477 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) C l 2 337 341 
S b ( B t 2 d t c ) B r 2 427 430 
S h ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 460 a 524 
a) inaccura te measurement due t o low s o l u b i l i t y . 
Tahle VI.3· I n f r a r e d absorpt ions m cm (a : too inso lub le t o measure in СНСЦ) 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 B r 
A s ( E t 2 d t o ) B r 2 
A s ( K t 2 d t c ) 2 I 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 C l 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) C l 2 
S b ( E i t 2 d t c ) 2 B r 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 I 
S b ( B t 2 d t c ) l 2 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 C l 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) c i 2 
B i ( B t 2 d t c ) 2 B r 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 
B i ( E t 2 d - t c ) 2 I 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 
A s ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 B r 
As(Bu d t c ) B r 2 
S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 B r 











































































s t r e t c h i n g frequency of M(Etpdtc)X„ s h i f t s t o a s i g n i f i c a n t l y lower value 
compared t o t h a t in t h e s o l i d s t a t e . This ef fect can Ъе a t t r i b u t e d t o t h e 
d i f ference in s t r u c t u r e between t h e complexes in t h e s o l i d s t a t e and in 
s o l u t i o n . From an X-ray s t r u c t u r e a n a l y s i s , performed at As(Etpdtc)Brp, i t i s 
seen t h a t t h e complexes are d i m e n c in t h e s o l i d s t a t e , whereas molecular 
weight measurements show them t o be monomenc in CHC1-.-solution. 
Bonati and Ugo ( i l ) ass ign t h e bands m t h e 950-1050 c m region t o 
C-S s t r e t c h i n g f requencies . I f one band i s found, t h e di thiocarbamate i s 
symmetrically bonded whereas two bands a re found if Etpdtc i s a s j m m e t n c a l l y 
bonded or t h e complex i s a IDt.tds complex. For M(Etpd"tc)X_ (M = As, Sb; X = 
Br, l ) only one absorpt ion i s found wmch suggests t h a t t h e dithiocarbamato 
group i s symmetrically bonded. 
Descr ipt ion £f_the s t r u c t u r e ^ 
In the so l id s t a t e two As(Etpdto)Br„ u n i t s are centrosymmetncal ly 
coupled t o dimers, as can be seen in f i g . V I . 1 . F ig . VI.2 gives the bond 
angles and d i s t a n c e s . 
The coordinat ion geometry of the a r sen ic atom i s octahedral with a 
s t e r e o a c t i v e lone pa i r t r a n s t o one of the sul fur atoms of the Etpdtc group. 
Approximately the same coordinat ion i s found m As(Etpdtc)pBr (12) . Both 
s t r u c t u r e s a re of the I F , type 
( l3) and have a s t e r e o a c t i v e 
lone p a i r ( f i g . V I . 3 ) . In IF 
the shor t e s t I -F bond i s t r a n s -
s tanding to the lone p a i r which 
i s explained by the VSEPR theo iy . 
(14) . In As(Et 2dtc)Br 2 and 
As (Etpdtc) „Br the sho r t e s t As-S 
bond i s t r ans s t and ing to the 
lone p a i r . 
The terminal As-Br d i s t ance 
in As (Et pdtc)Br2 i s O.31 Î 
shor t e r than the As-Br d i s tance 
in As(Etpdtc)pBr, which i s 
apparent ly caused by the t r a n s -
s tanding br idg ing bromine atom 
τ-, TIT ., ^τνηπη χ .с . /TU. JJ. \Τ, which has a s t r o n g e r e l e c t r o n 
F i g . V I . 1 . OBTEP p r o j e c t i o n of As(Etpdtc)Brp. Б 
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Br(2) 
C ( 3 ) - ^ — C ( 2 ) 
с ( 5 ) ^ ш і _ с ( 4 ) 
¿ Β Ι - Ί Ι - Α Ϊ - Β Γ Ή ) 
¿Β Γ ( Ι ) - Α 5 ' - Β Γ · ( Ι ) 
Ζ Β Γ ( 1 ) - Α 5 · - 5 ( 1 ) 
¿ΒΓ(1)-Α5·-3·(2) 
¿&V)-Aá-BrV) 








22 5(B) 122 0(8), 
IB 7(5)C'(1) Ν' 116 9(7) 












Fig .VI .3 I d e a l i z e d s t r u c t u r e s of a) t h e As coordinat ion m As(Et ? dtc)Br„, 
Ъ) A s ( E t 2 d t c ) 2 B r and c) IP . 
ТаЪІе VI.4· Bond d i s t a n c e s (A) and angles (degrees) in some a r s e n i c compounds. 
As(Bt 2 dtc) (3) 
As-Br As-S(l) As-S(2) S( l )-C S(2)-C S(l)-C-S(?) 
2.344(4) 2.819(4) 1-76(1) 1.67(1) 119.3(7) 
2.354(4) 2.812(4) 1.77(1) 1.68(1) 118.5(9) 
2.350(4) 2.904(4) 1.75(1) 1.71(1) 118.6(8) 
2.267 2.820 1.796 I.684 116.4 
2.321 2.475 1.698 I.727 114.9 











withdrawing c h a r a c t e r than t h e S-atoms of t h e dithiocarbamato group. 
In contras t with t h e i n d i c a t i o n from t h e i n f r a r e d spectrum, the d i t h i o ­
carbamato group i s asymmetrically bonded; t h e As-S d i s t a n c e s d i f f e r Ъу 0.10 A 
( t a b l e V I . 4 ) . The asymmetry, however, i s smaller than in As(Etpdtc) , and 
A s ( E t ? d t c ) „ B r . The mean di f ference between t h e longer and s h o r t e r As-S bonds 
m As (Et dt с) i s O.5O S. For As(Et d t c ) 2 B r t h i s value i s 0.37 S. 
Apparently t h e asymmetry in t h e E t „ d t c - group in As(Etpdto)Br„ i s t o o 
small t o be d e t e c t e d in t h e i n f r a r e d spectrum. The c r i t e r i u m of Bonati and 
Ugo, t h a t asymmetrically bonded E t p d t c ' s have two C-S f requencies , t h e r e f o r e 
has t o be handled with care and has t o be read a s : when two C-S fremiencies 
appear m t h e i r spectrum, e i t h e r E t . t d s i s present or the E t „ d t c groups a re 
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very asymmetrically bonded. 
A c rys t a l l og raph ic c r i te r ium, apar t from the M-S d i s t ance s , i s the 
S-C-S angle (15) · F o r copperdithiocarbamato complexes (chapter l ) , which 
contain symmetrically honded R-dtc groups, the mean value i s 112 . For 
asymmetrically bonded R„dtc groups t h i s angle i s about 120 , more close 
2 
to the idea l angle of the sp hybr id i sa t i on of the carbon atom. This i s well 
i l l u s t r a t e d by the c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e of Au(Bu„dtc), ( l6) which has two mono-
den ta te (AU-S d i s t ances of 2.334(4) and 2.348(4) A r e spec t ive ly ) and one 
b iden t a t e l igand (Au-S = 2.333(4) and 2.353(4) Î) · The S-C-S angles are 120(l) 
and 110.2(8) r e s p e c t i v e l y . A t rend m the S-C-S angles i s a l s o found in the 
a r s e n i c d i th iocarbamates . The S-C-S angle decreases according t o As(Etpdtc) , 
> As(Et 2 dtc) 2 Br > As(S t 2 d tc )Br 2 . 
The atoms S ( l ) , S ( 2 ) , As and Br( l ) a re coplanar wi th in experimental e r r o r . 
The vec to r s Br (l)As and Br(2)As are near ly perpendicular t o t h i s p lane . 
H_NMR_s£ectrai:_ 
H NUR spec t r a a re recorded m CDC1, s o l u t i o n s . The chemical s h i f t s 
Table VI.5 H OIR da ta (CDCl-). ¿ - v a l u e s are given in opm. 
s tandard . The accuracy i s 0.01 ppm. 
Tms i s an ex terna l 
As (E t 2 d tc ) 3 
As(Et 2 dtc) 2 Br 
As(Et 2dtc)Br 2 
As(Et 2 d tc ) 2 I 
A s ( B t 2 d t c ) l 2 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) , 
Sb(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cl 
Sb(Et 2 dtc)Cl 2 
Sb(Et 2 dtc) 2 Br 
Sb(Et 2 dtc)Br 2 
Sb(E t 2 d tc ) 2 I 
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o .96( t ) 
o .97( t ) 
0.95(1;) 
o .98( t ) 
t , t r i p l e t ; q t q u a r t e t ; m, mul t ip le t 
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(S -values) are given m table VI.5. The ß-protons shift downfield going from 
M(Et?dto) via M(Et2dtc)2X to M(Et2dtc)X2. This is explained by the electron 
withdrawing character of the halogen atoms. This results m a more pronounced 
deshielding effect for the ß-protons of the halógeno derivatives. 
The α-protons snift to higher field. This paradoxal behaviour is assigned 
to the different location of these protons in the shielding cone of the C-N 
bond. Tie same effect was previously found for the methylene protons m 
RCH2CH0 by Karabatsos (17). 
_ С M R spectra. 
— —
 ~ 13 In table VI.6 the С NMR data of the group V-dithiоcarbamates are given. 
The 6-CS- values reflect the total n-bond order on the C-atom. In fig. VI.4 
the С-И stretching frequencies, measured m CHC1,, are plotted vs. 6 -CS„. 
The Vc-N is a measure for the n-bond order of the C-N bond. 
Prom the figure it is seen, that there is an increase of 1-2 ppm in 
о -CS„ per period going down m the periodic system from As to Bi, which is 
attributed to a smaller mean excitation energy of the heavier central atom 
(19)· The С ¿-CS- resonance of the butyl complexes is about 1 ppm downfield 
with respect to that of the ethyl complexes (compare ML, vs. ME, m fig VI.4)· 
There is an obvious correlation between the VC-E" and а-СЗ«; the higher 
УС-И, the lower á-CSp. When the n-bond order of the С-Ч bond increases, the 
Table VI.6. С NMR spectra m CUCI, (¿-values in ppm). 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) , 
As(Bu 2dtc) , 
As(Et 2 dtc) 2 Br 
As(Bu2dtc)Br2 
As(Bu 2 dtc ) 2 I 3 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 
Sb(Bu 2dtc) , 
Sb(Bu2dtc)2Br 
Sb(Bu2dtc)Br2 
Sb(Bu 2 dtc ) 2 I 3 
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E = E t , d t c 
• A s L , 
1510 x S b L , 
»ÄsLBr j 
x S b L B r , 
1500 SbL2Brx •AsL7Br 
1490 BiEp xSbL3 'AsLj 
• AsE-. 
SbE, 
200 198 196 19i. 192 190 
— á - C S , 
13 Pig VI .4 . С MR d a t a ( ó-CS ) v s . V C-N of group V drthiocarbamato 
complexes. 
t o t a l Ti-bond order on the C-atom decreases . So the decrease of the C-S 
π-bond orders i s g r e a t e r than t h e increase in t h e C-N Tt-tìond order . An 
explanat ion for t h i s f ea tu re in MO terms i s given by van Gaal et a l (19) · 
VI .2 . Synthes i s , p r o p e r t i e s and s t r u c t u r e of complexes containing the ca t ions 
b is (N,M-di -n-a lk :y ld i th iocarbamato)arsenic( l I l ) or ant imon,y( l I l ) . 
Synthes i s . 
M(Bu„dtc)pI, (M = As, Sb) is obtained when a CHC1, solution of one mole 
of MÍBUpdtc), is reacted with iJr mole of iodine. The same products are formed 
when 1 mole of MI. reacts with 1 mole of Bu.tds. 
Sb(Bu-dtc)pCdI- and Sb(Bupdtc)„HgI, are formed when 2 moles of Colp or 
Hglp are stirred with a solution of 1 mole of Sb(Bupdtc), in CHC1,. The 
complexes are also obtained from 1 mole of Sbl. and 1 mole of Cd(Bu2dtc)„ 
and Hg(Bu?dtc)2 respectively. 
Results and discussion. 
The reaction of M(BUpdtc), with Ip results in a complex with composition 
M ( B U dtc)pl-,. The stoichiometry allows the formulations M(Bu.tds)l. with 
tervalent M, and M(Bu2dtc)2I-. with ter- or penta-valent M. 
Г8 
Table VI.γ. Kinetic energies of Sb(Bu2dtc) , Sb(Bu2dtc)2I, and 
LSb(BUpd1;c)p]pCd„I, ( m eV), measured witn Mg Κα radiation. 
Accuracy of the given values is about 0.1 eV. The CIs kinetic 
energy is chosen as a reference. 
Sb(3*3/2) 
Sb(3d 5 / 2) 
i ( 3 d 3 / 2 ) 
i ( 3 d 5 / 2 ) 
C( l s) 
l i ( l s ) 
S(2p) 
Cd(3d 3/2) 

























The dithiocarbamato character of the ligand is established by ЕБСА 
measurements (table VI.7). Only one, broadened and not well—resolved peak 
is found for the S(2pL,2p-/„) doublet. Two separated peaks would be expected 
in case of a Bu.tds complex, as is found in HgBrp(Bu.tds) (20). 
The Sb(3d /_) and Sb(3d / ) kinetic energies of Sb(BUpdtc)„I- and 
[Sb(BUpdtc)?]pCdpI, have the same value. This value differs little from that 
of Sb(BUpdtc),, which is due to the difference in chemical surrounding. 
The difference in the l(3d /p) and I^d,/p) kinetic energies in 
SbÍBUpdtcJpI, and [Sb(BUpdtc)„]pCdpl£ stems from the different environment 
of the iodine atoms. 
The formal oxidation state +3 for the antimony atom in Sb(BUpdtc)pIi 
121 .. 
could be unambiguously established by the results of the Sb Mossbauer 
spectrum. All known Sb(lll) compounds have a negative isomer shift relative 
to InSb, whereas the known Sb(v) compounds have a positive isomer shift (21). 
The isomer shifts of some Sb(lll) and Sb(v) compounds as well as those of 
the new complexes are given in table VI.8. The large negative isomer shifts 
point to Sb(lll) in Sb(BUpdtc) I and [3b(Bu?dtc)p]pCdpI,. It is assumed that 
arsenic in As(BUpdtc)pI. is also tervalent. 
The reaction between Cdlp and Sb(BUpdtc), in chloroform yields a mixture 
of two products which analyse as Sb(BUpdtc)pCdI. and Cd(BUpdtc)l. 
2 Cdlp + Sb(Bu¿dtc)3 > 3b(Bu2dtc)2CdI + Cd(Bu2dtc)l 
79 









































[ S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ] 2 C d 2 I 6 
Me^SbtMegdtcOg (23) 
M e 3 S b ( E t 2 d t p i ) 2 (2?) 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) C l 2 (22) 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 (22) 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 (22) 
The former compound, which was d i f f i c u l t t o separate from t h e mixture, 
can be prepared more conveniently from t h e r e a c t i o n of Cd(Bu„dtc)p with 
Sbl : 
Cd(Bu 2 dtc) 2 + Sbl > Sb(Bu 2 dtc) 2 CdI 3 
A c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e determinat ion revealed t h a t t h e complex has t o be f o r ­
mulated as [ S b ( B u ? d t c ) 2 ] ? C d 2 I , . 
The in f rared s p e c t r a of SbÍBUpdtc)-!, and [Sb(BUpdtc)2]pCd„I i. a re almost 
equal in the observed region (4000-200 cm ) . Tne C-N s t r e t c h i n g frequencies 
of the complexes ( t a b l e VI.9) have values t ha t a re considerably aigher than 
those of the corresponding M(Bu„dtc), complexes, both m KBi and m CHC1, 
s o l u t i o n . This can be co r re l a t ed with the d i f fe rence m coordinat ion in 
these compounds; the cen t ra l atoms in M(BUpdtc)p a re surrounded by only two 
di thiocarbamato groups. 
Conductivity data of N^BUpdtcJpI, and Sb(BUpdtc)pHgI, in ni t robenzene 
so lu t ions at 25 С show t h e compounds t o be 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s ( t a b l e VI.10). 
The i o n i c c o n d u c t i v i t i e s of 7 · 9 Ώ cm ion and 5·5.Ω· c m i o n for 
As(BUpdtc)p and Sb(BUpdtc)p r e s p e c t i v e l y are of t h e same order of magnitude 
as those of other dithiocarbamato complexes (cf. A (Au(BUpdtc)p) = S.lU. 
2 —1 
cm i o n ( 2 5 ) ) . The r e l a t i o n of the molar conduct iv i ty and t h e square root of 
t h e concentra t ion of [Sb(BUpdtc)p]pCdpI-, t h e Onsager p l o t , i s not l i n e a r 
which may be due t o p a r t i a l d i s s o c i a t i o n or to a decomposition of t h e anion 
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Table VT.9· C-N stretching frequencies ( 
As(Bu d t c ) 
A s ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I 
Sb(Bu2cLtc)3 
S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I 3 
[Sb(Bu 2dtc) 2] 2Cd 2I 6 
5Ъ(Ви21 с ) 2 Ч е І 3 
Table VI.10. E l e c t r i c a l c o n d u c t i v i t i e s i n ni t robenzene at 25 C. 















f\ ( Q cm mole ) Α (Γί cm ion ) Д ( Q cm ion ) 
As(Bu 2 dtc) 2 I 28.3 7-9 a 20.4 (24) 
2 d t c ) 2 I 3 Sb(Bu„dtc)„I, 25.9 5 . 5 a 2O.4 (?4) 
s b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 H g i 3 23.4 5 - 5 a 17.9Ъ 
a c a l c u l a t e d from known λ ( l , ) 
b c a l c u l a t e d from knovm A (Sb(Bupdtc)p) 
1 
Table VI. 11. H ÏTHR spec t ra of some group V di thiocarbamato complexes in 
CDC1-, so lu t i on . Ó-Values a re given in ppm. 
α-protons β—protons γ-protons ó -pro tons 
As(Bu2dtc) 3 . 8 l ( t ) 1.73(m) 1.35(m) 0 .95( t ) 
As(Bu 2 dtc) 2 I 3 .80( t ) 1.83(m) 1.4Ί(πι) 1 . 0 l ( t ) 
SbCBiyitc) 3 .80( t) 1.74(ni) 1.35(m) 0.9/ |(t) 
S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I 3 .78( t ) 1.83(m) 1.42(m) 1.00(t) 
[ S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ] 2 C d 2 I 6 3 .73( t ) 1.79(m) 1.40(m) 0 . 9 8 ( t ) 
Sb(Bu 2 dtc) 2 HgI 3.73(-t) 1.80(11) 1 . / 0 ( T I ) 0 . 9 8 ( t ) 
B i ( 3 u 2 d t c ) 3 3 .75( t) I . ? ? Ы 1.35(m) 0 . 9 5 ( t ) 
[ B i ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ] 3 B i 2 I 9 3 .64( t ) 1.78(m) 1.39(m) 0 . 9 7 ( t ) 
t , t r i p l e t ; m, m u l t i p l e t 
in ni t robenzene s o l u t i o n . 
I n t h e i o n i c complexes t h e metal atom i s surrounded by 1 R„dtc group 
l e s s than in M(R„dtc). . So i t i s expected that t h e c e n t r a l atom w i l l withdraw 
more e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y from t h e a lky l groups, so t h e protons of the a lkyl 
chains w i l l be deshie lded an^ a downfield s h i f t i s expected m t h e H RMR 
For t h e β-, γ - and ¿ - p r o t o n s a downfield sh i f t of O.O4-O.IO ppm i s found 
(see talûle VI .11) . The small upf ie ld shif-L of the α-protons i s a t t r i b u t e d t o 
t h e same effect as descr ibed for M(Et2dtc)X (see V I . 1 ) . 
Bi(BUpdtc)„I, could not Ъе i s o l a t e d . B i l . d i s so lves in a s o l u t i o n of 
Bu.tds in CHC1, hut t h e orange product, i s o l a t e d a f t e r p r e c i p i t a t i o n with 
d i e t h y l e t h e r does not analyse as B i ( B U p d t c ) 9 I i . The elemental analyses point 
'2*3· 
t o [ B i ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ] 3 B i 2 I 9 (C 18.92(19.00); H 3.14(3.19)i N 2.47(2// r6) ; I 31.28 
( З З . 4 6 ) ) · A convincing proof for t h i s composition could not Ъе given. 
Bi(Bu„dtc)p was descr ibed previous ly by Manoussakis (lO) whereas B i p l q , a 
p lane-shar ing b ioctahedron, was previous ly repor ted by Nyström et a l (26) . 
ЖЕ d a t a of our compound are given i n t a b l e VI .11 . 
To e s t a b l i s h t h e coordinat ion geometry of t h e c e n t r a l atom in t h e 
M(Bu ? dtc) 2 complexes, t h e c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e of [Sb(Bu 2dtc) 2 ] 2Cd ? l£ was d e t e r -
mined. The s t r u c t u r e of [Sb(BUpdtc)p]pCdpI, i s given in f i g . VI .5 . Bond angles 
and d i s t ances a re shown in f i g . VI .6 . The s t r u c t u r e r evea l s the presence of 
d i s c r e t e Sb(BUpdtc)p and Cdpl,~ ions . 
The coordinat ion geometry of the antimony atom can be descr ibed as a 
pceudo t r i g o n a l bipyramid with a s tereochemical ly a c t i v e lone p a i r in equa-
t o r i a l p o s i t i o n ( f i g . V I . 7 ) . The ax i a l (S( l ) -Sb-S(4) ) and equa to r i a l 
(S(2)-Sb-S(3)) angles a re reduced t o 145.1 and 94·6 with respect t o the 
values of 18O and 120 , found for an i d e a l t r i g o n a l bipyramid. This lowering 
P i g . VI.5 Stereoview of [Sb(Bu 2 d tc ) 2 ] 2 Cd 2 I , . 
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С ( Ц ) 1 7 " 5 1 С(2Э) 
5(5) 
146(3) 
N(2)-1 J S a-C(a 
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q26) 1 · Ρ Μ q g ) 
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C(28) _LS114L 027) 
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с(іі)— - С ( 1 2 ) 
11012)\ 
\110(2) 
С ( 1 3 ) — 
-014) 
Fig. VI. ба. Bond angles and distances of the Sb(B-u„dto)2 unit in [St^BiudtcO^TCdpI,. 
co 
L S(l)-Sb-S[¿] U S '12: 
/ S(2)-Sb-S0) S4 6(2) 
L KD-Cd-m) 116 12(7) 
L I(2)-Cd-I0) 111 72(6) 
Fig. VI.бЪ. Bond angles and distances of the CcL·1,- anion of [Sb(Btudtc)2]2Cd2If-
Fig. VI.7 Coordination geometry of Sb in the So(Bu„dtc)p - cation. 
is caused Ъу the lone pair - "bonding pair repulsion, which is stronger than 
the bonding pair - bonding pair repulsion. This is also found in a number of 
other four-coordinated antimony(lll) compounds, as is illustrated m table 
VI.12. 
The equatorial and axial Sb-S distances of the asymmetrically bonded 
ligands are 2.46 and 2.63 A respectively. In accordance with the VSEPR theory 
the longest Sb-S bonds are found in the axial directions. All Sb-S distances 
are significantly shorter than those in Sb(Et„dtc)-, (4) (average values of 
2.5581 and 2.915 A). This decrease parallels the decrease in coordination 
number of the Sb—atom. 
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Table VI. 12. Coordination geometries of some p s e u d o - t n g o n a l - b i p y r a n i d a l 
σ-^τττΛ „ „ „ „ „ „ j , , 27) 
O U ^ X X J . ; — ι 
іЪр 




[ S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ] 2 C d 2 I 6 
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The S(1)S(2)C(1)N(1)C(11)C(15) and S ( 3 ) S ( 4 ) C ( 2 ) N ( 2 ) C ( 2 1 ) C ( 2 5 ) groups a re 
p lanar and make an angle of 75·3 with each o tner . The antimony atom i s 
s i t u a t e d 0.15 and 0.28 A out of these planes r e spec t i vo ly . 
2 -
The s t r u c t u r e of the Cd0I- anion i s ahout the same as in 
[CdLN(CH CHJfflo ] Л ]2Cd2LT ^ 2 8 ^ ^^ С а П Ъ е d e s c r i ' b e d a s a s l i g h t l y d i s t o r t e d 
b i t e t r a h e d r o n with a Cd-Cd d i s t a n c e of 3.955(2) A. 
No remarkable short contact d i s t a n c e s a re found ( t a b l e VI .13) . The Sb-I 
i n t e r m o l e c u l a r contact d i s t a n c e s a re s l i g h t l y s h o r t e r than t h e sum of t i e 
Van der Waals r a d i i (2.10 for Sb and 2.10 Î fo r l ) . 
Table V I . І З . Some re levant contact d i s t a n c e s (prime denotes symmetry r e l a t e d 
at om). 
S b - I ( l ) : 4.570(2) S. 
S b - I ( 3 ) : 3.659(2) Î 
S b - I ( l ) ' : 3.989(2) î 
S b - l O ) ' : 4-002(2) Ï 
Sb-Sb: 3.981(2) i 
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The p r e p a r a t i o n of M(BUpd.tc)?I, (M = As, Sh) can Ъе performed in two, 
seemingly oppos i te , expenrrenta l r o u t e s : 
ι ox idat ion of M(BUpdtc)-. by ! „ 
2 M(Bu2dtc) + 3 I 2 *• 2 M(Bu 2 dtc) 2 I + Bu t d s [ l ] 
i i ox idat ion of MI, Ъу Bu t d s 
MI, + Bu t d s > M(Bu d t c ) 2 I [2] 
Reaction [2] can be explained by a pathway in which t h e f i r s t s t e p i s t h e 
formation of M(V)(Bu^dtc)«!, by oxidat ive a d d i t i o n of Bu.tds followed by a 
reduct ive e l i m i n a t i o n of i o d i n e . The l i b e r a t e d I „ r e a c t s with t h e 
M ( l I l ) ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I t o M ( l I l ) ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I . The l a t t e r r e a c t i o n was confirmed by 
a s e p a r a t e e x p e r m e n t . According t o Manoussakis and Ts ip i s ( 8 ) , t h e f i r s t 
s t e p m r e a c t i o n [ l ] i s the formation of M ( l l l ) (Bu„dtc)pl . The next s tep i s 
i d e n t i c a l t o t h e l a s t s tep in r e a c t i o n [ 2 ] . The proposed r e a c t i o n paths are 
given in t h e r e a c t i o n scheme. 
Reaction scheme 
¿· I 2 I Bu tds I 2 
M ( l I l ) ( B u 2 d t c ) 3 - b = — S ^ M( l I l ) (Bu 2 d tc ) 2 I — ^ >• M( l l l ) (Bu 2 dtc) 2 I 
Ь 
ι, 
МІ3 yr ^ M(v)(Bu2dtc)2I3 ^ >• M(lIl)(Bu2dtc)2I 
Bu.tds I 2 
VI.3· Dithiocarbamato complexes of As, Sb and Bi with t h e c e n t r a l atom in 
t h e formal ox idat ion s t a t e +5. 
We have t r i e d t o synthes ize As, Sb or Bi complexes, in which t h e c e n t r a l 
element has a formal oxidat ion s t a t e +5 and in which at l e a s t one d i t h i o c a r ­
bamato l igand i s bonded at t h e c e n t r a l atom, by oxidat ion of t h e complexes 
described in t h e preceding paragraphs. All a t t e m p t s , however, f a i l e d . Even 
r e a c t i o n s of pentavalent As, Sb or Bi compounds with sodium di th iocarbamates , 
u l t i m a t e l y y i e l d t e r v a l e n t compounds in almost a l l cases : e .g . 
(PPh ) Sb(v)Cl 2 + 2 Na(R 2 dtc) >- (PPh ) S b ( l l l ) + R t d s + 2 NaCl (29) 
Up to new only one example of a pentavalent group V dithiocarbamate is known: 
Me,Sb(v)(Me-dtc)- (23), which can be prepared either from the reaction of 
Me Sb(v)Cl2 with Na(Me2dtc) or by an oxidative addition of Me tds at Me Sb(lll). 
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From the existence of Ме.ЗЪ( )(Rpdtpi)-, which can be obtained from the 
reaction of Me_Sb(v)Cl„ with Na(Rpdtpi), the conclusion can be drawn, that 
the stabilization of antimony(v) m Me
:
,Sb(Mepdtc)p is mainly due to tne strong 
6"- donor properties of the methyl groups attached to tne antimony, the π— 
donor properties of Rpdtc being of minor importance. 
The amount of 6"- donation that is necessary to stabilize Sb(V)dithio-
carbamates, is rather critical as can be concluded from the fact that the 
reaction of Me Sbl with Me tds yields Sb(lll)(Meldte)„I 
Part of the investigations were previously published (30). 
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CHAPTER VII 
X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS 
One of t h e iiethods t o es ta l i l i sh t h e s t r u c t u r e of a complex i s an X-ray 
s t r u c t u r e de te rminat ion . I n t h i s t h e s i s t h e s t r u c t u r e s of four complexes a re 
descr ibed . I n t h i s chapter t h e t e c h n i c a l d e t a i l s of t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n s a re 
given as wel l as t h e atomic parameters . A d e s c r i p t i o n of t h e phase-ргоЪІет 
s o l u t i o n s of C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) Br , Cul(Pm tms) , As(Et d t c ) B r 2 , [Sb(Bu dtc) ] Cd«!, 
i s given. 
General information. 
The i n t e n s i t i e s of t h e r e f l e c t i o n s were measured with Z r - f i l t e r e d IIo-Kix 
radiat ion(A = 0.71069 л) with a computer c o n t r o l l e d Nonius CAB 3 s i n g l e 
c r y s t a l d i f f r a c t omet e r . A îTonius CAD 4 s ing le c ry s t a l d i f f r a c t omet er was 
used for Cul(Pm„tms). Standard r e f l e c t i o n s were co l l ec ted a f t e r every 15 
r e f l e c t i o n s and were used for long-range f l u c t u a t i o n c o r r e c t i o n s . For none 
of t h e c r y s t a l s t h e r e was evidence for c r y s t a l movement or c r y s t a l decom-
p o s i t i o n . Lorenz and p o l a r i s a t i o n cor rec t ions were performed in the usual 
way. Ho co r rec t ions were made for the e x t i n c t i o n . 
Por the refinement, performed Ъу f u l l - m a t r i x l e a s t - s q u a r e s methods, only 
r e f l e c t i o n s with I > 3 б ( l ) (б" (-0 ta sed on counting s t a t i s t i c s ) were used 
(unless otherwise s t a t e d ) . Anisotropic v i b r a t i o n was c a l c u l a t e d for atoms 
with atom number > 1. The funct ion whicn was minimized was SwM F I-kl F 11 . 
1
 о с 
The weight for eacn reflection was calculated according to the formula 
w = [(5 (F ) + (O.O5 F ) ] - 1 (l) for all crystals apart from Cul(Pnutms), 
for which w = [(5 (F ) + (O.OI14 F ) ] , O.OII4 being a calculated measure 
for the reliability of the reflections measured (O.O5 is an estimation of the 
reliability of the reflections). 
The atomic scattering factors for the uncharged atoms corrected for 
the anomalous scattering component (Af ) were taken from Cromer and Liberman 
(2). All calculations were carried out on an IBM З70/158 computer with the 
X-ray system of crystallographic programs (3), unless otherwise stated. 
CUp ( Et „dt с) -, Br л,, F.W. 731·71> crystallizes as monoclinic black needles. 
Cell dimensions: a = 14.42l(l5), "b = 12.980(17), с = 15.152(ll) Î, 
β = 106.82(8)°, V = 2715 i3, Ζ = 4. 
V I L I . Posi-tional parameters of "the non—hydrogen atoms ( i n f r a c t i o n a l 
coordinates) of Cu-(Et„dtc)-Br ? . E . s . d . ' s i n p a r e n t h e s e s . 
Key t o t h e nuinbering of t h e atoms in f i g . I I . 3 and f i g . I I .4« 

















































































































The c a l c u l a t e d d e n s i t y , В = 1.79 g/cm , agrees with t h e d e n s i t y 
Б = 1.83 g/cm , measured Ъу t h e f l o t a t i o n method. The sys temat ic e x t i n c t i o n s 
h k l , h + к = 2n + 1 and hOl, 1 = 2n + 1 are compatihle with t h e space groups 
Cc and C2/c. The space group was found t o Ъе Cc from t h e s t r u c t u r e d e t e r ­
minat ion. 
Crystal d m e n s i o n s : 0.09 x 0.09 * 0.39 mm. The ip-ax i s of t h e d i f f r a c -
tometer was p a r a l l e l t h e 001 a x i s . 
The i n t e n s i t i e s of 2085 independent r e f l e c t i o r s , with 2 θ < 4 8 were 
measured. 1361 Ref lect ions with i n t e n s i t y l e s s than /\g t imes i t s s tandard 
d e v i a t i o n were r e j e c t e d . Но аЪзогр^оп c o r r e c t i o n s were made ( l i n e a r absorp-
-1 
t i o n coef f ic ient μ = 51·9 cm ; maximum r e l a t i v e effect on t n e i n t e n s i t i e s : 
ICffo). 
The position of the copper atoms was determined from a three-dimensional 
Patterson function. As the molecular structure of the complex was unknown, 
and as the Patterson function indicated the presence of a two-fold rotation 
axis, we initially tried to solve the structure m space group C2/c. Applica­
tion of direct methods on difference Fourier coefficients, using the program 
DIRDIF.B (4)t revealed that the coordination of the copper atoms was not com-
pati"ble with that space group. The phase-problem could Ъе solved Ъу further 
refinement in the non-centrosymmetnс space group Cc. 
The refinement of tie 724 independent reflections resulted m a final 
R-value of 0.06 . The positions of the r.on-iydrogen atoms are given in 
table VII.1. 
Cul(Pm0tms), F.W. 478.941 crystallizes as red needles m the triclinio 
space group PI. 
Cell dimensions: a = 11.822(3), Ъ = 10.572(3), с = 7.833(3) i, α = 
95-62(3), β = 111.73(3), γ = 68.20(2)°, ν = 843-5 Я 3, ζ = 2. 
The calculated density, D = I.89 g/cm agrees with the density 
D = I.87 g/cm measured Ъу the flotation method. 
m , 
Crystal dimensions: O.O9 χ 0.14 x O.59 mm . The <Ç - axis is parallel to 
the 001 axis. 
4884 Independent reflections up to 2Θ = 60 were measured. Absorption 
corrections (linear absorption coefficient μ = 3^.57 cm ) were calculated 
Ъу the Busing and Levy (5) procedure, using 4 x 4 χ 4 volume elements and 6 
accurately located boundary planes. The minimum and maximum absorption factors 
m the intensities were 1.33 and 1.69 respectively. 
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Table V I I . 2 . S t r u c t u r a l and thermal parameters of Cul(Pm-tms). E . s . d . ' s in 
p a r e n t h e s e s . Key t o t h e numbering of t h e atoms i n f i g . I I . 7 · 
The form of t h e a n i s o t r o p i c thermal e l l i p s o i d i s 
exp[-l/4(B h 2 a * 2 + В 2 2 к 2 Ъ* 2 + В , l 2 c * 2 + 2B 1 2 hka*b* + 
2B h la с + 2B2 к1Ъ*с*)] 




































































































































Table VII-3· Calculated p o s i t i o n s of the hydrogen atoms in Cul(Pm 0tms). 
В = 4 · ° A . The f i r s t two numbers of t h e index r e f e r t o t h e 
index of t h e carbon atom, t o which t h e protons a r e a t t a c h e d . 


















































































The positions of the I, Cu and S-atoms were determined from a three-
dimensional Patterson map. Subsequent Fourier maps and least-squares refine­
ment cycles, using the 3829 reflections with I .> 36" (l)i gave the positions 
of the remaining non—hydrogen atoms. The resulting conventional R—value was 
0.06. 
Hydrogen atoms were placed at calculated positions(C-H distance is 
I.O73 A, temperature factor fixed at В = 4.0 A ). A final full-matrix 
least-squares refinement cycle (anisotropic vibration for I, Cu and S, fixed 
H-parameters) resulted in a final conventional R-value of О.О56. 
The positional and thermal parameters of the non-hydrogen atoms are given 
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m table VII.2. In аЪІе ІІ.З the fixed hydrogen positions are given. 
As(Et^dtc)Br0, P.W. 383.01, crystallizes as white blocks in the mono-
clinic space group P2 /c. 
Cell dimensions: a = 6.407(2), b = 19.054(8), с = 9.^05(4) Î, β = 104.0 
(2)°, V = 1114 S3, Ζ = 4. 
Crystal dimensions: 0.4 x 0.3 x 0.3 mir . The 201 axis is parallel to tne 
ψ -axis of the diffractometer. 
The imensities of 3284 irdependent reflections were measured up to 
2Θ = 60°. Of tnese, I55I had an intensity > 36" (l). 
Absorption corrections (μ = 111.6 cm ) were calculated using 12 χ 12 χ 
12 volume elements and 7 accurately located boundary planes. The maximum and 
minimum absorption factors m the intensities were 22.0 and 8.5 respectively. 
The positions of the arsenic and bromine atoms were determined from a 
sharpened three-dimensional Patterson map. Subsequent Fourier maps gave the 
positions of the remaining non-hydrogen atoms. The resulting conventional 
R-value was O.O5O. The positional parameters of the non-hydrogen atoms are 
given in table VII.4· 
Table VII./.. Positional parameters of the non-iydrogen atoms with standard 
deviations of As(Etpdtc)Brp. The key to the numbering of the 
As 

















































Table VII .5 · P o s i t i o n a l parameters of the non-hydrogen atoms ( i n f r a c t i o n a l 
coordinates) of [Sb(BUpdtc)„] ; >CdpI,. E . s . d . ' s in p a r e n t h e s e s . 






















































































































|"Sb(Bu2dtc) 1 Cd I,, F.W. 2047.21, crystallizes as colourless anti-
prisms in the monoclinic space group P2 /n. 
Cell dimensions: a = 1б.23б(б), Ъ = 12.573(5), с = 16.126(5) 1, 
β = 94-13(2)°, V = 3283 S 3, Ζ = 2. 
Crystal dimensions: 0.32 χ 0.29 x 0.14 mm . The 310 axis was mounted 
parallel to the <p -axis of the CAD 3· 
The intensities of 516O independent reflections were measured up to 
2Θ = 48°. Of these 2749 had intensities >3 6" (l). 
The phase-problem was solved using the sign correlation method (6), 
After two cycles, applicated to 5О7 reflections with E ^> 1.64» the most 
probable solution, out of four, showed five peaks with high intensity in the 
E-map, which wore assigned to antimony,cadmium and iodine. The other non-hy­
drogen atoms could be determined by direct methods applied on difference 
structure factors using the program DIRDIF.B. (4)· The refinement resulted 
in a final R-value of O.O51. 
The positional parameters of the non—hydrogen atoms are given in table 
VII.5. 
The investigations were previously described in the literature (7)· 
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Analyses. С, H and If analyses were carried out in the mcroanalytical 
department of this university. Copper was analysed Ъу atomic absorption pho­
tometric methods. The other elemcnxal analyses were carried out by Dr. A. 
Bernhardt, Elbach über Engelskirchen, Germany· 
Spectra. Infrared spectra were recorded with a Perkm-Elmer 257 or 283 
spectrometer and with a Hitachi EPI-L instrument. The ESR-spectra were recor-
1 
ded with a Vanan E 12 spectrometer. H NMR spectra were measured with a 
Broker WH-90 spectrometer m CDC1-, tetramethylsilane being used as external 
13 
standard. The С ÎTMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker WP-60 instrument. 
The ESCA spectra were measured wixh a Leybold Heraeus LH-10 apparatus, unless 
121 
otherwise stated. The apparatus for the Sb Kiossbauer spectra was built by 
the technical department of this university (l). 
Conductivit^j^measurementΞ were performed with a Metrohm Konduktoskop and 
a Philips PR 951O/OO conductivity cell at 250C. 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed with a standard Gouy-
type balance in the 100—300 К region and with a PAR vibrating sample magneto­
meter model 155 i n "the 2-150 К region. 
Molecular wei_ghts_ were determined using a Hewlett Packard 302 В osmome­
ter. 
Syntheses of the complexes. 
Chapter II_ 
Analytical data are given in table VIII.1. 
Cu(R dtc) 2 (R = Me, Et, Pr, i-Pr, Bu, i-Bu, Pe, i-Pe, He) is prepared as 
described in the literature (2). 
CufMe^dtc)pCu^Br-,. 1 Mole of pure CuBr is stirred for one hour with a so­
lution of 1/3 mole of Me.tds m dichloromethane at room temperature. A blue-
black miегоcrystalline compound precipitates in quantitative yield and is 
thoroughly washed with the solvent. 
CuCEt^dtci-Cu.Br,-. 1 Mole of pure CuBr is stirred during 24 hours m a 
ti 
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dichloromethane s o l u t i o n of О.25 mole of Et . tds a t room temperature . The blue-
black, miогоcrystalline complex is filtered off, washed with CH^Cl, and is 





,Cu,Br «xCHpCl^ is obtained as described for Cu(ïit„dtc)pCu.Br[-
with drying m the air instead of m vacuo. 
Cu(Etrdtc)^Cu Br .xCHCl., is prepared as Cu(Et dtc)2Cu Br .xCH-Clp using 
CHC1, as the solvent. 
CufPr^dtс)0Cu.Br,.. The preparation is analogous to that described for 
Cu(Et?dtc)„CuBr using Pr tds. Yield: 80$ calculated for CuBr. 
CufBu^dtc)pCu^-Br-. 1 Mole of pure CuBr is refluxed in a solution of 0.17 
112^^.2^=6^7 
mole of Bu.tds in dichloromethane for 24 hours. The blue-black crystalline 
compound was filtered off, washed with CH?C1„ and dried in the air. Yield: 
90$ calculated for CuBr. 
Cu(Pepdtc)0Cu,Br7. 1 Mole of CuBr-, dissolved m Tiethanol and 1 mole of 
Cu(Pe„dtc)„, dissolved m CHC1-,, are mixed. After 4 days blue-black crystals 
in 6C$ yield can be filtered off, washed with CHC1, and dried in the air. 
Cu(He0dic)0Cu,Br7 is obtained analogous to Cu(Pe?dtc)-Cu,Br7. 
Cu(i-BUpdtc)pCu.Br^ is prepared as described for Cu(Pe2dtc)pCuf-Br7 
Cu(i-Pe0dtc)0Cu^-Br^. The preparation is analogous to that of 
Cu(Pe2dtc)2Cu6Br 
Cu(Prpdtc)gCuBr^. 2 Moles of CuBr are dissolved in a CHC1, solution of 
Pr.tds. After precipitation with ligrom 40/60 and cooling, black needles of 
CuÍPr.dtcJpCuBr- are obtained m quantitative yield. The compound is filtered 
off, washed with ligroin 4O/6O and dried in the air. 
Cu(i-Prpdtс) CuBr . 1 Mole of CuBr is dissolved in a CHC1 solution of 
1 mole of Cu(i-Prpdtc)p. The product is isolated as described for 
Cu(Pr2dtc)2CuBr2. 
Cu(Rpdtc)Br (H = Bu, i-Bu, Pe, i-Pe, He). 1 Mole of CuBr is dissolved 
m a solution of 1 mole of Cu(Rpdtc)p in CHC1,. The complex is precipitated 
with ligrom 40/6O, filtered off and dried in the air. The complexes with 
R = Bu, i-Bu and i-Pe were characterized by the infrared spectrum. 
Cup(Me^dtc) -,ВГр is obtained as a black microcrystallme precipitate by 
stirring equimolar amounts of pure CuBr and Me.tds in CHC1- at room tempera­
ture for one hour. The yield is quantitative, calculated on CuBr. 
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Table VIII.1. Analytical data. The calculated values are given 
N 
Cu(Me2dt c)gCUgBr, 
Cu(Bt 2 dtc) 2 Cu Br 
Cu(Pr 2 dtc) 2 Cu 4 Br 
Cu(Bu 2 dtc) 2 Cu 6 Br 7 a ) 
Cu(Pe 2 dtc) 2 Cu 6 Br 
Cu(He2dt c) 2Cu,Br 
Cuti-Bi^dtc) 2 Cu Br 
Cu(i-Pe 2 dt c) 2 Cu,Br 
Cu(Pr 2 dtc) 2 CuBr 2 
Cu(i-Pr 2 ut c) 2 CuBr 2 
Cu(Pe 2 dtc)Br 
Cu(He2d-tc)Br 
^ ( M e ^ t c ) Br 2 
C u 2 ( E t 2 d t c ) 3 B r 2 
Cu 2 (Me 2 dtc) 3 Cl 2 
Cu(Bt 2 dtc) 2 Cu CI .xCHCl 
x=0 
x^l 
Cu(Et 2 dtc) 2 Cu.Cl .xCH2Cl, 
x=0 
№1 






































































































































































a) S 9-17(9.08) Br 39.81(39.59) 
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Си^(Etpdtс)-ъВг^ is prepared by dissolving an eqoumolar portion of pure 
CuBr in a chloroform solution of Et .tds at room "temperature. The complex is 
precipitated Ъу careful addition of an equal volume of ligrom 40/6O and SUTD-
sequent cooling to -10 C. The yield is 90^ calculated on CuBr. 
CUp (Me^dt c) -,Cip. A green-ЪІаск mi ero-crystal line precipitate is obtained 
m quantitative yield Ъу stirring equimolar amounts of CuCl and Me tds in 
CHC1. at room temperature for one hour. 
Cu(l>t^dtc)0Cu,lCl_.xCH0Cln and Cu(Et0dtc)0Cu/Clr.xCHCl·^ are obtained as 
— » — 2 4 > — 4 — j 2—2 — » — 2 '2—4—^r— 3^ 
described for Cu(Et dtc)2Cu.Br .xCH^Clp and Cu(Et2dtc)2Cu.Br .xCHCl,. 
Cu(Bu^dtc)
r
,Cu,Cl7 is obtained as a dark-green precipitate when 1 mole 
of Cu(Bu„dtc)p is stirred with 5 moles of CuCl m CHC1,. The insoluble com­
plex is filtered off, washed with CHC1- and dried in the air. 
Me,tms and Pnutms are prepared as described in the literature (2). 
CH^Mepdtc),- is prepared as described by Thomas (3). 
CuBr(fi,tms) and Cui(R.tms) (R„ = Me„, Pm). To a solution of 1 mole of 
R tms m CHC1,, a solution of 1 mole of CuX (X = Br, l) in CH CK is added at 
room temperature. The yellow solution immediately becomes red and after 1 
hour stirring the complex is precipitated by addition of diethylexher. 
CuCl(Me,tms) and CuCl(Pmptns). 1 Mole of CuCl is added with stirring to 
a CHC1- solution of 1 mole of R.tms at room temperature. When CuCl is comple­
tely dissolved, the complex is precipitated by addition of diethylether. 
(Cul),.,(Pm0tms) is obtained when a concentrated solution of 2 moles of 
Cul m CH,CN is added with stirring to a concentrated solution of 1 mole of 
Pniptms m CHC1,. Red crystals slowly precipitate while stirring. 
CuKCS(Me.tms). 1 Mole of CuSCN is refluxed for 6 hours with a dichloro-
methane solution of 1 mole of Me.tms. The insoluble product is filtered off, 
washed with CHpClp and dried in the air. 
CuBr[Clip(Mepdtc)ρ] is prepared by stirring, in Np atmosphere, a solution 
of 1 mole of CuBr in CH CM with 1 mole of CH (Me dtc) 2, dissolved in CH Cl 2. 
After some hours stirring, the almost insoluble complex precipitates and can 
be filtered off. After isolation the complex is air-stable. 
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Chapter I I I 
Analyt ica l d a t a are given in ta~ble V I I I . 2 . 
Cu(R2dtc) (R = Et, Pr, Bu). A s o l u t i o n of 1 mole of Na(R 2 dtc) in H-O i s 
covered with a chloroform l a y e r . 1 Mole of pure CuBr i s added, which d i s s o l ­
ves Ъу s t i r r i n g . The r e s u l t i n g yellow chloroform l a y e r i s separated and t h e 
solvent i s evaporated. The yellow complex can Ъе r e c r y s t a l l i z e d in a ch loro­
form - d i e t h y l e t h e r mixture. 
Cu^ÇRpdtc) ,Br-, (R = Et , Pr , Bu) i s prepared Ъу adding 1 mole of CuBr t o 
a s o l u t i o n of 2 moles of Cu(Rpdtc) in CS_. rfhen CuBr i s d i s so lved, a f t e r 
s t i r r i n g , t h e complex i s p r e c i p i t a t e d Ъу adding d i e t h y l e t h e r . Cu 0 (R 0 dtc) , Β Γ . 
7 <¿ 6 3 
i s r e c r y s t a l l i z e d from acetone. 
Cu(Et^dtc)^.2CuBr i s otoamed Ъу s t i r r i n g 2 moles of CuBr in a s o l u t i o n 
of 1 mole of Cu(Et 9 dtc)p in CHCl, for 3 hours . The almost inso lub le product 
i s p u r i f i e d Ъу e x t r a c t i n g from CHC1- in a soxhlet a p p a r a t u s . 
Cu(Pr^dtc)ρ.2CuBr i s prepared Ъу d i s s o l v i n g , Ъу s t i r r i n g , 2 moles of 
CuBr in a s o l u t i o n of 1 mole of Cu(Pr ? dtc)„ in CHCl... The greyistWbrown p r o ­
duct i s p r e c i p i t a t e d with d i e t h y l e t h e r . 
rCu(Bu
r
dtc) p l r , .7CuBr. 7 Moles of CuBr are d i s so lved, Ъу s t i r r i n g , in a 
s o l u t i o n of 2 moles of Cu(BUpdtc). m CHCl,. Violet needles p r e c i p i t a t e a f t e r 
a d d i t i o n of d i e t h y l e t h e r . 
[Cu(Pe^dtc)^l^»7CuBr and ГСи(Не dtc)
r
,lp.7CuBr are prepared analogous t o 
[Cu(Bu 2 dtc) 2 ] 2 .7CuBr. 
C u ( P r p d t c ) „ . 2 C J C I i s prepared analogous t o Cu(Pr„dtc) ? .2CuBr, but i s l e s s 
s o l u b l e . Colour: g r e e n ^ r o w n . 
Co(Et 0 dtc) •,.2CuBr i s obtained as a brown i n s o l u b l e product, when 2 moles 
of CuBr are s t i r r e d for 24 hours in a s o l u t i o n of 1.1 mole of Co(Etpdtc)
:
, in 
dichloromethane. The complex i s f i l t e r e d off and washed with CH-C1„. 
Co(Pr 0dtc)-,.2CuBr. The p r e p a r a t i o n i s analogous t o Co(Et„dtc),.2CuBr. 
—^-"<¿ ' 3 ' ¿ 3 
Co(Bu0dtc)-,.ЗСиВг i s obtained as a black-brown inso lub le product by 
s t i r r i n g 3 moles of CuBr in a s o l u t i o n of 1.1 mole of Co(Bu.dtc), in CH-Clp 
for 24 hours . 
Co(Pe^dtc) ...ЗСиВг. 3 Moles of CuBr are dissolved in a solution of 1.1 
mole of Co(Pe„dtc), in CH„C1?. The brown complex precipitates after addition 
of ligroin 40/6O. 
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Table V i l i . 2 . Ana ly t ica l d a t a . The ca lcu la ted values a re given in 
parentheses 
CUgÍEtgdtcOgBi^ 
C u ^ P r y i t c ) ^ 
CUotBi^dtc^Br 
Cu(Et d tc) .2CuBr 






[Cu(Bu2dtc)2]2 .7CuBr a^22.34(22.19) 
[Cu(Pe2dtc)2]2 .7CuBr 25.90(25.64) 







Cu(Pr dtc)2 .2CuCl 
Co(Eft d tc ) .2CuBr 
Co(Pr„dtc),.2CuBr 
¿ 3 hi 


















a) Br 28.82(28.70) 
b) Co 5.69(5-35) 






















Au(Bu0dtc).2CuBr is obtained as a red insoluble powder by stirring 2 mo­
les of pure CuBr in a CH?C1? solution of 1.1 mole of Au(Bu?dtc) for 24 hours 
at room temperature. Tne precipitate is filtered off and washed with CH„C1„. 
Chapter V 
The analytical data are given in table VIII.3· 
AgfRpdtc) (R = Et, Pr, Bu, Pe) is prepared as described for Cu(R dtc), 
using freshly prepared AgBr. 
Ag (Et dtc).1 is prepared by stirring, for 24 hours, 1 mole of Agi with 
a diluted solution of 4 moles of Ag(Et„dtc) in CHC1-. The complex slowly 
precipitates after addition of ligroin 6O/8O. 
Ago(Pr^dtc).I. is obtained analogous to Ag_(Etpdtc).1, using 4 moles of 
Agi. 
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Table І І І . З · Analy t ica l d a t a . The ca lcu la ted values a re given in 
p a r e n t h e s e s . 
С Η N 
A g 5 ( E t 2 d t c ) 4 I 18.67(19.08) 3.12(3.20) 4.73(4.45) 
A g 8 ( P r 2 d t c ) 4 I 4 16.53(16.20) 2.74(2.72) 2.78(2.70) 
A g l 1 ( B u 2 d t c ) 4 I 7 14.95(14.95) 2.44(2.51) 1.94(1.94) 
A g 3 ( P e 2 d t c ) l 2 16.92(16.31) 2.75(2.74) 1.82(1.73) 
A g 3 ( P e 2 d t c ) 2 I 28.80(28.87) 4.84(4.85) 3.09(3.06) 
A g 4 ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 2 C 1 0 4 a ) 19.19(19.03) 3.19(3.19) 3.11(3.17) 
A g 4 ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 2 S 0 3 C P 3 19.17(19.31) 3.10(3.02) 3.02(3.00) 
A g 8 ( i - P r 2 d t c ) 4 S i F 6 19.88(19.66) 3.41(3.30) 3.31(3.28) 
Ag 3 (Me 4 tms) 4 (C10 4 ) 3 Ъ ) 2 0 . 0 9 ( l 9 . 8 l ) 3.27(3-32) 7.68(7.70) 
Ag (Me tms) ( S 0 3 C P 3 ) 3 20.56(20.21) 3.21(3.02) 6.90(6.98) 
Ag2(Me4tms)(SOT)2 17.54(17-79) 2.17(2.24) 10.11(10.37) 
a) S 14.76(14.52) Ag 48.97(48.83) 
b) S 26.07(26-44) Ag 22.34(22.23) 
Agi. 
Ag . (Bucate) .1^ is prepared analogous to Ag (Et.dtc).!, using 7 moles of 
Ag-,(Pepdtc)l0. 2 Moles of Agi are dissolved in a solution of 1 mole of 
Ag(Pe2dtc) in CHC1,. After addition of ligroin 6О/8О, Ag,(Pe2dtc)l? slowly 
precipitates. 
Ag-^Pe^dtc)^! is obtained analogous to Ag-(Pe?dtc)lp, using 2 mole of 
Agi. 
Ag, (i-Pr^,dtc)pC10, is obtained when a solution of 2inmoles of AgCIO m 
ethanol (40 ml) and 1 mmole of i-Pr tds m CHC1, (40 ml) is stirred for 12 
hours. The red complex is precipitated by pouring the solution in diethyl-
ether. The complex is filtered off and dried in the air. 
Ag, (i-Pr^dtc)gSO-,CF-, is prepared analogous to Ag (i-Pr?dtc)„C10. using 
AgS03CF3. 
Ago(i-Pr^dtc),SiF^ is prepared analogous to Ag.(i-Pr.dtc)pClO. using a 
mixture of 1 mmole of Ag2S0 and 1 mmole of (NH.)2SiF, instead of AgCIO . 
Ag-,(Me.tms) (CIO,)-,. 1 Mole of AgCIO , dissolved m ethanol, is stirred 
with a solution of 2 moles of Me.tms in CHCK. The yellow complex is 
precipitated by addition of diethylether. 
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ТаЪІе V i l i . 4 . An 
A s ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 
As(Et 2 d-tc) l 2 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) C l 2 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 a ' 
S b ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 
B i ( E t 2 d t o ) C l 2 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) B r 2 
B i ( E t 2 d t c ) l 2 
As(Bu d t c ) 2 B r 
As (Bu 2dt c) Br 2 
Sb(Bu 2 dtc) 2 Br 
Sb(Bu 2 dtc)Br 2 
As(Bu 2 d-tc) 2 I 3 
As(Bu 2 dtc) 2 HgI 
Sb(Bu 2 d-tc) 2 I 3 * ) 
Sb(Bu 2 dtc) 2 HgI 3 
[ S b ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 ] 2 C d 2 


















1 ^ 2 0 . 9 4 ( 2 1 . 1 2 ) 



















a) Br 37.40(37.18) S 14.70(14.92) 
ъ) ι 42.56(41.78) 
values are given in parentheses . 

















































с) S 12.42(12.53) Sb 11.70(11.89) Cd 11.11(10.98) I 37.43(37.19) 
Ag.,(Me tms) . (SO.,CF.,)-, is prepared by stirring for one hour 1 mole of 
AgSO CF, with a solution of 2 moles of Me tms in CHC1 . Addition of diethyl-
ether precipitates the yellow complex. 
Ag0(Me.tms)(SCN)0 is obtained as a yellow, insoluble precipitate, when 
1 mole of AgSdJ is refluxed for 6 hours with a solution of 1 mole of Me.tms 
m CHC1,. 
Chapter Vl_ 
The analytical data are given m table VIII.4. 
The starting complexes M^R.dtc), (R = Et, Bu; M = As, Sb, Bi) were pre­
pared as described in the literature (4,5)· 
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M(R dtc) 2 X (M = As, ЗЪ, Bi; R = Et, Bu; Χ = Cl, Br, l ) . То a s o l u t i o n of 
1 mole of M(R„dtc), i n chloroform, •§• mole of MX- i s added, which d i s so lves 
slowly Ъу s t i r r i n g . After a d d i t i o n of d i e t h y l e t h e r t o t h e c l e a r s o l u t i o n , t h e 
complex i s p r e c i p i t a t e d . R e c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n can be performed in a small amount 
of chloroform. The complexes,can a l s o Ъе obtained by t h e r e a c t i o n of 1 mole 
of M(R dtc) with f mole of X . 
M(R2dtc)X2 (M = As, Sbj R - Et, Bu; Χ = Cl, Br, i ) . 2 Moles of MX are 
added t o a s o l u t i o n of 1 mole of M(R ?dtc)- in CHC1,. After 4 hours of s t i r ­
r i n g , t h e h a l i d e i s d i s so lved . The complex i s p r e c i p i t a t e d by a d d i t i o n of 
d i e t h y l e t h e r t o t h e c l e a r s o l u t i o n . R e c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n can be performed from 
a small amount of CHC1,. Рог M = As, X = Cl, R = Et, only o i l s were obta ined. 
B i (Bt
n
dtc)X 0 (X = CI, Br, l ) . The almost i n s o l u b l e complexes are 
obtained by re f lux ing a s o l u t i o n of I.O5 mole of B i ( E t „ d t c ) - in chloroform 
with 2 moles of BiX, f o r 6 hours . The p r e c i p i t a t e i s f i l t e r e d off and washed 
with chloroform. 
As(Bu 0 dto) 0 I-, . 1 Mole of Asi, i s added with s t i r r i n g t o a s o l u t i o n of 
1 mole of Bu t d s i n CHC1-. The brown c r y s t a l l i n e product, r e s u l t i n g from t h e 
a d d i t i o n of l i g r o i n 40/60 t o t h e c l e a r s o l u t i o n , i s r e c r y s t a l l i z e d from a 
chloroform-l igroin 40/6O mixture. 
As(Bu^dtc)oHgl-,. To a s o l u t i o n of 1 mole of Hg(Bu„dtc) ? in chloroform, 
1 mole of Asi . i s added with s t i r r i n g . When Asi , i s completely d i s so lved, 
l i g r o i n 40/60 i s added. The r e s u l t i n g p r e c i p i t a t e can be r e c r y s t a l l i z e d i n 
a small amount of CHC1-,. 
Sb(Bu 0dtc)^I-, i s obtained by a method analogous t o t h a t for 
A s ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 I 3 . 
Sb(Bupdtc)pHgl^ i s obtained analogous t o As(Bu.dtc)„HgI- us ing Sb l . 
i n s t e a d of Asi . 
[SbC&Updtc),] C d ? I , i s obtained analogous t o Sb(Bu d t c ) ? H g I 4 us ing 
Cd(Bu2dtc) instead of H g ( B u 2 d t c ) 2 . 
The complexes As(Bu„dtc)„I, and Sb(Bu„dtc) ? I- can a l s o be prepared by 
a d d i t i o n of 1¿ mole of !„ t o 1 mole of M(Bu2dtc), (M = As, Sb) , both d i s -
solved in CHC1.. The complexes p r e c i p i t a t e a f t e r add i t ion of l i g r o i n 40/6O. 
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(сн 2) 4 
(сн 2) 5 
(сн 2) б 
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SAMENVATTING 
In de coördinatiechen-' e is de laatste jaren veel aandacht besteed aan de 
stabilisatie van ongewoon hoge oxidatietoestanden. Het eenwaardige negatieve 
dialkyldithiooarbamaat speelt daarbij een belangrijke rol. Naast С — donor 
is het dialkyldithiooarbamaat ook een π-donor. Overgangsmetalen blijken 
geschikt om deze π elektronendichtheid op te nemen, reden waarom hoge formele 
oxidatietoestanden gestabiliseerd worden. 
In dit proefschrift wordt de chemie van koper-dialkyldithiocarbamaten 
beschreven, die interessant is, niet alleen door de grote gevarieerdheid van 
verbindingen, maar ook door het voorkomen van koper m gemengde oxidatie­
toestanden. Zo bevat [Си(Н^с) 2][Си пВг~ + ] (R = Me: η = 2; R = Et, Pr, i-Bu: 
η = 4; R = Bu, Pe, i-Pe, He: η = 6) zowel Cu(lll) als Cu(l). Van deze onop­
losbare diamagnetische complexen wordt verondersteld dat ze zijn opgebouwd 
uit polymère negatief geladen CuBr-ketens, met de Cu(R„dtc)„-ionen daartussen, 
al dan niet verknoopt met die ketens. Cu(lIl)(R?dtc)„Cu(l)Br? (R = Pr, i-Pr) 
is een oplosbare diamagnetische verbinding. CUp^odtcKBr« (R = Me, Et), dat 
Cu(lll) en Cu(ll) bevat, bestaat uit ketens van afwisselende Cu(lll)(R^dtc)« 
en Cu(ll)(Rpdtc)Brp eenheden. Al deze producten ontstaan uit R.tds en CuBr, 
waarbij als eerste stap een oxidatieve additie wordt verondersteld. 
De S-C banden m R.tms zijn sterker dan de S-S band in R.tds, hetgeen 
blijkt uit de reaktie van CuX (X = Cl, Br, l) met R.tms. Het product 
CuX(R.tms) is m de vaste stof dimeer met zwavelbruggen en eindstandige 
halogeen atomen. 
CuBr reageert ook met diverse overgangselement-dithiocarbamaten. Adducten 
worden verkregen met Cu(Rpdtc)?, Co(R?dtc), en Au(Bu2dtc). Cu(R2dtc)-.nCuBr 
\Β. = Et, Pr: η = 2; R = Bu, Pe, He: η = 3#) is ook opgebouwd uit polymère 
CuBr-ketens, waaraan door vervanging van broom atomen, Cu(Rpdto)p via zijn 
Rpdtc- groepen verknoopt is. Van Co(R2dtc),.nCuBr (R = Et, Pr: η = 2; R = Bu, 
Pe: η = З) en Au(Bu„dtc).2CuBr wordt verondersteld dat ze een soortgelijke 
struktuur hebben. Met [Cu(R2dtc)]. (R = Et, Pr, Bu), wordt CUg ( R2dt c) gBr, 
verkregen, een verbinding met waarschijnlijk een Cvu-cluster. 
Met uitzondering van Agi reageren zilver halogeniden niet met R.tds of 
met [Ag(Rpdtc)],. Agi reageert met [Ag(R2dtc)]i. tot verbindingen met formule 
Ag (R dtc) I (R = Et: η = 1; R = Pr: η = 4; R = Bu: η = 7} R = Pe: η = 2 
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en 8). Interessant is de reaktie van andere zilver(l) verbindingen zoals 
AgClO , AgSO Œ? en Ag^SiP, met i-Pr.tds. Rode diamagnetische Produkten worden 
verkregen met "bruto formule Ag. (i-Pr„dtс)„Χ (Χ- = CIO", S 0 O C F 7 , (SIF/")I). 
Mogelijk Ъevatten deze stoffen het ion Agn(i-Prpdtc). . De struktuur kon door 
gebrek aan kristallen niet worden opgehelderd. 
De dithiocarbamaat-complexen van As, Sb en Bi zullen verschillen verto­
nen met die van de overgangsmetalen. Er zijn minder orbitalen van lage energie 
beschikbaar en daarom zal de stabilisatie van hoge oxidatietoestanden door 
Tt-donatie van het dithiocarbamaat minder goed mogelijk zijn en zal ook de 
bidentale coördinatie met altijd goed mogelijk zijn. Verwacht worden daarom 
een voorkeur voor 3-waardige complexen en asymmetrie in de binding van het 
dithiocarbamaat aan As, Sb en Bi. 
De reaktie van MÍH-dtc), (M = As, Sb, Bi) met halogenen bevestigt dat. 
Met It mol halogeen wordt M(R„dtc)Xp verkregen. Het substitueren van 2 dithio-
carbamaten m M(Rpdtc), gaat niet door reaktie met 1 mol Xp, maar wel met 
2 mol MX,. Een ligand uitwisseling resulteert dan m MÍRpdt^Xp. As(Etpdtc)Brp 
is in de vaste stof dimeer met broombruggen. De arseen atomen zijn verstoord 
oktaednsch gecoördineerd met een stereochemisch actief elektronenpaar m 
equatoriale positie. 
Het lonogene М(ііі)(BUpdtc)pI, (M = As, Sb) kan worden verkregen uit Mi­
met Bu.tds. De struktuur van het waarschijnlijk isostrukturele 
[Sb(BUpdtc)p]pCdpI, laat zien dat Sb trigonaal bipyramidaal is gecoördineerd 
met een stereochemisch actief elektronenpaar in equatoriale positie. De 
BUpdtc groepen zijn sterk asymmetrisch gebonden. 
Toch is er ook een 5_waardige Sb-verbindmg gesynthetiseerd, 
Me,Sb(Mepdtc)p. De mogelijkheid om deze hoge oxidatietoestand te bereiken 




In recent years t h e s t a b i l i z a t i o n of unusual high formal ox idat ion 
s t a t e s has drawn much a t t e n t i o n in coordinat ion chemistry. Tne uni-negat ive 
d ia lky ld i th iocarbamate plays an important r o l e m t h e s e s t u d i e s . The d i a l k y l -
dithiocarbamato l igand i s both а (Γ- donor and a π-donor. The s t a b i l i t y 
of high formal ox idat ion s t a t e s of t r a n s i t i o n metals i s explained by t h e i r 
a b i l i t y t o accept t h i s π - e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y . 
In t h i s t h e s i s t h e copper dithiocarbamato chemistry i s descr ibed. This 
chemistry i s i n t e r e s t i n g , not or ly by tl"e la rge v a r i e t y of complexes which 
can be i s o l a t e d but a l s o by t h e fact t h a t copper can occur in mixed oxidaxion 
s t a t e s . [ C u ( l I l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 J L C u ( l ) n B r ~ ] (R = Me: η » 2; R = Et, Pr, i-Bu: η = 4; 
R = Bu, Pe, i -Pe, I e : η = 6) contains botn C u ( l l l ) and C u ( l ) . I t i s supposed 
t h a t t h e s e i n s o l u b l e , diamagnetic complexes a re b u i l t of CuBr-chams with 
d i s c r e t e Cu(R„dtc)p - ions or with Cu(Rpdtc)„ incorporated in t h e chain. 
C u ( l I l ) ( R 2 d t c ) 2 C u ( l ) B r ~ (R = Pr, i-Pr) i s a so luble diamagnetic C u ( l I I , l ) -
complex. Cu„(Rpdtc)-.Br? (R = Me, Hit), conta in ing C u ( l l l ) and C u ( l l ) , c o n s i s t s 
of chains of a l t e r n a t i n g C u ( l I l ) ( R p d t c ) ? and Cu( l l ) (Rpdtc)Br ? u n i t s . All these 
products a r e i s o l a t e d from t h e r e a c t i o n of R.tds with CuBr. The f i r s t s t e p 
in t h i s r e a c t i o n i s assumed t o be an oxidat ive a d d i t i o n . 
The S-C bonds in R.tms are s t ronger than t h e S-S bond m R . t d s . This i s 
shown by t h e product from t h e r e a c t i o n of CuX (X = CI, Br, l ) with R.tms: 
CuX(R.tms) (with Cu(l)) i s d i m e n o in t h e s o l i d s t a t e , with su l fur br idges 
and terminal halogen atoms. 
CuBr r e a c t s a l s o with some t r a n s i t i o n metal d i th iocarbamates . Adducts 
are obtained with Cu(Rpdtc)p, Co(Rpatc)-, and Au(BUpdtc). Tne compound with 
C u ( R 2 d t c ) 2 , Cu(R2d4;c)2.nCuBr (R = Et, Pr : η = 2; R = Bu, Pe, He: η = З е ) , i s 
a l s o b u i l t of polymeric CuBr—chains which, by s u b s t i t u t i o n of bromine atoms, 
a re i n t e r l i n k e d by Cu(Rpdtc) ? molecules. Co(R 2dtc),.nCuBr (R = Et, Pr: η = 2; 
R = Bu, Pe: η = 3) and Au(BUpdtc).2Cu3r a^e supposed t o have a s i m i l a r 
s t r u c t u r e . With [ C u ( R 2 d t c ) J . (R = E t , Pr, Bu), CUq(R2dtc) ,Br, i s obtained, 
a compound which probably conta ins a C i u - c l u s t e r . 
With t h e exception of Agi, s i l v e r h a l i d e s do not react with R.tds or 
with [ A g ( R 2 d t c ) l 6 . With LAg(R 2 dtc)] 6 , Agi y i e l d s A g n + 4 ( R 2 d t c ) 4 I n (R = Et : 
η = 1; R = Pr: η = 4; R = Bu: η = 7; R = Pe: η = 2 and 8. Very i n t e r e s t i n g 
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i s the reaction of some other silver(I)compounds (AgCIO , AgSO CP , Ag„SiP,) 
with i -Pr . tds . Red, diamagnetic products are isolated with ЪгиЬо formula 
Ag.(i-Pr0d-tc)-X (X~ = CIO", SO^CP", ( S i F ^ - ) ! ) . I t i s possible that the 
structure contains Ago(i-Prpdtc). -ions. Suitable crystals for an X-Ray 
structure detentmation could not be obtained. 
The dialkyldithiocarbamato complexes of As, Sb and Bi differ from those 
of the t rans i t ion metals. As less orbitals of low energy are available to 
accept electron density, π-donation plays only a minor role and the s t a b i l i ­
zation of high formal oxidation states involving th i s π-donation is not 
possible. The lack of orbitals also favours a monodental coordination of 
the dialkyldithiocarbamato ligand. This i s confirmed by the reaction of 
MtR-dtc) with halogens. With g mole of X , M(R2dtc) X is obtained. The 
substitution of two Rpdtc *s in M(Rpdtc)-), can be performed with 2 mole of 
MX,, where a ligand exchange results in the formation of M(Rpdtc)X„, but not 
by the reaction of M(R„dtc), with 1 mole of X?. In the solid s tate 
As(Et„dtc)Br„ is dimeno with bromine bridges. The arsenic atoms are distorted 
octahedrally coordinated with a stereochemically active lone pair m equa­
tor ia l position. 
The ionic М(іІі)(Ви d t c ) 2 I (M = As, Sb) can be obtained from the 
reaction of Ж , with Bu.tds. The probably isostructural [Sb(Bu-dtc);;)]?Cd„Ií, 
shows trigonal - bipyramidally coordinated Sb-atoms with a stereochemically 
active lone pair . The Bu„dtc groups are very asymmetrically coordinated. 
One pentavalent dithiocarbamato containing Sb-compound is known. The high 
formal oxidation s ta te of Sb in Me-Sb(Me„dtc)p is explained by the 6"-electron 
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